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Preface
Within this thesis, some of the chapters contain work presented in the
following jointly authored publications:
I. “Spectroscopy and linear spectropolarimetry of the early Herbig
Be stars PDS 27 and PDS 37” – K. M. Ababakr, J. R. Fair-
lamb, R. D. Oudmaijer, M. E. van den Ancker, 2015, MNRAS,
submitted.
II. “X-Shooter spectroscopic survey of Herbig Ae/Be stars I: Stellar
parameters and accretion rates” – J. R. Fairlamb, R. D. Oud-
maijer, I. Mendigut´ıa, J. D. Ilee, M. E. van den Ancker, 2015,
MNRAS, submitted.
III. “ Stellar Parameters and Accretion Rate of the Transition Disk
Star HD 142527 from X-Shooter ” – I. Mendigut´ıa, J. R. Fair-
lamb, B. Montesinos, R. D. Oudmaijer, J. Najita, S. D. Brittain,
M. E. van den Ancker, 2014, ApJ, 790, 21.
IV. “Investigating the inner discs of Herbig Ae/Be stars with CO
bandhead and Brγ emission” – J. D. Ilee, J. R. Fairlamb,
R. D. Oudmaijer, I. Mendigut´ıa, M. E. van den Ancker, S. Kraus,
H. E. Wheelright, 2015, MNRAS, 445, 3723.
Paper I is included in a small section in Chapter 2. The paper in-
volves a dedicated procedure for obtaining stellar parameters in the
stars PDS 27 and PDS 37. The methods and work presented in these
sections of the paper were performed and written by the second au-
thor J. R. Fairlamb. Other sections of the paper were either jointly
written between the primary author, K. M. Ababakr, and the sec-
ondary author, or they were the sole work of K. M. Ababakr; as such,
these particular sections are not included in this thesis.
Paper II forms the basis of Chapter 2 and 3. The paper details the
derivation of stellar parameters for a large sample of HAeBe stars,
and it analyses the mass accretion rate using the UV-excess. The
work was carried out by the primary author, J. R. Fairlamb, and the
text was also written by the primary author. The co-authors provided
comments on various drafts of the paper which the primary author
has incorporated in the final paper.
Paper III is a dedicated study of the Herbig Ae star HD 142527.
The secondary author, J. R. Fairlamb, wrote the section involving
accretion derived from the Balmer excess and performed the relevant
work behind the values listed. The techniques in this paper are similar
to the ones presented in Chapter 3, but the methodology and stellar
parameters used are slightly different.
Paper IV contains Brγ line strengths and luminosities. These values
are also present in Chapter 4. Their determinations involved some
of the stellar parameter given in Chapter 2. All of these values were
determined by the second author, J. R. Fairlamb, with the relevant
sections in the paper regarding the values also written by the sec-
ond author. The remainder of the paper was written by the primary
author, J. D. Ilee, and is not included in this thesis.
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Abstract
This thesis presents a spectroscopic study of the stellar properties,
accretion rates, and emission lines of 91 Herbig Ae/Be stars.
Medium resolution spectra and optical photometry are used to spec-
trally type a sample of 91 Herbig Ae/Be stars in a homogeneous fash-
ion. Stellar parameters of temperature, surface gravity, mass, radius,
luminosity, distance, age, and reddening are determined using the
above in combination with pre-main sequence tracks. The tempera-
tures are in agreement with previous assessments, while new distance
and mass estimates for some objects constitute a large improvement.
Measurements of the UV-excess across the Balmer jump region are
made, and they are modelled within the context of magnetospheric
accretion. Accretion rates are derived from the fitting. Seven Herbig
Be stars could not be fitted within this context, suggesting a possi-
ble breakdown of magnetospheric accretion towards the higher mass
Herbig Ae/Be stars. Different relationships between accretion rate
and age are observed for the cases of Herbig Ae stars and Herbig Be
stars; this is suspected to be an evolutionary effect of both the star
approaching the main sequence and the pre-main sequence lifetime of
the star itself.
Line luminosities are measured for 32 different emission lines ranging
from ∼ 4000–21700 A˚. All lines are observed to be correlated with
the accretion luminosity, providing multiple new accretion diagnos-
tics. The mean power-law relationship between accretion luminosity
and line luminosity is observed to be the same between HAeBes and
CTTs, within the errors. However, a line by line comparison between
the two, demonstrates deviation in 80% of comparable lines. This
deviation appears greatest in the Herbig Be regime. Further investi-
gation is required into the line profiles and current scatter observed
in relationships for different classes of pre-main sequence stars.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Star formation is a broad and complex area of astrophysics which spans many
large scales in size, mass, and density from giant molecular clouds all the way
down to solar scale pre-main sequence stars. The aim of this chapter is to provide
an overview of star formation by detailing both our current understanding and
the challenges awaiting us in this exciting field of research.
1.1 Clouds, Filaments, and Cores
In order to understand the smallest scales of star formation, that is, of young
stars, it is important to understand the environments from which they are born.
After all, it is the properties of the molecular clouds, their filaments, and the
dense cores within them, that dictate what kind of stars can form in them.
21.1.1 Giant Molecular Clouds
Giant Molecular clouds, GMCs, as the name suggests, are clouds of molecular
gas located within the interstellar medium, ISM. Hydrogen is known to be the
most abundant element in the universe, and as such molecular clouds are mostly
comprised of molecular hydrogen; this has been inferred through H I measure-
ments from as far back as 1970 (Carruthers 1970). However, molecular hydrogen
is difficult to detect due to it not having a dipole moment, and no emission lines
in the radio-band. Instead, a molecule is needed which can be excited at the same
low temperatures, of 5-15 K, and densities, of N ∼ 100 cm−3, seen in molecular
clouds (Solomon et al. 1987). Carbon Monoxide serves as such a tracer; with
the first detections being picked up 45 years ago by (Wilson et al. 1970). The
conversion factor between CO and H2 is generally seen to be constant throughout
our galaxy, though different conversion factors could alter findings in anomalous
regions or other galaxies (Shetty et al. 2011; Narayanan et al. 2011, 2012).
Using this tracer it has been observed that GMCs span a mass range of 103–
106.5 M⊙, with an approximately constant surface mass density of 170 M⊙pc
−2
(Solomon et al. 1979, 1987). Smaller molecular clouds have been observed, which
are commonly referred to as Bok Gloubles. These clouds are generally located in
the less dense regions of the galaxy, such as at high galactic latitudes (Magnani
et al. 1985), and further out in the galactic disc (Brand & Wouterloot 1995; Heyer
et al. 2001). The largest GMCs, however, are primarily observed in denser regions
of the galaxy, like the central molecular zone and spiral arms (Oka et al. 2001).
A maximum mass of 106.5 M⊙ has been observed in both the Milky Way and
the Large Magellanic Cloud, while the distribution of GMC masses obey various
3power-laws as a function of galactic radius (Rosolowsky 2005).
Going back to the main topic of star formation, it is not just the formation
of the actual stars which is uncertain; GMC formation is still a hot topic under
debate. In order for them to form, a stage is required where the atomic gas
distributed throughout the ISM must be brought together into denser regions, as
this is essential for the formation of H2 and CO molecules (Hollenbach & McKee
1979; van Dishoeck & Black 1988). One theory of GMC formation is through
cloud-cloud collisions, where GMCs are created through the collision of smaller
molecular clouds (Oort 1954; Field & Saslaw 1965). One issue with this is the time
required for enough collisions of smaller clouds to create a GMC before the clouds
are dispersed, but recent observations of increased molecular cloud density in the
spiral arms (Colombo et al. 2014) could allow more collisions between clouds due
to their closer proximity; this has been shown to be acceptable by modelling too
(Dobbs & Pringle 2013).
Another method of GMC formation is that of converging flows from stellar
feedback, where the clouds are formed from material being swept up by super-
nova shock-waves or expanding H II regions (McCray & Kafatos 1987; Bania &
Lyon 1980; Koyama & Inutsuka 2000). Recently, observations have been made
of increased molecular cloud production at the edges of galactic supershells by
Dawson et al. (2011), which supports the colliding flow theory.
Gravitational instabilities are another mechanism of GMC formation, which
was postulated long ago as a consequence of perturbations in the galactic disc
(Toomre 1964; Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965; Roberts 1969; Elmegreen 1979).
In this scenario a cloud of gas will collapse gravitationally if the gravitational
force can overcome the opposing gas pressure.
4In all of the above approaches there will always be a magnetic field present
in the GMC. It is suspected that this global magnetic field can actually aid
star formation in GMCs, through possible magnetic instabilities (Parker 1966;
Mouschovias 1974). However, it may also serve as a hindrance to star formation
by supporting the cloud against collapse (Mouschovias & Spitzer 1976; Nakano &
Nakamura 1978). Magnetic support is feasible provided the cloud mass remains
below a critical mass of Mcrit = Φ/(4π
2G)1/2, where Φ is the magnetic flux.
Such support may be overcome through ambipolar diffusion (Mouschovias 1987;
Lizano & Shu 1989). This is where neutral material crosses the magnetic field
lines, thereby removing a portion of the magnetic flux relative to the mass. Lately
is has been observed, on average, that GMCs appear to be supercritical with a
ratio of GMC cloud mass to critical mass of MGMC/MCR ∼ 2 − 3, which allows
the clouds to overcome magnetic support and collapse (Crutcher 2012). Magnetic
fields have also been shown in simulations to play a role in the orientation of the
dense filamentary substructures, which form within GMCs from the collapsing
material; they are seen to be perpendicular to the magnetic field if its strength is
large enough (Van Loo et al. 2013).
1.1.2 Filaments
It is not only the creation of GMCs that is complex; their internal structures are
too. They appear to contain a filamentary structure of higher density regions
within them. This is thought to be produced through a combination of colliding
flows, turbulence, gravitational forces and magnetic forces (their exact influence
shall be discussed below). Filaments are typically at least ∼1–10 pc in length,
5Figure 1.1: The Chameleon GMC is shown above, in 250 µm, for three separate
regions within. All of these regions display a filamentary structure. This figure is taken
from Alves de Oliveira et al. (2014, and references therein). The main filament of Cham
I is seen as perpendicular to the magnetic field orientation, which is represented by two
arrows, as determined by Whittet et al. (1994); McGregor et al. (1994). Some striation
features are seen to be aligned with this magnetic field in Cham I too.
and are seen to be even larger in IRDCs (Jackson et al. 2010; Beuther et al.
2011). Recent observations from the Herschel survey show that this filamentary
structure is present all throughout the cold ISM (Pilbratt et al. 2010; Andre´
et al. 2010; Men’shchikov et al. 2010). It has also been shown that the radial
profiles of all filaments, in the Gould belt clouds, are ∼0.1 pc (Arzoumanian
et al. 2011) for both active star forming regions (Bontemps et al. 2010), and
regions with nearly no star formation (Ward-Thompson et al. 2010). This width
is approximately two times less than the sonic scale below which interstellar
6turbulence becomes subsonic in diffuse gas. This lends support to the argument
of large-scale turbulence dissipation inducing filaments. It is possible that this is
a lower limit to the applicability of Larson’s law, which is a power-law relationship
between the observed line width of a cloud and its size (Larson 1981).
A hub filament structure has been observed in the Pipe nebula of merging
filaments, which are suspected to have formed due to feedback from the nearby
Sco OB association (Peretto et al. 2012). This hub is likely dominated by the
largest filament present, with the smaller filaments feeding into it (Hill et al.
2011; Hennemann et al. 2012). Merging filaments have also been observed in the
colder and denser IRDCs (Henshaw et al. 2013), where the radial profiles are
again observed to be ∼ 0.1 pc (Kainulainen & Tan 2013). At the intersections
between the merging filaments the column densities are seen to be higher, due to
them containing embedded dense cores; these are possible sites of clustered star
formation (Myers 2011). The cores have a density structure similar to a Bonnor-
Ebert sphere (Johnstone et al. 2000; Alves et al. 2001; Tafalla et al. 2004).
1.1.3 Cores
The work of Polychroni et al. (2013) has shown that not all cores are associated
with filaments; approximately 29% of the cores they analysed are not associated,
and they are also less dense. The increased density of the associated cores is
possibly a consequence of the associated-cores being fed by the filaments (Smith
et al. 2011). This is supported by the observations of Peretto et al. (2013), where
a candidate O-type star progenitor core is seen to still be gaining material from
the filament in which it is embedded. The dense cores seen within filaments are
7suspected to form after material in the filament has reached a critical density
and collapses down (Molinari et al. 2010). Currently local collapse of filaments is
favoured over the theory of global collapse (Banerjee et al. 2006; Pon et al. 2011).
Dense cores are the final sites of star formation from which stars will be born.
The stars which arise from multiple dense cores, a cluster, will follow a given
mass distribution, referred to as the Initial Mass Function (IMF). The IMF was
originally described as a power law by Salpeter (1955), where solar-like stars are
seen to be more plentiful than larger stars. Modifications have been made since
then to account for the small numbers of very low mass stars, and brown dwarfs,
observed as zero mass is approached (Miller & Scalo 1979; Kroupa 2001; Chabrier
2003; Maschberger 2013). This turn-off point is taken to be ∼0.1–1M⊙.
It has been observed that the numbers of dense cores, and their masses, follow
a Core Mass Function, CMF (Motte et al. 1998; Testi & Sargent 1998; Johnstone
et al. 2000; Ko¨nyves et al. 2010). The CMF is comparable to the IMF, in the
sense that both of them follow a power law as a function of mass, with a turn
off point towards lower masses. Compared to the IMF, the CMF is shifted by a
factor of three towards higher masses - a reflection of the efficiencies (or rather
inefficiencies) present in core collapse.
The conversion from the CMF to the IMF is a complicated situation to analyse
due to the larger uncertainties concerning the mass of dense cores. These uncer-
tainties arise from the difficulty in identifying cores by their density gradient and
separating it from the background; a cut-off density must be chosen. Another
uncertainty is due to cores being extended structures, where multiple cores could
be identified as a single one (Pineda et al. 2009; Reid et al. 2010); for the IMF
the stars are mostly clear and luminous points. The translation from CMF to
8IMF may also be affected by fragmentation of cores into multiple systems (Bate
et al. 2003; Goodwin et al. 2008).
1.1.4 Core Collapse
To form stars, the dense cores must become gravitationally unstable in order
for it to collapse (Klessen et al. 2000; Clark & Bonnell 2005). Such instabilities
occur when the local density increases, which could be attributed to turbulence
within the GMC (McKee & Ostriker 2007). Another way to look at gravitational
stability, and local density enhancement, is by considering the Jeans Mass, MJeans.
This is the critical mass required for a sphere of gas, solely supported by thermal
pressure, to undergo gravitational collapse:
MJeans =
(
5kbT
GµmH
) 3
2
(
3
4πρ
) 1
2
(1.1)
where MJeans is the Jeans Mass, kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the thermal
temperature, G is the gravitational constant, mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom,
and ρ is the density. This equation highlights the importance of having a high
density region in order for gravity to overcome thermal pressure and subsequently
collapse. Provided MJeans is exceeded, the collapse occurs close to the free-fall
time with inner regions collapsing faster than the outer regions (Shu 1977; Larson
1969). During collapse the density is ever increasing and the release of gravita-
tional potential energy heats the collapsing material. If the material remains
optically thin then it can radiate this heat away, which can result in further
fragmentation via the Jeans mass equation.
A point will occur during the collapse of cores where the density at the centre
9of collapse has increased to the point where the material is no longer optically thin.
This results in an increased temperature within as the radiation cannot escape.
The increased thermal pressure will halt the collapse, and forms a hydrostatic
core. A description of the processes after this point is given by Masunaga et al.
(1998) where material outside of this core will continue to fall onto the core but is
decelerated as it reaches the surface. This material will compress the core, while
the outer layer can still cool by radiation. Compression will cause the temperature
inside the core to continue rising, to the point where hydrogen dissociates. From
this point material will free-fall onto the surface; this is known as the accretion
phase.
The MJeans situation and free-fall of material are idealised cases, with many
factors currently omitted. In particular the discussion so far has not included the
effects of rotation and the restrictions it places on formation in regards to angular
momentum conservation. The effects of rotation present at the dense core level
would result in larger than observed rotational velocities upon collapse to a stellar
size object of many orders of magnitude. Angular momentum must be conserved,
so there must be mechanisms present which lower it during collapse. One such
method is magnetic braking. This occurs when the rotation of the cloud twists
the frozen in field line, which results in an increase in local magnetic tension. This
tension exerts a braking torque on the cloud, which works to counteract the spin
and lowers specific angular momentum. (Mestel & Spitzer 1956; Mouschovias
& Paleologou 1979; Nakano 1989). This, theoretically, can reduce the angular
momentum by more than two orders of magnitude (Mouschovias & Paleologou
1979). Recent observations by Girart et al. (2009) of a massive, hot, molecular
core have shown signatures of magnetic breaking. The field lines threading the
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core are observed to be deformed towards the centre, producing an hourglass
shaped field structure, while it is also seen to be simultaneously contracting and
rotating.
Another possible method of shedding angular momentum is through the pro-
cess of accretion discs and outflows. Depending upon the orientation of the mag-
netic field the resulting outflows may be magnetically driven (Blandford & Payne
1982), or centrifugally driven (Pudritz & Norman 1983). Observations of outflows
from T Tauri stars have been seen to be rotating, which supports outflows as a
method of dispersing angular momentum (Bacciotti et al. 2002). While in the
accretion disc, momentum can be transferred outwards in the disc via torque due
to gravitational instabilities, turbulence, or shearing in flow instabilities (Pringle
1981; Balbus & Hawley 1991; Papaloizou & Lin 1995)
Outflows form a strong source of feedback within cores and clouds, but they
are not the only one. Another is from HII fronts and shocks produced by already
formed OB stars (Elmegreen & Lada 1977). These shocks can compress the
molecular gas and cause collapse to form an additional set of stars i.e. star
formation progresses in a sequential manner. Evidence of a sequential nature of
formation is presented by Beccari et al. (2010) through the analysis of the Hα
line in the NGC 3603 cluster. Based on this line the authors find that 1/3 of
the sample have an age > 10Myr, while 2/3 have an age between 1 to 10Myr
with a median of 3Myr. This is suggestive of sequential star formation, as the
star formation rate is increasing with time: initially, the first stars are born, they
provide positive feedback, then the next generation of star formation will contain
more stars.
Alternatively, recent simulations have shown that when feedback sources are
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combined with magnetic fields, the fragmentation of cores can also be inhibited
(Price & Bate 2007; Commerc¸on et al. 2011; Myers et al. 2013). Observations
by Palau et al. (2013) of 18 regions with embedded cores found that 50% of the
cores showed evidence of fragmentation and 30% showed no signs of fragmenta-
tion. Additionally, theoretical work by Commerc¸on et al. (2011) suggests that
magnetic fields can also inhibit fragmentation, while the cores in which turbu-
lence is dominant show higher fragmentation. The suppression of fragmentation
would suggest that the collapsing material will form just one star, often referred
to as monolithic collapse or core accretion. This has been proposed as a the-
ory for forming the most massive stars, up to ∼ 100M⊙, from very dense cores
(McKee & Tan 2002, 2003). Observations by Zhang et al. (2013) of a heavily
embedded, massive protostar have been modelled successfully within this core
accretion scenario.
An alternative formation scenario for high mass stars is through competitive
accretion (Bonnell et al. 1997; Bonnell & Bate 2002). In this scenario the largest
stars form in the centre of the cluster, as the majority of the surrounding gas is
fed towards them due to their position at the centre of the gravitational potential
well. In the Orion molecular cloud it has been observed that the most massive
stars are clustered in the centre of the region, along with the stellar number
density being of the order 2 × 104 pc−3 (Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998). The
formation of high mass stars in clusters is supported by observations that only
4% of O-field stars appear to have an origin outside of stellar clusters (de Wit
et al. 2005).
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1.2 Young Stellar Objects
Since this discussion now centres around Young Stellar Objects, YSOs, forming
in clusters, it is important to discuss the various types of stars which exist at this
stage, along with how they change on their evolution towards the main sequence.
The different stages of YSO evolution are summarised in Figure 1.2. The
figure shows the SED of the four main stages, along with a graphic visualisation
of their general appearance. The top image is the earliest stage of evolution,
referred to as Class 0. Their SED peaks at sub-mm wavelengths, and this allowed
them to be first observed through sub-mm observations by Andre et al. (1993).
Since then, more class 0 protostars have been identified, and are seen to always
be associated with high density regions (Sadavoy et al. 2014). The remaining
three stages are shown successively underneath. These three classes were initially
identified before the class 0 stage was introduced by (Lada 1987), who grouped
YSOs into 3 classes based on their spectral index:
α =
d logλFλ
d logλ
(1.2)
Class 0 stars were not part of this initial classification by (Lada 1987), as they
had not been observed yet, though they are now classified as having a spectral
index of α > 3. This high spectral index reflects their deeply embedded nature.
They have been observed to have very strong molecular outflows, which are ∼10
times greater than those in class I sources (Bontemps et al. 1996).
In the Class I stage the molecular outflows are now seen to be much weaker
than in Class 0 stars. The molecular outflow so far has helped in dispersing
the surrounding envelope. Some of the envelope will have accreted onto the
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Figure 1.2: The four different classes of PMS evolution are show above, with the
SEDs of each class on the left, and a graphic visualisation of each class on the right.
The properties of each class are provided in the text. The figure is adapted from the
works of Lada (1987) and Isella (2006).
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circumstellar disc in order to drive the outflow too. Their spectral slope is defined
as 0 < α ≤ 3.
In the Class II stage the central star can now be seen, and the class is defined
as having a spectral index of −2 < α ≤ 0. The blackbody contribution of the
central star can now be seen along with the IR excess from the circumstellar disc,
which is comprised of gas and dust (Sargent & Beckwith 1987). Stars belonging
to this class are the Classical T Tauri stars and the Herbig Ae/Be stars.
Class III objects are the very final stages of star formation with the main
star being either on the main sequence or just before it. Their spectral index is
−3 < α ≤ −2, which is predominately a blackbody function of the central star
and only small amount of IR excess from the now mostly dispersed circumstellar
disc.
1.2.1 T Tauri Stars
The T Tauri stars, TTs, form the Class II-III category of objects between 0.1–
2.0M⊙, making them the progenitors of stars like our own Sun. They were
identified 70 years ago by Joy (1945), who recognised them as a distinct class of
variable stars with various low excitation emission lines, like H I, Fe II, and Ca
II, present in their spectra. Since their discovery they have been divided into two
separate groups. The first group are the ones identified by Joy (1945), which are
referred to as the Classical T Tauri stars, (CTTs). They are seen to have an IR-
excess, emission lines, and often a UV-excess; these are class II YSOs. The other
group of TTs was originally recognised though X-ray detections by Feigelson &
Kriss (1981), and they were later named Weak T Tauri stars, (WTTs). This is
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because they are seen to have weaker emission lines than CTTs (the equivalent
width of Hα < 10 A˚), virtually no-IR excess, no UV-excess, and little variability
(see Bertout 1989, for a review). Due to these properties they are said to belong
to Class III YSOs. Therefore, there appears to be a trend that the WTTs are
further in their evolution than CTTs, as they are beginning to display properties
more typical of main sequence stars.
With a circumstellar disc and a UV-excess present in CTTs, it was suspected
that they undergo accretion from the disc onto the star. Originally, it was thought
that a boundary-layer model of the disc reaching directly onto the star could
explain this excess (Bertout et al. 1988), but this has lost favour in the past 20
years due to other explanations. Now, the general consensus is that the UV-
excess is caused as a consequence of magnetospheric accretion, MA (Ghosh &
Lamb 1979; Uchida & Shibata 1985; Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994; Calvet &
Gullbring 1998). A full discussion of MA shall be provided in Chapter 3.3. To
summarise, the magnetic field of the star truncates the inner disc at a radius from
the star, which is determined by the magnetic field strength. From this radius
the material will be channelled along the field lines onto the star. The channelled
material, or accretion column, will shock the photosphere upon impact, releasing
soft x-rays which are thermally reprocessed, and observable as the UV-excess.
Support for this is given by: detections of strong-magnetic fields, which can
channel the material (Johns-Krull et al. 1999a,b; Johns-Krull 2007; Donati et al.
2007); observed UV excesses and absorption line veiling (Basri & Batalha 1990;
Valenti et al. 1993; Hartigan et al. 1995; Gullbring et al. 1998; Calvet & Gullbring
1998; Gullbring et al. 2000; Ingleby et al. 2013); and observed line profiles, who’s
origins are consistent with arising from an accretion column (Muzerolle et al.
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1998a, 2001; Kurosawa et al. 2011).
The derived accretion rates of CTTs, from the UV-excess and veiling, are
observed to be correlated with emission line strength. In particular, relationships
have been established between the line luminosities and the accretion luminosity
for multiple lines (Muzerolle et al. 1998b; Natta et al. 2004; Muzerolle et al. 2005;
Natta et al. 2006; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008; Dahm 2008; Ingleby et al. 2013;
Alcala´ et al. 2014). These relationships have been further extended to apply
to low mass brown dwarfs (Natta et al. 2004), and also towards more massive
intermediate mass T Tauri stars of 1.5-2.5M⊙(Calvet et al. 2004). This is now
bordering on the Herbig Ae/Be mass range, so this raises a question: to what
extent do the line luminosity to accretion luminosity relationships hold? That is,
do they hold for more massive stars?
1.2.2 Massive Young Stellar Objects
At the other end of the YSOmass spectrum are the Massive Young Stellar objects,
which are the progenitors of massive O and B type stars. They are considered
to have a mass greater than 8M⊙. As discussed earlier, their formation is highly
associated with the densest clouds; as such, they are predominately located to-
wards the galactic centre (Lumsden et al. 2013), and in the spiral arms (Urquhart
et al. 2011). One of the biggest problems in observing these stars is that they are
very rare (compared to low mass YSOs), and are heavily extinct; typical levels of
reddening are observed to have AV > 10 (Mottram et al. 2011). The reasons for
their high extinction can be understood by first considering their formation from
a dense core. Namely, by adopting a spherical cloud of gas and considering the
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free-fall time-scale:
τff =
(
3π
32Gρ
) 1
2
(1.3)
τff dictates the time required for an isothermal sphere to collapse under gravity
unopposed e.g. a typical dense core with a number density of n=104 cm−3 finds
τff to be of the order 0.5Myr. During contraction gravitational potential energy is
converted into heat and radiated away. Therefore, the other time-scale to consider
is the thermal time-scale, often referred to as the Kelvin-Helmholtz time-scale:
τKH =
GM2
RL
(1.4)
where G is the gravitational constant,M is the mass of star, R is its radius, and L
is its luminosity. Typically, main sequence values are adopted here as they provide
the longest allowable time-scale. The transition to high mass stars is defined at
∼8M⊙, as this is where τKH ≈ τff . For increasingly massive stars, τKH becomes
much shorter than τff . This is responsible for their high AV values, mentioned
earlier, as the star can reach high luminosities before all the surrounding material
has settled onto it or been dispersed. The result is that the star can obtain high
enough temperatures to begin main sequence burning while still accreting (Palla
& Stahler 1993). This poses the problem of a high radiation pressure, which
could potentially overcome the accretion, causing it to halt (Kahn 1974). It has
been suggested theoretically that this can be overcome with accretion from a disc
(Krumholz & McKee 2005). Lately, observations of massive disc candidates are
beginning to support this via observations of rotating discs (Sa´nchez-Monge et al.
2013; Cesaroni et al. 2014; Beltra´n et al. 2014).
Overall, the combination of their short time-scales and scarcity makes under-
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standing high mass star formation a complex task, with many open questions still
on the table. More observations are required to confirm disc accretion in MYSOs,
and this remains difficult due to their fast evolution: the class I-III phases are
skipped entirely, which means their processes of formation could be dramatically
different. Therefore, to understand what could be happening close to this mass
range, observations of slightly less massive stars, which are optically visible and
do display the class I-III phases, may provide clues towards MYSO formation.
The class of stars that meet this criteria are the Herbig Ae/Be stars.
1.2.3 Herbig Ae/Be Stars
The focus of this thesis is directed toward the Herbig Ae/Be class of stars. They
form the important intermediate mass range of YSOs, of 2–10M⊙, between the
CTTs and the MYSOs; forming a bridge between the two. Here I summarise our
understanding of HAeBe stars, including the latest breakthroughs on these stars,
and the future challenges which await.
This class of stars was originally identified by George Herbig in his seminal
paper: Herbig (1960). The aim of his work was to find the young pre-main
sequence stars which are the higher mass analogues to the now well established
CTTs. In order to do this the stars had to meet the following criteria: “spectral
type A or earlier with emission lines; lies in an obscured region; and the star
illuminates fairly bright nebulosity in its immediate vicinity”. The first criteria
is the defining point of these stars, while the other two are used to reduced the
contamination of the sample by stars which are not of PMS nature e.g. planetary
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nebulae appear nebulous but are generally not seen in obscured regions, as their
birthing molecular cloud has long since dispersed. The criteria for HAeBe stars
have been relaxed in more recent surveys attempting to find candidate HAeBe
stars (Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984; The´ et al. 1994; Vieira et al. 2003). These
studies have often drawn upon other indicators, associated with young stars, in
order to find more targets. The presence of an IR-excess has often been utilised
to identify these stars. The IR-excess is now known to be a key characteristic
of class II stars, but their presence was not known when HAeBes were initially
identified. Since then, the presence of a circumstellar disc around HAeBes has
been confirmed through direct optical observations (McCaughrean & O’dell 1996;
Grady et al. 2001), via sub-mm observations (Mannings & Sargent 1997), and
also from polarised light, which is scattered off of the disc (Vink et al. 2002, 2005).
These observations match well with the circumstellar disc being the origin of the
IR-excess (van den Ancker et al. 2000; Meeus et al. 2001).
The HAeBes have been also been classified into two different subgroups based
on the behaviour of this IR-excess (Meeus et al. 2001). For Group I stars, their
inner disc is expected to be optically thick and shields the rest of the disc; the
resulting disc emission can be modelled by a power law. The HAeBes in Group
II require an additional blackbody component on top of a power law in order
to reproduce their observed IR-excess. The additional blackbody component is
suspected to be caused by the flared outer disc - the consequence of an optically
thin inner disc allowing the outer disc to be exposed directly to stellar radiation.
For the HAeBes with flared outer discs, the emission of ro-vibrational CO from
the disc has been seen to reach as far in as ≈ 10 au from the star, while non-
flared discs show CO extending to distances within 1 au of the star (van der
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Plas et al. 2009, 2015; Ilee et al. 2014). It is suspected that these differences
may be evolutionary, with the flared discs being more evolved transitional discs
containing disc gaps. Such gaps have been observed by Maaskant et al. (2013) to
only be present in Group I HAeBes. Poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PAH,
have been proposed to be good tracers of the gas flow across the gaps, while their
luminosities could suggest that lower-mass discs have larger gaps (Maaskant et al.
2014).
The gaps present could also mark the onset of disc dispersal (see Alexander
et al. 2014, for a review), with one of the likeliest mechanisms being through
photo-evaporation (Hollenbach et al. 1994). This is suspected to be a likely can-
didate for explaining WTTs, which may also be applicable to HAeBes. However,
there is currently no defined analogue of WTTs in HAeBes, although as we ac-
crue additional information about transitional disc HAeBes perhaps an analogous
class will be found. The shorter PMS stage experienced by HAeBes, over TTs,
is likely the main reason as to why the number of transitional HAeBes is so few,
as it requires an adequate amount of time for disc dispersal.
Returning to the case of gaps seen in some HAeBe discs, one explanation is
that they could be caused by dynamical clearing of orbiting planets (Alexander
& Armitage 2009; Dodson-Robinson & Salyk 2011). This possibility has grown
stronger with recent observations of planetary candidates around the two HAeBe
stars HD 142527 and HD 100546 (Quanz et al. 2013; Brittain et al. 2013; Currie
et al. 2014; Close et al. 2014). In particular, the observations of the HD 142527
system by Close et al. (2014), detect Hα emission from the location of the plan-
etary candidate. Hα is a known tracer of accretion; the strength of the line, in
this case, suggests that the planetary candidate is still undergoing formation at
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a rate of ∼ 5.9×10−10M⊙ yr
−1 . This is in agreement with CO streams accreting
from the outer to inner disc at a rate of 7× 10−9 to 2× 10−7M⊙ yr
−1 (Casassus
et al. 2013); the streams allow the inner gas disc to maintain its accretion rate
of ∼ 0.7 − 2 × 10−7M⊙ yr
−1 (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2014).
These two HAeBes are select cases, both of which are fairly cool Herbig Ae stars.
As such, they may be expected to behave more similarly to low mass stars, and
do not represent the HAeBes as a whole.
One of the largest questions at present concerning accretion in HAeBes is: does
magnetospheric accretion govern the accretion process for HAeBe stars? The ap-
plication of MA to HAeBes has been shown to work theoretically by Muzerolle
et al. (2004); the authors demonstrated a case of modelling MA in the Herbig
Ae star UX Ori. Since then, multiple works have determined accretion rates
from the the measured UV-excess within the context of MA (Donehew & Brit-
tain 2011; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a; Pogodin et al. 2012; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2013,
2014). However, the application of MA could not reproduce the UV-excess in all
HAeBes. Additionally, correlations between the line luminosity and the accretion
luminosity have been suggested to breakdown for Herbig Be stars by Donehew
& Brittain (2011). On the contrary, Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a) have observed
the relationships to remain similar to the ones seen in CTTs. Therefore, more
observations are required to pass judgement on the matter.
One aspect which would greatly help to recognise if MA is possible in HAeBes
would be the presence, or firm absence, of a magnetic field. After all, for MA to
be applicable the central star requires a magnetic field with sufficient strength to
truncate the disc; for CTTs this strength is of the order of kilo-Gauss strengths
(Ghosh & Lamb 1979; Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994; Johns-Krull 2007; Bou-
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vier et al. 2007). Within the theory of MA, the HAeBes would require a much
weaker dipole magnetic field of only a few hundred gauss, or even less for more
complicated fields, for MA disc accretion to occur (Wade et al. 2007; Cauley &
Johns-Krull 2014). There have only been a few detections of magnetic fields in
HAeBes so far, and they show strengths greater than a few hundred gauss (Wade
et al. 2005; Catala et al. 2007; Hubrig et al. 2009). The largest survey into mag-
netic fields of HAeBes was performed recently by Alecian et al. (2013), and yields
clear detections in only 5 stars out of 70. This may give the impression that
MA is not possible in HAeBes, but in actuality the minimum strengths required
for MA in HAeBes remain below the current detection limits. This means that
MA controlled accretion in HAeBes is still a possibility, which requires further
investigation.
1.3 Thesis Intentions
This introduction has discussed a general overview of star formation, culminating
in the present problems regarding the observability of MYSOs and the prospect
of HAeBes as a bridge towards their understanding.
This thesis details the spectroscopic investigation into 91 Herbig Ae/Be stars
- the largest spectroscopic analysis of HAeBes to date. The goals regarding this
data set are broken down into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the stellar properties of the HAeBe sample itself.
Many of the HAeBes in this sample are poorly understood, with little informa-
tion known about them, while others have conflicting stellar parameters listed
throughout the literature. Using optical spectra, a homogeneous approach to
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spectral typing the entire sample is undertaken. This provides the ground work
for obtaining accretion rates, line luminosities, and statistics related to stellar
properties.
Chapter 3 is focused on the accretion rate determinations. UV-excesses are
measured from the spectra and modelled within the context of magnetospheric
accretion. Combined with the stellar parameters from Chapter 2 accretion rates
can be determined for all of the detected UV-excesses. Trends in the sample of
accretion versus various stellar parameters can then be assessed, along with the
applicability of MA being present in HAeBes.
Chapter 4 features the emission lines. They span the entirety of the hydro-
gen Balmer series, in the optical, through to the Brγ line at 2.1661µm. This
allows a full assessment of line strengths, profiles, and luminosities for a wealth
of suspected emitting regions. The emission lines are analysed with regards to
the stellar parameters and the mass accretion rates established in Chapters 1 &
2. Comparisons are also dawn against the CTTs in order to assess any changes
as a function of mass and age.
Chapter 5 features the conclusions of this study, including a discussion of its
implications and future work to be undertaken.
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Chapter 2
Spectral Typing of Herbig Ae/Be
Stars
2.1 Introduction
The broad mass range spanned by HAeBes, of 2–10M⊙, covers a temperature
scale of ∼6000–35000K, and a luminosity scale that spans many orders of magni-
tude from ∼10–10000 L⊙. According to theoretical PMS tracks, this corresponds
to the 2M⊙ HAeBes reaching the main sequence after ∼10Myr (Bressan et al.
2012). Their PMS nature is a key feature of HAeBes, which was initially sus-
pected by their discoverer George Herbig, and was later confirmed by Strom et al.
(1972), who observed the HAeBes to have lower surface gravities than MS stars.
This allows them to have a wide range of properties, as an observed cool star may
actually be very bloated, very massive, and still in the early stages of contraction.
Accurate knowledge of stellar parameters is essential for any work involving
modelling the circumstellar environments around the central star, as the star’s
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properties play a large role in determining the energy input. They are also critical
for accretion rate determinations, which rely on the measurement of excess flux
over the photospheric component (this forms the key focus of Chapter 3).
Many scientific papers have been dedicated to such a pursuit. One of the first
major works involving spectral typing HAeBes in a homogeneous fashion was by
Mora et al. (2001). They looked at 70 suspected PMS stars, and were able to
spectrally type 30 HAeBe stars into classical MK-spectral types based on com-
parisons with spectral standard stars. The next major study by Herna´ndez et al.
(2004), was dedicated to determining temperatures in HAeBe stars though the
analysis of ratios between multiple absorption features in the spectra. Further
stellar parameters were derived through adopting distances to the stars. This
method proved successful for 58 of their 75 stars, while the remainder were con-
taminated by emission lines.
More recently the work by Montesinos et al. (2009) demonstrated a method of
spectral typing and deriving additional stellar parameters, which is distance inde-
pendent; this was successfully applied to 19 HAeBe stars. Their method involved
SED modelling in order to obtain a temperature for the stars, and then used
high resolution optical spectra to characterise the surface gravity and metalicity
of each star.
These approaches to spectral typing have many benefits, but they all suffer
from a few drawbacks when the goal is to obtain many stellar parameters. In
particular the cases which rely on previously determined distances to calculate
luminosities are limited straight away by the distance, which may be incorrect as
they are often based on prior assumptions about the star’s parameters. The last
approach, by Montesinos et al. (2009), is most favourable as it does not rely upon
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distances, and an estimate of the surface gravity is obtained. The surface gravity
is a crucial parameter for directly calculating accretion rates. Its value can alter
dramatically depending upon the method used. Therefore, when considering a
large set of HAeBes in a statistical manner, it is important that the parameters
of all stars are determined consistently and are not biased towards the method
of calculation.
I present in this chapter a homogeneous approach to determining stellar pa-
rameters in a sample of 91 HAeBe stars. The main goals are to provide a set
of parameters which are both consistent for each star, and between the entire
sample. A temperature, mass, radius, distance, surface gravity, luminosity, and
the reddening towards each star will be calculated. These determinations will
be performed by combining the powerful X-Shooter spectra with previous pho-
tometry. This lays the ground work for the later chapters in this thesis which
will discuss more of the statistics in regards to accretion rates and circumstellar
activity.
The chapter is broken up as follows. Section 2.2 provides details on the se-
lected sample and important details on data reduction. Section 2.3 details the
exact methods for determination of all stellar parameters. Section 2.4 analyses
these results in regards to previous literature values. Section 2.5 provides infor-
mation on some of the exceptional objects observed, with Section 2.5.1 giving a
detailed look at two particularly interesting stars. Section 2.6 forms the discussion
of the results. Finally, Section 2.7 provides the conclusions of this chapter.
2.2 Observations and Data Reduction
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Table 2.1: Column 1 shows the target names, columns 2 and 3 are RA and DEC, column 4 gives the observation date,
columns 5-7 give the exposure times for each arm, column 8 is the number of Detector Integration Times for the NIR arm,
and finally columns 9-11 give the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in each arm.
Name RA DEC Obs Date Exposure Time (s) SNR
(J2000) (yyyy/mm/dd) UVB VIS NIR NDIT UVB VIS NIR
UX Ori 05:04:29.9 -03:47:16.8 2009-10-05 360 360 20 18 42 256 119
PDS 174 05:06:55.4 -03:21:16.0 2009-10-05 1200 1200 120 2 127 64 105
V1012 Ori 05:11:36.5 -02:22:51.1 2009-10-05 1000 1000 80 12 128 157 164
HD 34282 05:16:00.4 -09:48:38.5 2009-12-06 120 120 40 3 171 216 100
HD 287823 05:24:08.1 02:27:44.4 2009-12-06 120 120 60 2 100 171 110
HD 287841 05:24:42.8 01:43:45.4 2009-12-06 360 360 60 6 78 200 67
HD 290409 05:27:05.3 00:25:04.9 2010-01-02 120 120 60 2 195 157 83
HD 35929 05:27:42.6 -08:19:40.8 2009-12-17 80 80 20 8 36 125 70
HD 290500 05:29:48.0 -00:23:45.8 2009-12-17 600 600 300 2 208 342 72
HD 244314 05:30:18.9 11:20:18.2 2010-01-02 120 120 60 2 64 140 123
HK Ori 05:31:28.1 12:09:07.6 2009-12-17 1000 1000 80 12 49 120 87
HD 244604 05:31:57.3 11:17:38.8 2009-12-17 120 120 20 8 76 170 89
UY Ori 05:32:00.4 -04:55:54.6 2009-12-26 1200 1200 300 1 228 327 66
HD 245185 05:35:09.7 10:01:49.9 2009-12-17 120 120 60 2 240 171 152
T Ori 05:35:50.6 -05:28:36.9 2009-12-17 200 200 10 5 155 198 116
V380 Ori 05:36:25.5 -06:42:58.9 2009-12-17 640 640 6 20 9 178 92
HD 37258 05:36:59.1 -06:09:17.9 2010-01-02 120 120 40 3 62 220 72
HD 290770 05:37:02.5 -01:37:21.3 2009-12-26 120 120 30 4 260 243 154
BF Ori 05:37:13.2 -06:35:03.3 2010-01-02 360 360 40 9 25 185 99
HD 37357 05:37:47.2 -06:42:31.7 2010-02-05 80 80 40 4 123 208 86
HD 290764 05:38:05.3 -01:15:22.2 2009-12-26 240 240 30 8 61 200 100
HD 37411 05:38:14.6 -05:25:14.4 2010-02-05 200 200 60 3 214 183 120
V599 Ori 05:38:58.4 -07:16:49.2 2010-01-06 1440 1440 20 10 61 150 79
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Name RA DEC Obs Date Exposure Time (s) SNR
(J2000) (yyyy/mm/dd) UVB VIS NIR NDIT UVB VIS NIR
V350 Ori 05:40:11.9 -09:42:12.2 2010-02-05 600 600 100 6 77 260 69
HD 250550 06:01:59.9 16:30:53.4 2010-01-02 120 120 12 10 104 218 126
V791 Mon 06:02:15.0 -10:01:01.4 2010-02-24 360 360 60 6 67 343 92
PDS 124 06:06:58.5 -05:55:09.2 2010-02-10 1200 1200 300 1 189 63 81
LkHa 339 06:10:57.7 -06:14:41.8 2010-01-17 1200 1200 240 5 122 63 109
VY Mon 06:31:06.8 10:26:02.9 2010-02-08 1200 1200 12 20 11 49 37
R Mon 06:39:10.0 08:44:08.2 2010-02-01 1200 1200 12 20 11 49 129
V590 Mon 06:40:44.7 09:47:59.7 2010-02-01 1200 1200 200 6 143 165 117
PDS 24 06:48:41.8 -16:48:06.0 2009-12-16 1200 1200 360 3 145 48 64
PDS 130 06:49:58.7 -07:38:52.1 2009-12-16 1200 1200 240 5 124 122 54
PDS 229N 06:55:40.1 -03:09:53.1 2010-02-10 1200 1200 400 3 111 105 125
GU CMa 07:01:49.6 -11:18:03.9 2009-12-16 24 24 4 6 127 180 46
HT CMa 07:02:42.7 -11:26:12.3 2010-01-30 1200 1200 120 10 200 246 110
Z CMa 07:03:43.2 -11:33:06.7 2010-02-24 600 120 13.3 20 28 87 80
HU CMa 07:04:06.8 -11:26:08.0 2010-01-17 1200 1200 200 6 186 216 132
HD 53367 07:04:25.6 -10:27:15.8 2010-02-24 24 24 4 6 62 166 121
PDS 241 07:08:38.8 -04:19:07.0 2009-12-21 1200 1200 400 3 227 295 129
NX Pup 07:19:28.4 -44:35:08.8 2010-02-01 480 480 4 20 44 191 54
PDS 27 07:19:36.1 -17:39:17.9 2010-02-24 1200 1200 12 20 9 118 63
PDS 133 07:25:05.1 -25:45:49.1 2010-02-24 1200 1200 160 2 3 22 35
HD 59319 07:28:36.9 -21:57:48.4 2010-02-24 80 80 40 4 265 14 131
PDS 134 07:32:26.8 -21:55:35.3 2010-02-24 1200 1200 600 2 197 210
80
HD 68695 08:11:44.3 -44:05:07.5 2009-12-21 160 160 60 3 160 180 85
HD 72106 08:29:35.0 -38:36:18.5 2009-12-19 80 80 40 4 49 136 88
TYC 8581-2002-1 08:44:23.5 -59:56:55.8 2009-12-21 600 600 200 3 181 205 89
Continued on next page
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Name RA DEC Obs Date Exposure Time (s) SNR
(J2000) (yyyy/mm/dd) UVB VIS NIR NDIT UVB VIS NIR
PDS 33 08:48:45.4 -40:48:20.1 2009-12-21 1200 1200 600 2 278 181 62
HD 76534 08:55:08.8 -43:27:57.3 2010-01-30 120 180 60 3 149 254 63
PDS 281 08:55:45.9 -44:25:11.4 2009-12-21 120 120 30 4 193 175 58
PDS 286 09:05:59.9 -47:18:55.2 2009-12-21 1200 1200 12 20 96 204 106
PDS 297 09:42:40.0 -56:15:32.2 2010-01-04 1200 1200 300 2 211 210 55
HD 85567 09:50:28.3 -60:57:59.5 2010-03-06 120 180 8 20 141 183 147
HD 87403 10:02:51.3 -59:16:52.7 2010-03-06 120 120 60 2 136 137 152
PDS 37 10:10:00.3 -57:02:04.4 2010-03-31 1200 1200 18 15 18 182 109
HD 305298 10:33:05.0 -60:19:48.6 2010-03-31 360 360 180 2 155 209 94
HD 94509 10:53:27.2 -58:25:21.4 2010-02-05 160 160 60 3 12 163 119
HD 95881 11:01:57.1 -71:30:46.9 2010-01-04 120 180 8 20 56 223 105
HD 96042 11:03:40.6 -59:25:55.9 2010-02-05 80 80 40 4 97 107 48
HD 97048 11:08:03.0 -77:39:16.0 2010-02-05 180 180 8 20 208 254 137
HD 98922 11:22:31.5 -53:22:09.0 2010-03-30 36 36 6 20 85 196 76
HD 100453 11:33:05.3 -54:19:26.1 2010-03-29 120 180 8 20 36 111 75
HD 100546 11:33:25.1 -70:11:39.6 2010-03-30 36 36 2 20 284 207 94
HD 101412 11:39:44.3 -60:10:25.1 2010-03-30 120 120 40 3 90 125 117
PDS 344 11:40:32.8 -64:32:03.0 2010-03-31 1200 1200 600 2 236 190 101
HD 104237 12:00:04.8 -78:11:31.9 2010-03-30 36 36 6 20 25 88 81
V1028 Cen 13:01:17.6 -48:53:17.0 2010-03-29 360 360 40 9 101 165 113
PDS 361S 13:03:21.6 -62:13:23.5 2010-03-31 1200 1200 600 2 118 193 96
HD 114981 13:14:40.4 -38:39:05.0 2010-03-29 36 36 6 6 251 185 97
PDS 364 13:20:03.5 -62:23:51.7 2010-03-31 1200 1200 360 3 130 117 107
PDS 69 13:57:44.0 -39:58:47.0 2010-03-29 120 120 20 6 44 66 76
DG Cir 15:03:23.4 -63:22:57.2 2010-03-31 1440 1440 40 20 14 103 124
HD 132947 15:04:56.2 -63:07:50.0 2010-03-12 160 160 60 3 231 263 150
Continued on next page
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Name RA DEC Obs Date Exposure Time (s) SNR
(J2000) (yyyy/mm/dd) UVB VIS NIR NDIT UVB VIS NIR
HD 135344B 15:15:48.2 -37:09:16.7 2010-03-31 40 40 8 6 42 115 93
HD 139614 15:40:46.3 -42:29:51.4 2010-03-28 80 80 20 8 35 140 98
PDS 144S 15:49:15.4 -26:00:52.8 2010-03-31 1200 1200 25 10 49 127 71
HD 141569 15:49:57.8 -03:55:18.6 2010-03-28 24 24 4 6 177 151 74
HD 141926 15:54:21.5 -55:19:41.3 2010-03-12 120 120 12 10 66 199 81
HD 142666 15:56:40.2 -22:01:39.5 2010-03-28 180 180 8 20 53 126 78
HD 142527 15:56:41.8 -42:19:21.0 2010-04-01 40 40 4 20 23 88 81
HD 144432 16:06:57.8 -27:43:07.4 2010-03-12 120 180 8 20 54 126 111
HD 144668 16:08:34.0 -39:06:19.4 2010-03-30 36 36 6 20 96 190 142
HD 145718 16:13:11.4 -22:29:08.3 2010-03-29 120 120 12 10 84 165 84
PDS 415N 16:18:37.4 -24:05:22.0 2010-03-31 1200 1200 50 5 13 66 37
HD 150193 16:40:17.7 -23:53:47.0 2010-03-30 300 180 8 20 100 152 129
AK Sco 16:54:45.0 -36:53:17.1 2009-10-05 80 80 20 8 26 91 55
PDS 431 16:54:58.9 -43:21:47.7 2010-04-01 1200 1200 600 2 173 172 83
KK Oph 17:10:07.9 -27:15:18.6 2010-03-26 800 800 12 20 57 275 63
HD 163296 17:56:21.4 -21:57:21.7 2009-10-05 36 36 2 20 87 241 78
MWC 297 18:27:39.7 -03:49:53.1 2009-10-06 1200 40 39.9 20 162 96 58
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Table 2.2: Photometry, temperatures, and distances from the literature.
Name U B V R I Phot Teff Teff D D
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) Ref (K) Ref (pc) ref
UX Ori 10.94 10.71 10.34 10.12 9.88 a 8410 i 340 ap
PDS 174 13.54 13.65 12.84 12.18 11.42 b 18700 b 340 ap
V1012 Ori 12.62 12.46 12.04 11.61 11.25 c 8600 c 340 ap
HD 34282 10.15 10.05 9.89 9.81 9.71 a 8720 i 340 ap
HD 287823 9.98 9.90 9.68 9.59 9.48 b 8720 j 340 ap
HD 287841 10.63 10.50 10.21 10.06 9.89 a 8990 i 340 ap
HD 290409 10.20 10.11 10.02 9.96 9.89 b 10500 b 340 ap
HD 35929 8.71 8.53 8.12 7.87 7.61 a 6870 k 360 aq
HD 290500 11.41 11.35 11.04 - - d 8970 b 470 ap
HD 244314 10.42 10.30 10.10 9.96 9.80 b 8720 l 440 ap
HK Ori 11.72 11.79 11.41 11.05 10.66 a 8460 m 440 ap
HD 244604 9.68 9.57 9.38 9.27 9.12 a 8720 l 440 ap
UY Ori 13.38 13.16 12.79 12.56 12.19 b 10500 b 510 ap
HD 245185 10.02 10.00 9.91 9.87 9.82 a 9520 l 440 ap
T Ori 11.38 10.98 10.43 10.10 9.63 a 8660 i 510 ap
V380 Ori 10.80 11.04 10.53 10.11 9.50 a 9230 n 510 ap
HD 37258 9.84 9.80 9.67 9.59 9.49 a 8970 o 510 ap
HD 290770 9.18 9.30 9.27 9.23 9.18 b 10500 b 470 ap
BF Ori 10.34 10.05 9.82 9.68 9.48 a 8990 i 510 ap
HD 37357 9.00 8.95 8.84 8.79 8.72 a 9230 l 510 ap
HD 290764 10.29 10.20 9.88 9.68 9.44 b 7200 b 470 ap
HD 37411 10.07 9.95 9.82 9.72 9.58 a 9100 l 510 ap
V599 Ori 17.07 15.41 13.76 12.69 11.55 a 7200 b 510 ap
V350 Ori 11.39 11.15 10.82 10.62 10.34 a 8990 i 510 ap
HD 250550 9.34 9.61 9.54 9.32 9.54 e 10750 l 280 ar
V791 Mon 10.31 10.68 10.38 10.12 9.87 b 18700 p 1100 as
PDS 124 13.15 12.97 12.44 12.15 11.81 b 9520 b 830 w
LkHa 339 14.59 14.24 13.47 12.80 11.93 a 9230 q 830 w
VY Mon 15.28 14.56 12.97 11.82 10.60 a 8200 i 800 at
R Mon 12.17 12.53 11.93 11.41 10.87 a 12400 i 800 at
V590 Mon 12.52 12.75 12.60 12.42 12.12 a 13000 r 800 at
PDS 24 13.94 13.62 13.26 12.98 12.69 b 10500 b 590 ap
PDS 130 14.42 14.06 13.40 12.96 12.44 b 10500 b 830 w
PDS 229N 13.82 13.70 13.13 12.74 12.24 b 9520 b 830 w
GU CMa 5.88 6.56 6.54 6.47 6.37 a 25000 s 1050 au
HT CMa 12.55 12.29 11.87 11.38 11.87 e 9520 q 1050 au
Z CMa 11.20 10.50 9.25 8.40 7.65 f 30000 f 1050 au
Continued on next page
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Name U B V R I Phot Teff Teff D D
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) Ref (K) Ref (pc) ref
HU CMa 11.72 11.84 11.55 11.32 11.16 a 11900 q 1050 au
HD 53367 6.80 7.37 6.95 6.67 6.30 a 29500 s 1050 au
PDS 241 12.33 12.71 12.06 11.45 11.11 b 30000 b 7000 av
NX Pup 9.93 9.96 9.63 9.38 9.07 a 7290 t 410 ap
PDS 27 14.61 14.32 13.00 12.00 10.98 b 22000 u - u
PDS 133 13.57 13.61 13.13 12.79 12.50 b 14000 b 2500 b
HD 59319 7.86 8.23 8.31 8.34 8.42 a 11900 v - -
PDS 134 12.50 12.61 12.20 11.92 11.65 b 14000 b - -
HD 68695 10.00 9.92 9.82 9.76 9.66 b 9520 w 410 ap
HD 72106 8.39 8.50 8.50 8.49 8.49 b 9810 x 370 ap
TYC∗ 12.18 11.94 11.48 11.19 10.95 b † 8200 b 145 ap
PDS 33 12.85 12.63 12.34 12.16 11.97 b 9520 b 370 ap
HD 76534 7.68 8.18 8.07 7.97 7.84 a 20350 y 370 ap
PDS 281 9.43 9.46 8.87 8.50 8.08 b 17050 b 370 ap
PDS 286 14.39 13.91 12.15 10.91 9.76 b 30000 b 370 ap
PDS 297 12.50 12.34 12.03 11.83 11.59 b 7850 b 145 ap
HD 85567 8.11 8.65 8.51 8.33 8.08 a 12450 z 650 aq
HD 87403 9.28 9.31 9.26 9.22 9.16 b 10100 aa 145 ap
PDS 37 15.56 15.06 13.54 12.38 11.21 b 22000 u - u
HD 305298 10.36 11.07 10.86 10.66 10.47 b 36900 ab - -
HD 94509 9.01 9.15 9.12 9.10 9.10 a 9730 ac - -
HD 95881 8.53 8.36 8.19 - - g 8990 ad 118 ap
HD 96042 7.89 8.60 8.47 8.36 8.23 b 25400 ad - -
HD 97048 8.96 8.80 8.44 8.20 7.95 a 10010 ae 160 aq
HD 98922 6.74 6.82 6.77 6.69 6.61 a 10500 w 850 aq
HD 100453 8.10 8.07 7.78 7.60 7.42 b 7390 aa 122 aq
HD 100546 6.60 6.70 6.69 6.67 6.66 a 10500 af 97 aq
HD 101412 9.57 9.42 9.24 9.13 9.00 b 10010 aa 118 ap
PDS 344 13.09 13.40 13.15 12.95 12.77 b 15400 b - -
HD 104237 6.64 6.73 6.52 6.38 6.23 a 8410 z 115 aq
V1028 Cen 10.39 10.70 10.61 10.48 10.33 a 14100 z 130 aq
PDS 361S 13.10 13.35 12.85 12.49 12.09 b 18700 b - -
HD 114981 6.55 7.13 7.23 7.27 7.33 b †15400 b 550 aq
PDS 364 13.85 13.93 13.46 13.05 12.63 b 11900 ag 118 ap
PDS 69 9.92 10.12 9.80 9.50 9.12 b 17050 ah 630 ah
DG Cir 15.96 15.87 14.75 13.96 13.06 a 15000 ai 700 aw
HD 132947 8.87 8.96 8.91 8.89 8.89 a 10500 af - -
HD 135344B 9.14 9.14 8.63 8.16 7.83 h 6590 aj 140 ap
HD 139614 8.67 8.64 8.40 8.26 8.11 b 7850 aj 140 ap
Continued on next page
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Name U B V R I Phot Teff Teff D D
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) Ref (K) Ref (pc) ref
PDS 144S 13.59 13.28 12.79 12.49 12.16 b 8200 b 145 ap
HD 141569 7.23 7.20 7.10 7.03 6.95 a 9520 aj 116 aq
HD 141926 8.72 9.20 8.64 8.21 7.77 b 20300 b - -
HD 142666 9.42 9.17 8.67 8.35 8.01 b 7580 aj 145 ap
HD 142527 9.20 9.15 8.27 - - g 6260 ak 230 ak
HD 144432 8.64 8.53 8.17 7.94 7.72 a 7350 i 160 aq
HD 144668 7.28 7.11 6.78 6.57 6.38 a 7930 al 160 aq
HD 145718 10.00 9.62 9.10 8.79 8.45 b 8200 ag 117 aq
PDS 415N 13.43 12.96 12.04 11.47 10.85 b 7200 b 120 ax
HD 150193 9.69 9.33 8.80 8.41 7.97 a 10010 af 120 ax
AK Sco 9.56 9.53 8.90 8.54 8.18 a 6450 am 103 aq
PDS 431 14.20 13.99 13.42 13.02 12.59 b 9520 b 145 ap
KK Oph 13.17 12.97 12.36 11.83 11.03 a 8030 an 145 ap
HD 163296 7.00 6.96 6.85 6.80 6.71 a 8720 l 119 aq
MWC 297 14.94 14.27 12.03 10.18 8.80 a 23700 ao 250 ao
† These two stars are listed as objects QT3 (TYC 8581-2002-1) and QT4 (HD 114981) in the
first Table of Vieira et al. (2003). However, their places appear swapped in the second table by
these authors. This suspicion is supported by additional photometry of HD 114981 and by the
authors observed temperatures and the temperatures derived in this work. Based on this we
have switched the photometry from Vieira et al. (2003) around for these two stars.
∗ The name has been shortend, the fullname is TYC 8581-2002-1
References: (a) de Winter et al. (2001), (b) Vieira et al. (2003), (c) Miroshnichenko et al.
(1999), (d) Guetter (1979), (e) Herbst & Shevchenko (1999), (f) van den Ancker et al. (2004),
(g) Malfait et al. (1998), (h) Coulson & Walther (1995), (i) Mora et al. (2001), (j) Herna´ndez
et al. (2005), (k) Miroshnichenko et al. (2004), (l) Gray & Corbally (1998), (m) Baines et al.
(2004), (n) Finkenzeller & Mundt (1984), (o) Gray & Corbally (1993), (p) Cidale et al. (2001),
(q) Herna´ndez et al. (2004), (r) Pe´rez et al. (2008), (s) Tjin A Djie et al. (2001), (t) Finkenzeller
(1985), (u) Ababakr et al. (2015, submitted), (v) Houk & Smith-Moore (1988), (w) Herbst &
Racine (1976), (x) Houk (1982), (y) Valenti et al. (2000), (z) van den Ancker et al. (1998),
(aa) Guimara˜es et al. (2006), (ab) Graham (1970), (ac) Stephenson & Sanduleak (1971), (ad)
Houk & Cowley (1975), (ae) Whittet et al. (1987), (af) Levenhagen & Leister (2006), (ag)
Carmona et al. (2010), (ah) Reipurth & Zinnecker (1993), (ai) Gahm & Malmort (1980), (aj)
Dunkin et al. (1997), (ak) Fukagawa et al. (2006), (al) Tjin A Djie et al. (1989), (am) Andersen
et al. (1989), (an) Herbig (2005), (ao) Drew et al. (1997), (ap) de Zeeuw et al. (1999), (aq) van
Leeuwen (2007), (ar) Canto et al. (1984), (as) Hilton & Lahulla (1995), (at) Dahm & Simon
(2005), (au) Shevchenko et al. (1999), (av) Avedisova (2000), (aw) Franco (1990), (ax) Loinard
et al. (2008).
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2.2.1 X-Shooter Spectrograph and Target Selection
Observations were performed over a period of 6 months between October 2009
and April 2010 using the X-Shooter echelle spectrograph – mounted at the VLT,
Cerro Paranal, Chile (Vernet et al. 2011). X-Shooter provides spectra covering a
large wavelength range of 3000–23000 A˚. The wavelength coverage is simultaneous
and is split across three arms: the UVB arm, 3000–5600 A˚; the VIS arm, 5500–
10200 A˚; and the NIR arm, 10200-24800 A˚. The smallest slit widths available of
0.5”, 0.4” and 0.4” were used to provide the highest possible spectral resolutions
of R ∼ 10000, 18000 and 10500 for the respective UVB, VIS and NIR arms. In
total 91 science targets were observed in nodding mode using an ABBA sequence.
Table 2.2 includes details of the RA and DEC, exposure times, and the signal-
to-noise in each arm, for each target. The SNR is calculated by analysing a 30 A˚
region of spectra centred about the wavelengths of 4600, 6750, and 16265 A˚ for
the UVB, VIS, and NIR arm respectively. These regions were chosen as they are
generally the flattest continuum regions in each star. Although emission lines,
and absorption lines of cooler objects, can artificially lower the measured SNR,
for a fair treatment we stick with the above regions to provide a rough guide to
the quality of each spectrum.
The targets were selected from the catalogues of The´ et al. (1994), and Vieira
et al. (2003). 51 targets were selected from The´ et al. (1994), and 40 from the
Vieira et al. (2003) catalogue, bringing the total number of targets to 91. The
observations cover around 70% of the southern HAeBes identified by The´ et al.
(1994), and about 50% of the targets observed by Vieira et al. (2003). It should
be noted that many of these stars are HAeBe candidate stars; particularly the
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Figure 2.1: Shown above are the two different cases of correcting target spectra via
either: a flux standard - shown on the left; or a telluric standard - shown on the
right. The top-left panel shows the observed flux standard (blue) and the expected
spectra of the flux standard (black). Similarly the top-right panel shows the observed
telluric standard (green) and its expected spectra (black). The middle two panels show
a division of the observed standard stars (blue and green) by their expected spectra
from the top panels, and a two part curve (red) is also shown as a fit to this division.
The very bottom panel shows the result of applying the two fits from the middle panel
to the target spectra (black). It can be seen that the two methods of correction are
equivalent. All spectra have been arbitrarily scaled in order to be visible on each plot.
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ones from the Pico dos Dias Survey (PDS) by (Vieira et al. 2003). Therefore,
there may be a few stars which have been misclassified as HAeBes, such as regular
Be stars, or even post-AGB stars. For many of the targets little information is
known about them, particularly in regards to multiplicity (see Ducheˆne 2015, for
a review). It is known that HAeBes have high binary fractions (Baines et al. 2006;
Wheelwright et al. 2010), and as a consequence, any close separation binaries will
contribute towards observed spectra. In this work our focus is on the UV and
optical portions of the spectra, where we assume that the primary star, the HAeBe
target, provides the largest contribution to the brightness. Contributions from
secondary stars will be more numerous for the observed literature photometry,
as they use larger slit widths/apertures. Photometry of all the targets is sourced
from the literature, and is provided in Table 2.2 along with previous estimates of
the temperature of each star.
Telluric standards were observed either just before or after each science ex-
posure. They were observed in stare mode for short exposures, ∼10 s, due to
their brightness. Flux standard stars were observed on approximately half of the
evenings in offset mode, which allows accurate sky subtraction to be performed.
2.2.2 Data Reduction
All data were reduced automatically by ESO, following standard procedures of
the X-Shooter pipeline v0.9.7 (Modigliani et al. 2010). A random number of
targets were quality checked by the primary investigator of the original observing
proposal (Rene´ Oudmaijer), who found the reduction to be of good quality. Only
one aspect is not included in the standard procedures and that is flux calibration.
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However, for the work presented in this thesis absolute flux calibration of the
spectra is not required. Only an accurate determination of the spectral shape
is needed in the UVB arm; specifically across the Balmer Jump region where
the difference between the U -band and B-band is required in order to measure
any excess UV-emission (these measurements will be performed in Chapter 3).
Flux calibrations of the other arms are not required as interest lies solely in
the strengths of the spectral lines in those arms, which only need knowledge
of the continuum around the lines along with existing broadband photometry
(measurement and analysis of the spectral lines is deferred to Chapter 4).
Ordinarily, to obtain the correct SED of the spectra flux calibrations are per-
formed using the observed flux standards of each night. However, as mentioned,
flux standards were not observed on all evenings. A solution to this is to instead
use the telluric standards, for which there is at least one per target, as a means
of correction. This will ensure a uniform treatment to all of the targets, although
caution should be noted of using stars which are not dedicated flux standards
for calibration. To mitigate any problems that could arise from this, consistency
checks are made against the flux standards for the nights where they are available
and will be discussed at the end of this section. For this method of spectral shape
calibration accurate knowledge of the spectral type of each telluric is required.
To ensure a homogeneous reduction I adopted my own spectral typing of each
telluric in this work. This helps to minimise any reduction errors, and will also
allow us to place a systematic error on this reduction method. Full details of
the spectral typing, along with a discussion of how they compare with literature
values, will be provided in Section 2.3. Once the spectral type is determined,
the observed telluric spectra are divided through by a model atmosphere of the
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same spectral type in order to obtain an instrumental response curve. The model
atmospheres adopted here, and throughout this work, are sets of Kurucz-Castelli
models (Kurucz 1993; Castelli & Kurucz 2004) computed by Munari et al. (2005),
due to their small dispersion of 1 A˚ over the UVB wavelength range (these will be
referred to as KC-models hereafter). The resulting response curve from this divi-
sion is then fit with two curves: one for the echelle orders < 3600 A˚ and another
for the orders > 3600 A˚. This is because the response at ∼ 3600 A˚ is not the same
between the two over-lapping echelle orders. Figure 2.1 shows the procedure of
the above method for a target observed by both a flux standard and a telluric
standard; it highlights the two different response curves in the U -band region in
the middle panels. The figure also shows the consistency check comparing the
flux standard reduction, on the left, to the telluric standard reduction, on the
right. The final panel of the figure demonstrates the similarity of the results with
a difference of < 3% across the spectra. Larger deviations are seen between the
two spectra close to 3000 A˚ due to low levels of counts. This region is not used
in this work and can be disregarded. The same method is performed on other
stars for which both a telluric and flux standard are available, and the maximum
deviation seen is only 5% across the spectra. Overall, it can be seen that this
method of using the telluric standards for instrumental response correction pro-
vides a satisfactory SED calibration of the data; as such it is performed on all
targets.
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2.3 Distance and Stellar Parameters Determi-
nations
Determining accurate stellar parameters is crucial for extracting an accretion
rate, and for obtaining further information about the age, evolution, and ongoing
processes in the environment around HAeBe stars. Many stars in this sample have
had their stellar parameters determined previously, but this has often been done
in smaller sub-sets using a variety of methods. For this reason a full treatment
of determining stellar parameters is performed on the entire sample, in a nearly
homogeneous fashion, to provide better consistency between the stars.
The determination of parameters is summarised in Figure 2.2 as a three step
process, consisting of:
1. Spectral typing is performed using the X-Shooter spectra to provide accu-
rate limits on the effective surface temperature, Teff , and also on the surface
gravity, log(g), where possible.
2. KC-models and the photometry are used to assess the reddening, AV , and
to obtain a distance/radius ratio, D/R⋆, for each target.
3. Finally, PMS evolutionary tracks are used to infer a mass, M⋆, and age
(and other parameters if not yet determined).
These separate stages of the stellar parameter determination process are now
given in detail.
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Figure 2.2: This flowchart provides a visual overview of the stellar parameter deter-
mination process. It covers the different situations which can occur for each star during
each stage. Thorough details of each step and stage in the flowchart are provided in
the text.
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2.3.1 Temperature and Surface Gravity Determination
The first stage takes advantage of the large wavelength coverage and medium
spectral resolution of X-Shooter to perform spectral typing; allowing the narrow-
ing down of the possible Teff and log(g) values for each target. This is done by
following a similar method to Montesinos et al. (2009), of spectral typing using
the wings of the hydrogen Balmer series. These lines are favoured due to their
sensitivity to changes in both Teff and log(g). Specifically, the Hβ, Hδ, and Hǫ
lines are used as they have the largest intrinsic absorption of the series, after the
Hα line. Hα is not used for spectral typing as it is often seen in emission, and is
both the strongest and broadest of the Balmer series in HAeBes; this could affect
the derived parameters. Therefore, fitting is performed on the other lines in the
series.
To perform the fitting, each line is first normalised based on the continuum
either side of the line. They are then compared against a grid of KC-model
spectra, which have also been normalised in the same way using the same regions
either side of the line. The resolution of the grid is set to be in steps of 250K
for Teff and 0.1 dex for log(g). The fit of the synthetic spectra to the observed
spectra is judged using the wings of each line, and continuum features, where
the intensity is greater than 0.8. This avoids the problems of both emission and
rotational broadening in the line, which affect the central parts of the underlying
absorption the most. Figure 2.3 gives four examples of this fitting, highlighting
the power for obtaining an accurate Teff and log(g), where many errors are as
small as the chosen step size. However, despite this reliable technique, issues
arise for situations. The first, is that there is a non-linear relationship between
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the Balmer line width and the surface gravity for objects where Teff < 9000K
(Guimara˜es et al. 2006). This produces a degeneracy in the fitting below this
temperature, and for this reason log(g) is not constrained using the spectra for
those objects. The second issue concerns objects which display extreme emission
lines; where the line strength is exceptionally strong across the Balmer series
to the point where the width of the lines eclipse even the broad photospheric
absorption wings. Extremely strong P-Cygni, or inverse P-Cygni, profiles can
also affect the line shape in the wings. An example of extreme emission is shown
in the bottom-right panel of Figure 2.3, where none of the intrinsic photospheric
absorption can be seen due to the emission. P-Cygni absorption is also present
in this example, further complicating any possible analysis of the wings. Objects
like the example just given, for which both Teff and log(g) cannot be constrained,
will be treated separately on an individual basis, and are detailed in Section 2.5.
The objects for which Teff has been constrained can have all of their parameters
determined in the next two steps.
For the telluric standards the same steps above are applied. This is because
they are well-behaved stars for which a Teff and log(g) determination is straight
forward. These parameters are required for the data reduction discussed previ-
ously in Section 2.2.2.
2.3.2 Photometry Fitting
The second step of this process takes two directions: One for the case in which
Teff and log(g) were determined, and the other for when only Teff could be deter-
mined. In both cases, fitting spectra of model atmospheres based on the param-
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Figure 2.3: Examples of spectral typing for four targets are presented here. Each
panel shows both the target spectra (grey), and a KC-model which denotes a good fit
(red). The parameters for the KC-model are given for each fit. Also plotted is a dashed
line, at 0.8 of the normalised intensity, which is used as a cut-off in the fitting. The
two panels on the left show the cases for straight forward fit where there is no obvious
emission. The figure in the top-right is a case where there is clear emission present; a
good fit is still achieved. The bottom-right panel gives an example of one of the few
objects which cannot be spectrally typed in this way due to extremely strong emission;
this exceptional object, and others, are presented in detail in Chapter 2.5.
eters determined in the previous step, to the observed optical photometry will
be performed. The fitting will provide a level of reddening, AV , to each star,
and a scaling factor, D/R⋆, due to the fitting of surface flux models to observed
photometry.
To perform the fitting only the BV RI points are used; the U -band can be
influenced heavily by the Balmer Excess, and no photometry long-wards of the
I-band is used due to the possible influence of the IR-excess (which itself would
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require dedicated modelling). The B-band may also be affected by an extremely
large flux excess. These cases are rare, and the change in the B-band magnitude
would not significantly affect the fitting as the excess energy follows a similar
SED shape (the fitting is far more sensitive to the input temperature). Another
point to consider when looking at optical photometry is the effects of variability,
as this has been observed in numerous HAeBes (de Winter et al. 2001; Oudmaijer
et al. 2001; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011b; Pogodin et al. 2012; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2013).
However, variability information is not present for all of the targets, but we
estimate that the calculated parameters will not be affected significantly if the
photometric variation is less than 0.2 mag. Variability has indeed been observed
to be less than 0.1 mag in 43% of HAeBes, from a sample of 117 stars, by de
Winter et al. (2001). In all cases where there are multiple photometric values to
choose from, the ones at maximum brightness are chosen; this best reflects the
scenario in which viewing is mostly of the stellar photosphere. So, an assumption
is adopted here that the photometry we use is predominately photospheric and
not highly variable.
In order to fit the photometry, a unique grid of KC-models is set up based on
the limits derived in step 1 for each star; the grid follows the same step sizes used
in the previous step. Log(g) does not have a significant effect on the fitting to the
photometry, as the SED shape is overwhelmingly dominated by the temperature.
This allows a log(g)=4.0 to be adopted for the stars in which log(g) could not
be determined previously; the actual log(g) value will be determined in the next
step for these stars.
The models are reddened until a best fit to the photometry is achieved; the
best fit being when the reddened SED shape of the model is in-line with the
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Figure 2.4: Here is an example of step 2 in the stellar parameter determinations (see
Section 2.3.2), where a reddened KC-model (black) is fitted to the observed photometry
(red diamonds). The opposite is also shown, of dereddened photometry (blue plus signs)
and a KC-model (dashed line). The level of reddening, AV , is displayed in the figure.
The fit provides a ratio between the distance to the star and its radius, D/R⋆, as this
is required to scale the model to fit the photometry. Also visible in this plot is how the
dereddened U -band magnitude is higher than the KC-model used, a possible indication
of Balmer Excess. A clear IR excess can also been seen, starting at around the J-band;
a typical feature of PMS stars.
photometry. Dereddening is performed using the reddening law of Cardelli et al.
(1989), with a standard total-to-selective extinction, RV , of 3.1 used in all cases.
The implications of this choice will be discussed at the end of Section 2.4. The
models are normalised to the V -band point by a scaling factor, which is (D/R⋆)
2.
This scaling factor arises from fitting models which are in units of surface flux
to the observed photometry. An advantage of knowing this scaling factor is that
it allows either distance or radius to be determined provided the other is known.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of the above fitting for the case of V1012 Ori,
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along with a dereddened version of the photometry and the model spectra. This
object is shown as it demonstrates a clear IR-excess, a noticeable AV , and a U -
band magnitude slightly higher than the KC-model spectra, reflecting a possible
Balmer Excess.
At this stage the techniques diverge between the stars for which a log(g) was
determined, and for the ones in which it could not be done. For the former no
further action is taken in this step. For the latter a distance is adopted to the
star based upon the location of the star on the sky and its possible associations
with nearby star forming regions. By adopting a distance to these stars a radius
can be determined from the scaling factor. Then, combining this radius with
the temperature, the luminosity is calculated by a black-body relationship of
L⋆ = 4πR
2
⋆σT
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eff (this calculation is equivalent to the sum of the flux under the
KC-model multiplied by 4πD2). The stars for which this process is performed on
are noted in the final column of Table 2.4, along with the distance adopted for
them.
2.3.3 Mass, Age, Radius, and log(g) Determination
In this third and final step, the remaining stellar parameters are now determined
through the use of PMS tracks. The PARSEC tracks of Bressan et al. (2012) are
used for the majority of this step as they cover a mass range of 0.1–12M⊙, which
encompasses all of the theoretical HAeBe mass range. Additionally, two tracks
from Bernasconi & Maeder (1996) are used for objects greater than 12 M⊙. Each
track is of a fixed mass, with no accretion contribution, which evolves over time
in Teff and L⋆ as the star contracts. As Teff and L⋆ change, so do R⋆ and log(g) as
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Figure 2.5: This plot demonstrates how the PMS tracks are used to obtain further
stellar parameters. Depending upon previous information a star with either be plot on
the log(g) vs. log(Teff ) plot, on the left hand side, or on the HR-diagram plot, shown
on the right. An example point is plotted, showing how one plot maps to the other;
this property allows other parameters to be determined.
a consequence. This allows each star to be plotted on either an L⋆ vs. Teff set of
tracks, for the stars where L⋆ is known from the adopted distance; or on a log(g)
vs. Teff set of tracks, for the stars where both log(g) and Teff were determined
from the spectra. These plots, along with an example point are, shown in Figure
2.5. From the figure it can be seen how one panel maps to the other. A mass and
age are extracted from the PMS tracks for all of the stars, regardless of which
panel they are plotted on. If log(g) could not be previously determined for a star,
then it is now calculated using this mass and the radius from the previous step.
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For the majority of the stars, where log(g) was determined, a luminosity, mass,
and age are all extracted from the tracks. These can then be used to obtain a
radius from the temperature and luminosity, or the mass and log(g); both choices
are equivalent. Then, using the D/R⋆ factor a distance can be determined.
However, not all cases allow for the parameters to be extracted from the
tracks. These few cases are where the stars are located below the zero-age main
sequence (ZAMS). For nearly all of these stars it is a consequence of the adopted
literature distances used. The distances provide small radii, from the D/R⋆ ratio,
which can be deemed too small as they are less than the expected radius of a
ZAMS star of the same temperature. Previously, for these stars, an assumption
had been made that the stars were associated with a star-forming region. It is
now more probable from the spectral typing and position of the stars in relation
to the PMS tracks, that some of the distances chosen are not valid i.e. the star
is not associated with the chosen region. Instead, the spectrally determined Teff
should be favoured as it is directly observed from the spectra, and more likely
to be correct compared to the distance. So, a solution to this problem is to
calculate new distances to these outlier targets using Teff and D/R⋆; distances
which provide more sensible radii. To do this, the problem stars are moved to
the ZAMS point appropriate for their derived temperature. This point provides
new determinations of L⋆, R⋆, M⋆, and an age; these are effectively lower limits if
the ZAMS point is assumed to be correct. With this new ZAMS radius, a revised
distance is calculated from D/R⋆. All objects affected by these ZAMS changes
are noted in the the final column of Table 2.4. At this point all basic stellar
parameters, relevant to this work, have now been determined.
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Figure 2.6: The temperatures derived in this work are compared to past literature
estimates here. The solid black line is the expected line of correlation and the dashed
lines are a 0.1 dex deviation from this. The standard deviation between the two is
0.02, with a mean offset of 0.03 towards this work. The dashed lines encompass 3σ,
demonstrating that the two samples are well correlated. The literature temperatures
and references used are provided in Table 2.2.
2.4 Literature Comparisons
The approach adopted for determining the stellar parameters, in Section 2.3,
is now assessed through comparisons with the literature. The first check to be
done is of the temperature, which is the most important parameter. Figure
2.6 compares the temperatures derived in this work against previous estimates
from the literature, where references are given in Table 2.2. The majority of the
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Figure 2.7: The temperature of the telluric standards, derived in this work, are
plotted against their temperatures, as taken from the literature. The black solid line
shows the 1:1 match between the two, while the dashed lines display a temperature
error based on the distance between subclasses. The telluric standards are also labelled
by their spectral types in columns.
literature provide spectral types rather than a precise temperature for each star.
These are converted using the values provided in Kenyon & Hartmann (1995),
and an error of 10% is assigned for each spectral class. The figure shows over 95%
of the stars are in agreement, within the errors. The temperature determinations
in this work have been based on some of the best spectra available for these
objects which helps keep errors to a minimum. The temperatures derived for
the telluric standards are also compared against past literature values in Figure
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Figure 2.8: Objects in which a literature distance was adopted are marked in red.
The few cases in which stars did not fall on the PMS tracks, and were subsequently
moved to the ZAMS, are marked in green. All other stars, for which a log(g) and Teff
could be determined, are plotted in black. The black solid line is the line of correlation.
A typical error bar of 20% is displayed in grey in the bottom right corner. A group of
outliers can be seen towards the top left, which will be discussed in the text.
2.7. The literature temperatures were calculated using the spectral types given
on SIMBAD 1. The spectral types are primarily from the Michigan Sky Survey.
The figure shows a general agreement between this work and the literature. The
spectra used in this work are of significantly better resolution than used in the
Michigan Sky Survey, allowing more precise temperature determinations.
1The SIMBAD database is operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France:
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Figure 2.9: The mass determined from the PMS tracks is plotted against the mass
derived using previous literature. A word of caution should be noted here as the
literature values were calculated based on the spectral type listed.
The above points serve as a justification for the homogeneous approach to
determining temperatures and their use here, for both the target stars and the
telluric standards.
The method adopted here to obtain stellar parameters is distance independent,
provided that log(g) can be determined from the spectra. As such, the distances
derived in this work are compared against the previous literature distances in
Figure 2.8 (when available and listed in Table 2.2). In the figure the stars for
which log(g) could not be determined are plotted in red, as they required a
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literature distance to be adopted. Out of these stars, a few had to have their
distances revised; otherwise, they would lie below the ZAMS. These stars are
plotted in green. Many of the other stars are clustered between 300–1000 pc,
where an error of ∼20% brings them in-line with the literature. Not all stars are
in agreement though. In particular, there is a group of stars in the literature which
are suspected to have distances of ∼100 pc, but this work calculates the distances
to be closer to ∼1–2 kpc. An explanation for the discrepancies can be attributed
to the adopted literature distances being assigned using the location of the stars
on the sky and their possible associations with OB regions (de Zeeuw et al.
1999). If the original associations are used then the resulting radii of stars would
have to be very small to match the observed photometry and spectroscopically
determined temperature. In some cases the radii would be < 1R⊙, while the
temperature of the stars is greater than 10000K. This is not physical for such
hot stars, particularly when they are suspected to be of a PMS nature. Therefore,
the distances based on associations may not be correct, which would explain the
discrepancies in Figure 2.8. Further support is lent to the larger derived distances
being correct through measurement of the DIBs in the spectra. In most of these
stars, the strength of the DIBs would suggest an AV−0.5–2.0 mag (Jenniskens &
Desert 1994). In general, the extinction due to dust in the ISM follows a trend
of ∼ 1.8 mag/ kpc (Whittet 2003), which would indeed agree with the larger
distances determined in this work.
Comparisons are now extended further by looking at the mass of the stars.
The literature masses are calculated using the photometry, temperatures, and
distances provided in Table 2.2 and the tables of intrinsic stellar properties from
Kenyon & Hartmann (1995). This allows AV to be determined for each star
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based on its temperature and corresponding intrinsic B − V colour index. The
reddening is used to correct the visual magnitude, which can be combined with
the distance to determine and absolute magnitude. This can be used with a bolo-
metric correction, based on the temperature, to obtain the bolometric magnitude;
which gives a bolometric luminosity. Then by using the temperature with this
luminosity a radius is calculated. At this point, only one step remains to obtain
a mass. This could be inferred from the luminosity, but preference is taken for
a more accurate approach of using the surface gravity, log(g). This selection is
based on the luminosity class of the star i.e. supergiant, giant, dwarf (van den An-
cker, private communication). Combining log(g) with the radius allows the mass
to be determined. This process is done for each star in the literature for which
there was a previous distance estimate. The resulting comparison shows how all
the values determined in this work fall roughly between ∼1–10M⊙, while the
literature masses have a much larger scatter which goes nearly as low as 0.1M⊙.
This, in the same manner as the distance discrepancies, can be attributed to the
adopted distances being incorrect for those stars; as the same distance associa-
tions have been used in the mass calculation. A further factor which complicates
the comparison is the adopted log(g) for the literature values, which by definition
affects the output mass when changed.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2 an RV = 3.1 was adopted for determining the
reddening and the D/R ratios. This value of RV has been shown to provide ac-
ceptable fits to a set of HAeBes when considering both photometry and spectra
(Montesinos et al. 2009). However, it has been suggested that higher RV val-
ues, closer to 5.0, may be more appropriate for some HAeBes due to the large
amount of circumstellar material around them which contributes to the redden-
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ing (Herna´ndez et al. 2004; Manoj et al. 2006). For the majority of stars in this
sample the colour excess is low, mean E(B-V)∼ 0.4. This means that the choice
of RV will have little impact on the reddening calculated at each magnitude. In-
deed, many of the stars are calculated to have an AV close to zero when using
RV = 3.1, this will remain the same for stars with an RV = 5.0. The stars which
will be affected the most are the ones with the highest reddening. To keep the
treatment of stars homogeneous a single value of RV has been adopted of 3.1.
However, if an RV of 5.0 was adopted then the knock-on effects to the stellar pa-
rameters, and eventually mass accretion rates, will be minor; since the observed
and intrinsic B-V colours remain the same the colour excess will be the same in
both cases, and the AV must therefore change. The result of this change is that
the D/R ratio will be slightly lower, resulting in a smaller distance calculated
towards the star. However, other stellar parameters will be virtually unchanged
since the change in distance, which would mean a higher luminosity, is accounted
for by the increased extinction. Any changes in the distance due to the adopted
RV values are less than the error associated with the distance. In general, the
choice of RV has a minimal effect on the parameters determined.
Overall, the spectral typing of the temperatures in this work agree with the
literature. However, the distances and masses obtained do not always agree. Since
the literature distances were often based on associations, it is more reasonable to
trust the distances calculated in this work as these are derived directly through
observations of the spectra.
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Table 2.3: Details of the derived stellar parameters. Stars for which a distance estimate from the literature is used, or if
the star was moved to the ZAMS, are noted in the final column (Column 10).
Name Teff log(g) log(L⋆) M⋆ R⋆ AV Age Distance Notes
(K) [cm/s2] [L⊙] (M⊙) (R⊙) (mag) (Myr) (pc)
UX Ori 8500 ± 250 3.90+0.25−0.25 1.54
+0.38
−0.33 2.1
+0.7
−0.3 2.7
+0.4
−0.2 0.48
+0.07
−0.03 4.24
+3.24
−2.35 600
+96
−50
PDS 174 17000 ± 2000 4.10+0.40−0.40 2.91
+0.56
−0.56 5.0
+2.3
−2.3 3.3
+0.7
−0.7 3.51
+0.07
−0.07 0.60
+0.43
−0.43 1126
+238
−237
V1012 Ori 8500 ± 250 4.38+0.15−0.15 0.94
+0.28
−0.37 1.6
+0.3
−0.3 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 1.32
+0.02
−0.04 15.16
+7.58
−7.58 445
+137
−130 † ∗
HD 34282 9500 ± 250 4.40+0.15
−0.15 1.17
+0.28
−0.36 1.9
+0.4
−0.4 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 0.01
+0.02
−0.00 10.00
+5.00
−5.00 366
+111
−109
HD 287823 8375 ± 125 4.23+0.11−0.15 1.09
+0.17
−0.20 1.7
+0.1
−0.1 1.7
+0.3
−0.3 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 9.01
+4.11
−2.28 340
+68
−68 † a
HD 287841 7750 ± 250 4.27+0.12−0.12 0.87
+0.17
−0.21 1.5
+0.1
−0.1 1.5
+0.2
−0.2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 14.07
+4.10
−4.10 340
+68
−68 † a
HD 290409 9750 ± 500 4.25+0.25−0.25 1.42
+0.29
−0.29 2.1
+0.2
−0.2 1.8
+0.1
−0.1 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 5.50
+2.03
−2.03 514
+36
−29
HD 35929 7000 ± 250 3.47+0.11−0.11 1.76
+0.17
−0.21 2.9
+0.4
−0.4 5.2
+0.7
−0.8 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 1.65
+0.81
−0.55 360
+72
−72 † b
HD 290500 9500 ± 500 3.80+0.40−0.40 1.94
+0.61
−0.53 2.8
+1.8
−0.7 3.5
+1.0
−0.5 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 2.26
+3.39
−1.72 1522
+436
−211
HD 244314 8500 ± 250 4.15+0.11−0.15 1.21
+0.18
−0.23 1.8
+0.1
−0.1 1.9
+0.3
−0.3 0.10
+0.02
−0.05 7.52
+1.97
−1.96 440
+88
−88 † a
HK Ori 8500 ± 500 4.22+0.13−0.13 1.13
+0.24
−0.27 1.7
+0.2
−0.2 1.7
+0.3
−0.3 1.21
+0.12
−0.14 8.73
+2.73
−2.73 440
+88
−88 † a
HD 244604 9000 ± 250 3.99+0.15−0.13 1.54
+0.18
−0.23 2.1
+0.3
−0.2 2.4
+0.4
−0.5 0.14
+0.00
−0.04 4.56
+1.53
−1.32 440
+88
−88 † a
UY Ori 9750 ± 250 4.30+0.20−0.20 1.36
+0.23
−0.23 2.0
+0.1
−0.1 1.7
+0.1
−0.1 1.11
+0.02
−0.00 6.35
+1.84
−1.84 1027
+38
−35
HD 245185 10000 ± 500 4.25+0.25−0.25 1.49
+0.29
−0.29 2.2
+0.2
−0.2 1.8
+0.1
−0.1 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 4.91
+1.70
−1.70 519
+34
−28
T Ori 9000 ± 500 3.60+0.30−0.30 2.12
+0.47
−0.46 3.3
+1.5
−1.0 4.8
+1.0
−0.8 1.50
+0.08
−0.05 1.35
+2.27
−0.93 750
+159
−123
V380 Ori 9750 ± 750 4.00+0.35−0.35 1.71
+0.52
−0.26 2.3
+1.1
−0.2 2.5
+0.5
−0.1 2.21
+0.05
−0.07 3.73
+2.46
−2.49 330
+73
−17
HD 37258 9750 ± 500 4.25+0.25−0.25 1.42
+0.29
−0.29 2.1
+0.2
−0.2 1.8
+0.1
−0.1 0.06
+0.05
−0.04 5.50
+2.03
−2.03 424
+25
−22
HD 290770 10500 ± 250 4.20+0.30−0.30 1.64
+0.38
−0.38 2.3
+0.5
−0.5 2.0
+0.2
−0.2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 4.16
+1.89
−1.89 440
+43
−41
BF Ori 9000 ± 250 3.97+0.15−0.13 1.57
+0.19
−0.22 2.1
+0.3
−0.2 2.5
+0.4
−0.5 0.33
+0.03
−0.02 4.34
+1.55
−1.32 510
+102
−102 † a
Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page
Name Teff log(g) log(L⋆) M⋆ R⋆ AV Age Distance Notes
(K) [cm/s2] [L⊙] (M⊙) (R⊙) (mag) (Myr) (pc)
HD 37357 9500 ± 250 4.10+0.10−0.10 1.52
+0.13
−0.11 2.1
+0.1
−0.1 2.1
+0.1
−0.0 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 4.93
+0.87
−0.87 344
+15
−4
HD 290764 7875 ± 375 3.90+0.17−0.15 1.36
+0.22
−0.26 1.9
+0.4
−0.2 2.6
+0.5
−0.5 0.16
+0.12
−0.14 5.25
+2.58
−1.90 470
+94
−94 † a
HD 37411 9750 ± 250 4.35+0.15−0.15 1.28
+0.28
−0.36 1.9
+0.4
−0.4 1.5
+0.5
−0.5 0.21
+0.01
−0.00 9.00
+4.50
−4.50 358
+109
−107
V599 Ori 8000 ± 250 3.72+0.13−0.12 1.68
+0.19
−0.23 2.5
+0.4
−0.4 3.6
+0.6
−0.7 4.65
+0.06
−0.07 2.82
+1.40
−1.00 510
+102
−102 † a
V350 Ori 9000 ± 250 4.18+0.11−0.16 1.31
+0.19
−0.22 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 1.9
+0.3
−0.3 0.69
+0.02
−0.03 6.41
+1.97
−1.67 510
+102
−102 † a
HD 250550 11000 ± 500 3.80+0.40−0.40 2.28
+0.61
−0.53 3.4
+2.1
−0.9 3.8
+1.0
−0.5 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 1.42
+2.21
−1.09 973
+267
−136
V791 Mon 15000 ± 1500 4.30+0.16−0.16 2.35
+0.40
−0.51 3.6
+0.7
−0.7 2.2
+0.7
−0.7 1.17
+0.06
−0.04 1.80
+0.90
−0.90 648
+204
−184
PDS 124 10250 ± 250 4.30+0.20−0.20 1.47
+0.23
−0.23 2.2
+0.2
−0.2 1.7
+0.1
−0.1 1.23
+0.03
−0.00 5.48
+1.64
−1.64 894
+34
−33
LkHa 339 10500 ± 250 4.20+0.20−0.20 1.64
+0.24
−0.24 2.3
+0.2
−0.2 2.0
+0.1
−0.1 3.54
+0.01
−0.01 4.16
+1.18
−1.18 597
+27
−25
VY Mon 12000 ± 4000 3.75+0.50−0.50 2.56
+0.77
−0.65 4.0
+3.7
−1.3 4.4
+1.6
−0.7 5.68
+0.17
−0.45 0.89
+2.61
−0.80 439
+181
−113
R Mon 12000 ± 2000 4.00+0.11−0.24 2.19
+0.34
−0.40 3.1
+0.8
−0.6 2.9
+0.3
−0.3 2.42
+0.08
−0.13 1.92
+1.23
−0.89 800
+160
−160 † c
V590 Mon 12500 ± 1000 4.20+0.30−0.30 2.06
+0.37
−0.37 3.1
+0.6
−0.6 2.3
+0.2
−0.2 1.03
+0.04
−0.05 2.19
+1.00
−1.00 1722
+171
−160
PDS 24 10500 ± 500 4.20+0.30−0.30 1.64
+0.38
−0.38 2.3
+0.5
−0.5 2.0
+0.2
−0.2 1.11
+0.04
−0.03 4.16
+1.91
−1.91 1646
+162
−157
PDS 130 10500 ± 250 3.90+0.20−0.20 2.02
+0.30
−0.27 2.8
+0.7
−0.4 3.1
+0.4
−0.2 2.07
+0.01
−0.00 2.25
+1.32
−1.07 1748
+216
−129
PDS 229N 12500 ± 250 4.20+0.20−0.20 2.06
+0.23
−0.23 3.1
+0.2
−0.2 2.3
+0.1
−0.1 2.03
+0.01
−0.01 2.19
+0.63
−0.63 1379
+57
−56
GU CMa 22500 ± 1500 3.90+0.40−0.40 3.87
+0.62
−0.62 9.5
+6.8
−6.8 5.7
+1.7
−1.7 0.57
+0.03
−0.02 0.11
+0.10
−0.10 531
+163
−163
HT CMa 10500 ± 500 4.00+0.20−0.20 1.88
+0.29
−0.24 2.6
+0.6
−0.2 2.6
+0.3
−0.1 0.23
+0.05
−0.02 2.96
+1.19
−1.32 1634
+187
−72
Z CMa 8500 ± 500 2.53+0.17−0.17 3.62
+0.24
−0.28 11.0
+1.7
−1.7 29.8
+5.2
−5.3 3.37
+0.12
−0.16 0.03
+0.02
−0.02 1050
+210
−210 † d
HU CMa 13000 ± 250 4.20+0.20−0.20 2.16
+0.23
−0.23 3.2
+0.2
−0.2 2.4
+0.1
−0.1 0.80
+0.02
−0.01 1.88
+0.52
−0.52 1240
+47
−46
HD 53367 29500 ± 1000 4.25+0.25−0.25 4.11
+0.37
−0.37 12.3
+4.2
−4.2 4.3
+0.7
−0.7 1.88
+0.02
−0.01 0.08
+0.08
−0.08 340
+53
−54
PDS 241 26000 ± 1500 4.00+0.30−0.30 4.11
+0.46
−0.46 11.6
+5.5
−5.5 5.6
+1.2
−1.2 2.60
+0.04
−0.01 0.08
+0.07
−0.07 2907
+614
−617
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Name Teff log(g) log(L⋆) M⋆ R⋆ AV Age Distance Notes
(K) [cm/s2] [L⊙] (M⊙) (R⊙) (mag) (Myr) (pc)
NX Pup 7000 ± 250 3.78+0.13−0.13 1.28
+0.20
−0.21 1.9
+0.3
−0.3 3.0
+0.5
−0.5 0.00
+0.07
−0.00 4.92
+2.37
−1.67 410
+82
−82 † a
PDS 27 17500 ± 3000 3.16+0.27−0.27 4.39
+0.40
−0.40 15.3
+5.4
−4.4 17.0
+4.0
−4.0 5.03
+0.14
−0.14 0.10
+0.10
−0.10 3170
+660
−620 † e
PDS 133 14000 ± 2000 4.08+0.12−0.11 2.46
+0.33
−0.38 3.7
+0.9
−0.7 2.9
+0.4
−0.4 1.43
+0.09
−0.10 1.27
+0.94
−0.56 2500
+500
−500 † f
HD 59319 12500 ± 500 3.50+0.20−0.20 3.03
+0.31
−0.30 5.7
+1.6
−1.2 7.0
+0.9
−0.8 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 0.32
+0.34
−0.17 1218
+162
−137
PDS 134 14000 ± 500 3.40+0.30−0.30 3.45
+0.46
−0.45 7.6
+3.5
−2.3 9.1
+1.9
−1.5 1.22
+0.03
−0.02 0.15
+0.28
−0.10 5687
+1178
−931
HD 68695 9250 ± 250 4.40+0.15−0.15 1.11
+0.28
−0.37 1.8
+0.4
−0.4 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 10.00
+5.00
−5.00 344
+106
−103
HD 72106 8750 ± 250 3.89+0.13−0.12 1.63
+0.18
−0.21 2.3
+0.3
−0.3 2.8
+0.5
−0.5 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 3.76
+1.47
−1.18 370
+74
−74 † a
TYC 8581-2002-1 9750 ± 250 4.00+0.10−0.10 1.71
+0.14
−0.12 2.3
+0.2
−0.1 2.5
+0.1
−0.1 0.94
+0.04
−0.00 3.73
+0.78
−0.89 902
+47
−25
PDS 33 9750 ± 250 4.40+0.15−0.15 1.23
+0.27
−0.36 1.9
+0.4
−0.4 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 0.52
+0.04
−0.00 9.00
+4.50
−4.50 932
+282
−279 ∗
HD 76534 19000 ± 500 4.10+0.20−0.20 3.18
+0.26
−0.20 6.0
+0.9
−0.6 3.6
+0.3
−0.2 0.62
+0.02
−0.01 0.37
+0.19
−0.14 568
+43
−29
PDS 281 16000 ± 1500 3.50+0.30−0.30 3.62
+0.47
−0.45 8.3
+4.0
−2.5 8.5
+1.8
−1.4 1.89
+0.07
−0.10 0.12
+0.23
−0.09 936
+207
−168
PDS 286 30000 ± 3000 4.25+0.16−0.16 4.18
+0.41
−0.52 13.5
+2.7
−2.7 4.6
+1.5
−1.5 6.27
+0.05
−0.04 0.10
+0.05
−0.05 521
+167
−146
PDS 297 10750 ± 250 4.00+0.20−0.20 1.93
+0.29
−0.24 2.6
+0.6
−0.2 2.7
+0.3
−0.1 0.81
+0.01
−0.02 2.77
+1.12
−1.22 1465
+166
−59
HD 85567 13000 ± 500 3.50+0.30−0.30 3.13
+0.46
−0.45 6.0
+2.7
−1.8 7.2
+1.5
−1.2 0.89
+0.03
−0.02 0.27
+0.52
−0.18 907
+183
−146
HD 87403 10000 ± 250 3.30+0.10−0.10 2.83
+0.15
−0.15 5.5
+0.7
−0.6 8.7
+0.6
−0.5 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 0.32
+0.15
−0.10 1801
+125
−109
PDS 37 17500 ± 3500 2.94+0.35−0.35 4.75
+0.39
−0.39 21.1
+11.0
−5.3 25.8
+5.0
−5.0 5.81
+0.13
−0.13 0.10
+0.10
−0.10 4310
+670
−670 † e
HD 305298 34000 ± 1000 4.31+0.16−0.16 4.46
+0.23
−0.41 15.7
+3.1
−3.1 4.6
+1.4
−1.4 1.30
+0.00
−0.02 0.02
+0.01
−0.01 3366
+1010
−979 ∗
HD 94509 11500 ± 1000 2.90+0.40−0.40 3.76
+0.65
−0.62 10.8
+9.0
−4.3 19.2
+6.8
−4.3 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 0.05
+0.16
−0.05 4384
+1585
−1009
HD 95881 10000 ± 250 3.20+0.10−0.10 2.98
+0.15
−0.15 6.2
+0.8
−0.7 10.3
+0.7
−0.6 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 0.21
+0.10
−0.07 1290
+90
−78
HD 96042 25500 ± 1500 3.80+0.20−0.20 4.36
+0.33
−0.29 14.0
+5.1
−2.8 7.8
+1.3
−0.8 0.78
+0.03
−0.01 0.02
+0.05
−0.02 1792
+302
−197
HD 97048 10500 ± 500 4.30+0.20−0.20 1.52
+0.23
−0.23 2.2
+0.2
−0.2 1.7
+0.1
−0.1 0.90
+0.05
−0.02 5.12
+1.52
−1.52 171
+7
−7
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Name Teff log(g) log(L⋆) M⋆ R⋆ AV Age Distance Notes
(K) [cm/s2] [L⊙] (M⊙) (R⊙) (mag) (Myr) (pc)
HD 98922 10500 ± 250 3.60+0.10−0.10 2.48
+0.15
−0.15 4.0
+0.5
−0.5 5.2
+0.3
−0.3 0.09
+0.01
−0.00 0.84
+0.35
−0.26 346
+22
−20
HD 100453 7250 ± 250 4.08+0.15−0.13 0.93
+0.17
−0.21 1.5
+0.2
−0.1 1.9
+0.3
−0.3 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 9.97
+6.29
−2.79 122
+24
−25 † b
HD 100546 9750 ± 500 4.34+0.06−0.06 1.29
+0.14
−0.14 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 1.5
+0.1
−0.1 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 7.02
+1.49
−1.49 97
+10
−10 † b
HD 101412 9750 ± 250 4.30+0.20−0.20 1.36
+0.23
−0.23 2.0
+0.1
−0.1 1.7
+0.1
−0.1 0.21
+0.03
−0.00 6.35
+1.84
−1.84 301
+11
−10
PDS 344 15250 ± 500 4.30+0.20−0.20 2.39
+0.25
−0.25 3.7
+0.5
−0.5 2.3
+0.1
−0.1 0.86
+0.01
−0.02 1.48
+0.52
−0.52 2756
+172
−165
HD 104237 8000 ± 250 3.89+0.12−0.12 1.41
+0.17
−0.21 2.0
+0.3
−0.2 2.6
+0.4
−0.4 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 4.92
+1.87
−1.46 115
+23
−23 † b
V1028 Cen 14000 ± 500 3.80+0.30−0.30 2.85
+0.45
−0.41 4.7
+2.0
−1.0 4.5
+0.9
−0.5 0.57
+0.01
−0.03 0.59
+0.69
−0.39 1843
+355
−215
PDS 361S 18500 ± 1000 3.80+0.30−0.30 3.53
+0.46
−0.41 7.4
+3.2
−1.7 5.7
+1.1
−0.7 1.90
+0.04
−0.01 0.19
+0.23
−0.12 4385
+872
−541
HD 114981 16000 ± 500 3.60+0.20−0.20 3.47
+0.30
−0.30 7.3
+2.0
−1.5 7.1
+0.9
−0.8 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 0.18
+0.17
−0.09 908
+118
−99
PDS 364 12500 ± 1000 4.20+0.20−0.20 2.06
+0.23
−0.23 3.1
+0.2
−0.2 2.3
+0.1
−0.1 1.87
+0.05
−0.03 2.19
+0.58
−0.58 1715
+97
−91
PDS 69 15000 ± 2000 4.00+0.35−0.35 2.72
+0.52
−0.76 4.3
+2.0
−1.5 3.4
+0.7
−0.6 1.60
+0.07
−0.07 0.84
+2.02
−0.62 630
+141
−126
DG Cir 11000 ± 3000 4.41+0.18−0.18 1.49
+0.68
−0.93 2.2
+0.4
−0.4 1.5
+0.5
−0.5 3.94
+0.13
−0.54 5.95
+2.97
−2.97 713
+250
−184 † ∗
HD 132947 10250 ± 250 3.90+0.10−0.10 1.97
+0.15
−0.14 2.7
+0.3
−0.3 3.1
+0.2
−0.1 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 2.44
+0.77
−0.65 565
+35
−26
HD 135344B 6375 ± 125 3.94+0.12−0.12 0.85
+0.18
−0.22 1.5
+0.2
−0.2 2.2
+0.4
−0.4 0.23
+0.05
−0.06 7.99
+3.24
−2.34 140
+28
−28 † a
HD 139614 7750 ± 250 4.31+0.12−0.12 0.82
+0.17
−0.21 1.5
+0.1
−0.1 1.4
+0.2
−0.2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 15.64
+4.29
−4.29 140
+28
−28 † a
PDS 144S 7750 ± 250 4.13+0.14−0.16 1.02
+0.20
−0.23 1.6
+0.2
−0.1 1.8
+0.3
−0.3 0.57
+0.07
−0.08 9.45
+4.81
−2.88 1000
+200
−200 † f
HD 141569 9750 ± 250 4.35+0.15−0.15 1.28
+0.28
−0.37 1.9
+0.4
−0.4 1.5
+0.5
−0.5 0.01
+0.01
−0.00 9.00
+4.50
−4.50 112
+34
−33
HD 141926 28000 ± 1500 3.75+0.25−0.25 4.70
+0.26
−0.37 19.4
+4.5
−5.0 9.7
+1.1
−1.3 2.40
+0.03
−0.04 0.00
+0.03
−0.00 1254
+143
−175
HD 142666 7500 ± 250 4.13+0.11−0.16 0.96
+0.20
−0.24 1.6
+0.2
−0.1 1.8
+0.3
−0.3 0.50
+0.08
−0.09 10.43
+6.21
−3.34 145
+29
−29 † a
HD 142527 6500 ± 250 3.93+0.08−0.08 0.90
+0.12
−0.13 1.6
+0.1
−0.1 2.2
+0.1
−0.2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 8.08
+1.94
−1.63 140
+20
−20 † g
HD 144432 7500 ± 250 4.05+0.17−0.14 1.04
+0.19
−0.21 1.6
+0.2
−0.1 2.0
+0.3
−0.3 0.00
+0.06
−0.00 8.72
+4.81
−2.50 160
+32
−32 † b
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HD 144668 8500 ± 250 3.75+0.13−0.12 1.76
+0.19
−0.22 2.5
+0.4
−0.4 3.5
+0.6
−0.6 0.33
+0.05
−0.04 2.70
+1.32
−0.93 160
+32
−32 † b
HD 145718 8000 ± 250 4.37+0.15−0.15 0.82
+0.29
−0.37 1.5
+0.3
−0.3 1.3
+0.4
−0.4 0.74
+0.06
−0.05 19.54
+9.77
−9.77 134
+41
−39 † ∗
PDS 415N 6250 ± 250 4.47+0.15−0.15 0.13
+0.30
−0.39 1.1
+0.2
−0.2 1.0
+0.3
−0.3 1.11
+0.11
−0.15 336.02
+168.01
−168.01 197
+60
−58 † ∗
HD 150193 9000 ± 250 4.27+0.17−0.17 1.21
+0.19
−0.23 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 1.7
+0.3
−0.3 1.55
+0.02
−0.04 7.22
+1.89
−1.89 120
+24
−24 † h
AK Sco 6250 ± 250 4.26+0.10−0.10 0.38
+0.18
−0.20 1.2
+0.1
−0.1 1.3
+0.2
−0.2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 17.71
+4.71
−3.42 103
+20
−21 † b
PDS 431 10500 ± 500 3.70+0.20−0.20 2.32
+0.31
−0.30 3.5
+1.0
−0.7 4.4
+0.6
−0.5 1.76
+0.03
−0.03 1.19
+1.07
−0.61 2875
+384
−316
KK Oph 8500 ± 500 4.38+0.15−0.15 0.94
+0.33
−0.43 1.6
+0.3
−0.3 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 2.70
+0.10
−0.15 15.16
+7.58
−7.58 279
+86
−81 † ∗
HD 163296 9250 ± 250 4.30+0.20−0.20 1.23
+0.23
−0.23 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 1.6
+0.0
−0.0 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 7.56
+2.17
−2.17 101
+4
−3
MWC 297 24500 ± 1500 4.00+0.30−0.30 3.95
+0.46
−0.46 10.2
+4.6
−4.6 5.3
+1.1
−1.1 8.47
+0.04
−0.03 0.10
+0.08
−0.08 170
+34
−34
† – A literature distance is initially adopted to these stars, as log(g) cannot be determined from the spectra. ∗ – Stars which have been
placed on the ZAMS. References: (a) de Zeeuw et al. (1999), (b) van Leeuwen (2007), (c) Dahm & Simon (2005), (d) Shevchenko et al.
(1999), (e) Ababakr et al. (2015, submitted), (f) Vieira et al. (2003), (g) Fukagawa et al. (2006), (h) Loinard et al. (2008).
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2.5 Exceptional Stars
Before moving onto the discussion, it is important to note that there are a small
minority of stars which could not be assigned a temperature from the spectra
alone (see Section 2.3.1). Figure 2.10 displays the Hβ line profile for these stars.
The large amount of emission and P-Cygni absorption in all of these stars makes
spectral typing using this line impossible. For these stars a different approach
must be taken, on an individual basis, in order to assign a temperature. This is
done by drawing upon as many literature sources on these objects as possible.
There are 7 objects from the entire sample which require this treatment. The
stars, and steps taken, are detailed below:
VY Mon – This star is included here because it has the worst SNR of the
sample. This makes accurate spectral typing difficult, but a cautious estimate
of around 12000 K can be made for the temperature. This agrees with past
literature estimates of 8200-12000 K (Mora et al. 2001; Manoj et al. 2006). A
generous error of 4000K is adopted due to the poor SNR.
R Mon – In the spectra of R Mon all lines are seen in emission or as P-Cygni
profiles, making any temperature estimate impossible from spectra alone. The
temperature has been previously listed as around 12000K in past works (Mora
et al. 2001; Manoj et al. 2006). Since this is the only temperature estimate
available, and with no other indicators present, this temperature is adopted.
Z CMa – As with R Mon, this star has many P-Cygni lines and emission lines
in its spectra, but lacks absorption features for spectral typing. In the litera-
ture this star is seen to have the largest spread in listed temperatures; ranging
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Figure 2.10: The Hβ line profiles of the stars which have strong emission lines, and
could not be spectral typed are displayed in this figure. Each plot is labelled with the
star’s name.
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from 30000K (van den Ancker et al. 2004; Manoj et al. 2006), down to 11500K
(Donehew & Brittain 2011), and even as low as 8500K (Hinkley et al. 2013). The
temperature from Hinkley et al. (2013) is adopted as their work spatially resolves
the Herbig star in this system from its FU Or-like companion. The companion
may have affected previous determinations. In addition to this, they provide SED
fitting to the observed photometry to determine the temperature; making this the
most robust measurement for Z CMa.
PDS 133 – Another star devoid of any photospheric absorption in its spec-
tra, and which has extremely strong emission lines (the equivalent width of Hα
is ∼ −100 A˚). Previously, the star has been listed in the literature as having
Teff =14000K by Vieira et al. (2003), who estimated the temperature photomet-
rically. As this is the only estimation in the literature, it is adopted here.
DG Cir – A star with reasonably strong emission; the Balmer series are seen
as P-Cygni profiles. A broad spectral type of class B has previously been assigned
to this star by Sanduleak & Stephenson (1973) and Vieira et al. (2003). Gahm &
Malmort (1980) do not give a spectral type but note its similarities to V380 Ori;
which has been spectral typed here. A small region of possible absorption lines
can be seen around 5200 A˚, but they appear blended with emission lines making
an exact temperature determination difficult. Based on these features I agree
with a B spectral type, and would narrow this to a late-B type star of ∼11000K,
due to the similarities with V380 Ori. A generous error of 3000K is adopted.
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2.5.1 PDS 27 & PDS 37
There are a further two exceptional stars to still discuss; PDS 27 and PDS 37.
These have been chosen for further investigation as they are poorly understood
stars which appear spectrally similar. They are both HAeBe candidate stars
which have formed the focus of a recent study by Ababakr et al. (2015, submitted).
They were identified as candidate HAeBes in the Pico dos Dias Survey due to
Hα emission and photometric colours, as detailed in the paper by (Vieira et al.
2003). Based on the observed photometry, those authors estimated the stars to
be early-B type stars of ∼ 20000K, with PDS 27 estimated to be at a distance
of 1100 pc, and PDS 37 at 720 pc.
The suspected early-type of these stars places them as objects of particular
interest, as the number of early B-type HBes is far smaller that the number
of late-type HBes. However, their spectral type, or rather temperature, cannot
be confirmed using the techniques in Section 2.3.1 due to both stars displaying
strong P-Cygni profiles across the lines used. The only other absorption lines
seen, which are not P-Cygni shaped, come from the Helium I lines. These lines
are displayed in Figure 2.11, where they are seen to be variable, and therefore may
only provide a limited estimate on the temperature. If the origin of the He I lines
is assumed to be photospheric, then the greatest absorption strength would peak
at around 21000K. However, the observed strength is greater than predicted by
model stellar atmospheres for both stars. The lines are also asymmetric, with blue
shifted absorption extending to ∼-450 km s−1 , which is approximately the same
as observed in the hydrogen lines. Therefore, it is possible that the absorption
seen in the helium lines is coming from a strong wind. Strong winds have been
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Figure 2.11: The He I lines for each of the stars are displayed here with PDS 27 on the
right hand side, and PDS 37 on the left hand side. The red spectra are the X-shooter
data, while the blue is additional FORS spectra (PDS 27 also has a second X-shooter
observation, shown in blue). Variability can be seen between all the epochs in both
stars. The lines are seen to be particularly strong in comparison to a Kurucz model
with a temperature of 21000K, with zero rotation and displayed as a black dashed line.
This figure is also contained in Ababakr et al. (2015, submitted).
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observed in T Tauri stars using the He I 10830 A˚ line, although such strong and
broad absorption is not expected in CTTs at higher energy transitions of He
I, like the 6678 A˚ and 7065 A˚ lines, by either theory (Kurosawa et al. 2011) or
observations (Beristain et al. 2001). This suggests that the stars would be much
hotter than CTTs.
A lower limit can be placed on the temperature using the observed photometric
colours. Vieira et al. (2003) measure (B − V )obs = 1.32 for PDS 27 and (B −
V )obs = 1.52 for PDS 37. In order to obtain the intrinsic colour index the observed
photometry needs to be corrected for reddening. This can be estimated through
measurements of the diffuse interstellar bands, (DIBs). Their strength is directly
proportional to the amount of interstellar dust along the line of sight to a star.
However, the DIBs are thought to only trace dust within the ISM, and cannot
provide an estimate of the circumstellar dust, or rather its contribution to the
reddening. Therefore, they can only provide a lower limit to the reddening, and
hence a lower limit to the (B−V ) correction. The colour excesses measured from
the DIBs are 1.20± 0.16 for PDS 27 and 0.98± 0.37 for PDS 37. The lowest, or
rather bluest, (B − V )int determined from subtracting the DIBs contribution is
found to be -0.04 in PDS 27 and 0.15 in PDS 37. This places the lower limit on
PDS 27 as a B9 star with a temperature of 10000K, and PDS 37 as an A5 star
with a temperature of 8000K.
An upper limit can be placed on the temperature based on the observed
size of the Balmer jump. This is because the Balmer jump decreases in size
with increasing temperature (for temperatures greater than ∼ 9000 K, where the
Balmer jump is at maximum). Therefore, the observed size of the jump places an
upper limit on the photospheric temperature. It does not provide a lower limit
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Figure 2.12: The difference between the Balmer jump measured in the target stars
to the expected Balmer jump is plotted as a function of temperature. PDS 27 is shown
in red; PDS 37 in blue. At ∼21000K the limit is reached where the observed size
of the Balmer jump is the same as the expected Balmer jump for that temperature.
For temperatures greater than this the observed jump would be larger than expected,
which is unphysical. The errors are based on the uncertainties in the distance.
though, as a small jump can be achieved by cooler stars combined with a source
of excess flux i.e due to accretion. Such a contribution cannot be ruled out if these
stars are thought to be PMS stars. Figure 2.12 shows the observed excesses, for
a range of temperatures, measured over the Balmer jump region. This provides
an upper limit of 21000K in both stars.
In addition, N I emission lines are observed at 8629 A˚ and 8683 A˚ in both
objects. These lines have a high excitation energy (∼10 eV), and have only been
observed in B-type HAeBes, predominately in early B-types (Hamann & Persson
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1992b). Based on the presence of these lines it is reasonable to assume that both
of the stars are more likely to be early B-type than late B-type. Therefore, a
revised lower limit of the temperature of PDS 27 and 37 is made of 14000K.
Based on the three above arguments, which combine knowledge of photome-
try and spectra, it is plausible that the range in temperature is 14000–21000K.
Therefore, a temperature of 17500 ± 3500K is adopted for both objects.
Both of the objects are in the same situation as the stars for which no log(g)
determination could be made; like them a distance must be adopted in order to
determine a luminosity and derive the other stellar parameters. In this work the
distance shall be determined using a galactic rotation curve combined with the
measured velocity of the stars. The galactic rotation curve by Reid et al. (2009)
is used.
The velocities of the stars are measured from the centre of various symmetric
emission lines, and also as the central point of double-peaked lines. The corrected
VLSR is observed to be 12.6± 7.0 km s
−1 for PDS 37, which yields a distance of
4.64 (+0.46,-0.59) kpc. The VLSR of PDS 27 is uncertain, as additional spectra
from FORS2 shows that it is variable by ∼ 20 km s−1 . For this reason it is
not used here. Instead, the velocities of the parental cloud, in which the stars
lie, is considered through the use of molecular observations. The 13CO(2-1) and
NH3(1,1) transitions, from Urquhart et al. (2011), have velocities of 43.5 km s
−1
for PDS 27 and 5.4 km s−1 for PDS 37; these yield distances of 3.2 ± 0.6 kpc
for PDS 27 and 3.7 ± 1.0 kpc for PDS 37. For PDS 37 this agrees with the
spectral line observations, indicating that it does trace the systemic velocity, and
provides weight for using the molecular line for PDS 27 too. For the final distance
adopted to PDS 27 is the molecular observation, while for PDS 37 an average
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of the measurements used, providing a distance of 4.31± 0.67 kpc. A consitancy
check is performed by calculating the kinematic distance based on the measured
velocity of the DIBs. The derived distances from the DIBs are less than the
calculated distances to the star. This is as expected as they trace the material
between us and the star.
The luminosity of both stars is then determined from the steps described in
Section 2.3.2, where the use of photometry provides the D/R⋆ ratio from which
the radius is determined by using the above distances. This is combined with
the temperature to provide the luminosity. The remaining stellar parameters are
determined using the PMS tracks, as described in Section 2.3.3, all of which are
detailed in Table 2.4.
2.6 HR-diagram Location and Evolutionary Dis-
cussion
2.6.1 HR-diagram Location
Using the spectra, log(g) could be determined for the majority of the sample in
addition to Teff . For these stars, the stellar parameters were determined using
PMS tracks. Their placement on these tracks confirms the young nature of these
stars and is shown in Figure 2.13, in the left hand panel; the right hand panel
shows the corresponding HR-diagram. The 8 stars of the sample which required
revised distances to be calculated to them (see Section 2.3.3) are not included
here as their placement is artificial when compared to the other stars. A large
proportion of the sample are clustered between 2–3 M⊙, which is likely caused
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Figure 2.13: The left panel shows all the stars for which log(g) and Teff could be
determined from the spectra. These are translated into an HR-diagram in the right
hand panel. The PMS evolutionary mass tracks of Bressan et al. (2012) and Bernasconi
& Maeder (1996) are also plotted as solid black lines and labelled according to mass.
Stars which were moved onto the ZAMS are not included in this plot.
by a combination of two effects. The first being that lower mass sources are more
numerous, as described by the initial mass function, IMF, (Salpeter 1955). The
range of masses determined in this work agrees fairly well with a typical Salpeter-
IMF distribution, particularly when considering the selection criteria (the criteria
skews our sample towards high mass objects, as these are the ones of greater
interest in this work). Table 2.4 shows the comparison of the mass distribution in
this work versus the distribution given in Zinnecker & Yorke (2007) for a typical
IMF function.
The second aspect, which may be contributing to the clustering, is a visibility
effect due to low mass stars being more evolved and less extinct than younger
high mass stars (as predicted by a comparison between the Kelvin-Helmholtz
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Table 2.4: Compares the number
of HAeBes found in different mass
bins with the theoretical IMF dis-
tribution
Mass Bin Theoretical This Work
1–2 M⊙ 99 31
†
2–4 M⊙ 39 36
4–8 M⊙ 15 11
8–16 M⊙ 6 11
> 16 M⊙ 4 2
† This sample is focused on HAeBes and
does not represent the 1–2M⊙ bin well,
as HAeBes are generally more massive.
time-scale and the free-fall time-scale). This second point is supported by the AV
values measured in this sample where, in general, the lower mass objects tend
to have lower AV values. However, it should be noted that a high AV does not
automatically mean that the object has a high mass, as many low mass stars of
young ages also have high extinction values (e.g. V599 Ori has an AV = 4.65,
but only has Teff = 8000 K and M⋆ = 2.5 M⊙).
Figure 2.13 also shows that the stars appear to be split into three groups: some
very high mass HBes with >9M⊙; some intermediate mass HAeBes with a mass
∼3–7M⊙; and the largest group of HAeBes with a mass of ∼1–3M⊙. Curiously,
very few stars are seen around ∼8M⊙. This is most likely just a coincidence due
to low number statistics. However, for the most part the highest mass HAeBes do
have high levels of extinction, which may result in less detections. Another point
to note is that clustering of the stars could be attributed to the stars actually
belonging to the same cluster. The star forming regions in which some of the
HAeBes in this work appear to be associated with are the Orion-OB1, Mon-OB1,
CMa-R1, and Sco-OB2 regions (de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Shevchenko et al. 1999;
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Dahm & Simon 2005; van Leeuwen 2007). Since the regions are located at fixed
distances, clustering of luminosities will occur if the stars are of similar spectral
type. It is worth noting that the number of stars in each mass bin of a cluster
is governed by the initial mass of the cloud in which they form. By looking at
just a few star forming regions we naturally get clusters of similar mass stars in
each one; resulting in clustered regions in an HR-diagram. However, only a small
number of distances are adopted from the literature as an input parameter in this
work, and they are drawn from various catalogues and regions on the sky. The
spread on the HR-diagram can simply be attributed to, relatively, low number
statistics.
2.6.2 Age
Next, the age of the stars is investigated. Figure 2.14 shows age against temper-
ature. It can be seen, in general, that the highest temperature objects are also
the youngest. This reflects the PMS evolution of the hotter stars being shorter,
such that they can only been seen at small ages. Likewise, the cooler stars can
be seen at larger ages. However, it should be noted that some cool stars can
also be quite young; as evidenced by a few HAeBes in the figure. This is be-
cause they are likely massive stars that are still undergoing contraction, hence
young, and will move towards hotter temperatures. Such an evolution is rapid,
and slow towards the main sequence. A best fit to the data in the figure is found
of log(t) ∝ −3.26× log(Teff), where t is the age in Myr. Given that the evolution
of PMS stars results in them getting hotter with time, this should be not be
taken as a relationship for determining one from the other. Instead, it roughly
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Figure 2.14: Here the age, as determined from the PMS tracks, is plotted against
the temperature of the star. The plot shows how the older stars are always the cooler
stars i.e. the ones with a lower mass and evolve towards the main sequence slower
than their high mass counter parts as expected. However, all of the hottest objects,
Teff > 20000K, are seen to be the youngest ones, t < 0.5Myr. Some cool and young
stars are also present, which are likely to be in the early stages of their PMS evolution.
A best fit to the data in the figure is plotted of log(t) ∝ −3.26 × log(Teff)
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describes the upper limit to the age of the stars for a given temperature. It is
worth stressing that the HBes can only be seen at early ages when it comes to
looking at HAeBes statistically. The HBes will always be much younger than
the majority of HAes, but they may also be much closer to the main sequence.
Overall, caution must be exercised in drawing conclusions from age comparisons
due to the various evolutionary stages involved.
2.7 Conclusions
To conclude, presented in this chapter is the largest spectroscopic survey of
HAeBes to date, which is dedicated to obtaining stellar parameters. They are
obtained through a thorough process of spectral typing using the Balmer series
(which peaks in aborption for the HAeBes). Determinations of the temperature
and surface gravity have been made for the majority of the sample in a homo-
geneous fashion. Combined with photometry and theoretical PMS tracks these
have allowed the determination of stellar radius, mass, luminosity, the distance,
the AV , and age; in a consistent manner.
The observed temperatures are found to be agreement with the literature.
However, the derived distances do not always agree with literature distances which
are based on associations with star-forming regions. The distances determined
in this work are supported by measurements of diffuse interstellar bands and
provide more sensible stellar parameters than the distances from the associations.
Therefore, revised distances have also been determined in this chapter.
Overall, this chapter has demonstrated a homogeneous method of determining
stellar parameters, which are consistent with past values. The methods involved
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have also allowed improvements to be made in regards to distance determinations.
All of the derived parameters set the ground work for not just the next chapters
in this thesis, but for future statistical work on HAeBes too.
Chapter 3
Accretion Rate Determinations
From UV-Excess Measurements
3.1 Introduction
Currently, Herbig Ae/Be stars are thought to share many properties with CTTs.
Both have been observed to have circumstellar discs; both have been observed
to have numerous emission lines in their spectra; both are known to have lower
surface gravities than main sequence stars; and both have been observed to have
a UV-excess. However, despite the similarities many questions remain in regards
to the HAeBes: Are the discs similar between the two groups? Is the origin of
the emission lines in CTTs the same as in HAeBes? Is the UV-excess in HAeBes
caused by Magnetospheric accretion?
Lately, more and more has been learnt about the discs around HAeBes. In
particular the HAeBes are known to form two different groups based on their
emitted IR-excess from the disc (Meeus et al. 2001), where it is thought that
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CO from the disc can still reach to within 1 au of the star in some of these
HAeBes (van der Plas et al. 2009, 2015; Ilee et al. 2014). Even observable gaps,
and possible planets, have been observed within these discs (Quanz et al. 2013;
Brittain et al. 2013; Currie et al. 2014; Close et al. 2014). This leads to the
question of the role accretion plays in their discs. This has large implications on
PMS systems, influencing the achievable mass of planets forming within the disc,
the final mass of the star, and the time-scales on which they evolve. Planets under
formation require mass to be fed onto them, while the numerous emission lines
and observed UV-excess require a source of energy (Garrison 1978; Mendigut´ıa
et al. 2011a; Donehew & Brittain 2011).
The consensus at present in CTTs is that their observed UV-excess can be
explained within the context of magnetospheric accretion (Calvet & Gullbring
1998). Support of this explanation has grown stronger through observations of
the UV-excess matching the theory (Gullbring et al. 1998, 2000; Ingleby et al.
2013), while observed line profiles have also been seen to fit within this context
too (Muzerolle et al. 1998a, 2001; Kurosawa et al. 2011). Under this paradigm
the disc material is truncated by the magnetic field lines from the star, and from
here the material is funnelled via the field lines, in free-fall, onto the star. The
accreted material shocks the photosphere, which causes X-ray emission. The
majority of that emission is then absorbed by the surroundings, heating them,
and is re-emitted at longer wavelengths. This gives rise to an observable UV-
excess (Calvet & Gullbring 1998). Therefore, measurement of the UV-excess can
be directly related to mass accretion from the disc to the star.
However, for MA to be applicable the star must have a magnetic field with
sufficient strength to truncate the disc; for CTTs this is of the order of kilo-Gauss
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strengths (Ghosh & Lamb 1979; Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994; Johns-Krull 2007;
Bouvier et al. 2007). For MS stars magnetic fields due to convection are not
predicted to exist for stars with Teff > 8300K (Simon et al. 2002). This may
also be true for PMS stars. To date, there have only been a few detections of
magnetic fields in HAeBes (Wade et al. 2005; Catala et al. 2007; Hubrig et al.
2009). The largest survey into the magnetic fields of HAeBes was performed
recently by Alecian et al. (2013), and yields clear detections of only 5 stars out of
70. Out of these detections it remains unclear if these magnetic fields are due to
fossil fields, where the present day magnetic field is a remnant of the larger scale
cloud from which the star has formed; or if it is a dynamo-induced magnetic field
due to convective motions within the star (Charbonneau & MacGregor 2001).
When applying the theory of MA (Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994) to HAeBes,
a weak dipole magnetic field of only a few hundred gauss, or even less, is needed
for MA to occur (Wade et al. 2007; Cauley & Johns-Krull 2014). These strengths
are below current detection limits; this means that MA controlled accretion in
HAeBes is still a possibility.
The main focus of this chapter is to provide the largest survey on direct ac-
cretion tracers in HAeBes to date. To do this, measurements of the UV excess
shall be made and fitted within the context of MA shock modelling. This method
of accretion-shock modelling has been successfully adapted and applied to small
sets of HAeBes in recent years (Muzerolle et al. 2004; Donehew & Brittain 2011;
Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a; Pogodin et al. 2012; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2013, 2014). How-
ever, the number of HBes analysed in previous works are often small, particularly
for early-type HBes, and needs to be tested further.
The overall aim of this chapter is to provide a quantitative look into the ac-
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cretion rate of HAeBes, with a particular emphasis on how it varies as a function
of stellar parameters. An assessment of the applicability of using MA to find the
accretion rate shall also be performed. To do this, the HAeBe sample presented
in Chapter 2 will be analysed. This chapter is broken down as follows: Section
3.2 will detail the measurements of the Balmer excess. Section 3.3 will detail the
application of MA to the measurements, and the derivation of the accretion rates.
Section 3.4 will discuss the findings and how they compare with the stellar pa-
rameters obtained in Chapter 2. Finally, Section 3.5 will provide the conclusions
of this chapter.
3.2 Balmer Excess
The UV-excess can be determined by measuring the Balmer Excess, ∆DB, which
is defined as the difference between the observed flux and the expected intrinsic
photospheric flux as measured across the Balmer Jump region (this region spans
the wavelength range where the hydrogen Balmer series reaches its recombination
limit ∼ 3680–3640 A˚). ∆DB is often more visible in low temperature stars due to
their cooler photospheres, as the excess is easily noticeable on top of it. This UV-
excess has been measured in both brown dwarfs (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008;
Herczeg et al. 2009; Rigliaco et al. 2012) and CTTs (Calvet et al. 2004; Gullbring
et al. 2000; Calvet et al. 2004; Ingleby et al. 2013). From these past studies the
current consensus to the origin of the excess is magnetospheric accretion. It has
also been shown, in small samples, that an observable ∆DB in HAeBes stars
can be explained within the same context (Muzerolle et al. 2004; Donehew &
Brittain 2011; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a; Pogodin et al. 2012). We aim to further
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our understanding of accretion in HAeBes by testing accretion within the context
of MA to a large sample of HAeBes; this includes numerous HBe stars for which
little investigation has been done.
In order to test many stars, measurements must be acquired first. To do this
a definition of the Balmer excess, which will be used here, is required:
∆DB = (U − B)0 − (U − B)dered (3.1)
where, (U − B)0 is the intrinsic colour of the target and (U −B)dered is the
dereddened observed colour index. This definition has been used in many works,
where it has also been modified depending on the type of data involved (Garrison
1978; Donehew & Brittain 2011; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2013). Since the equation is
based on photometry, and the sample data is spectroscopic, a modification of
the above equation will be used for measurement. The spectra will allow a more
accurate determination of ∆DB. Detailed below are two of the best methods of
measuring ∆DB involving spectra.
3.2.1 Method 1 – SED Matching: Single Point Measure-
ment
The first approach to measuring ∆DB uses the spectral region of the the UVB
arm from 3500–4600 A˚, and adopts the same techniques of Donehew & Brittain
(2011). This method requires the spectra of the target to be compared against
the spectra of a star with the same spectral type. The KC-models mentioned in
Chapter 2 earlier are used again here as the intrinsic stellar spectra. Following
the spectral shape calibration in Section 2.2, the spectrum of each target shows
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Figure 3.1: An example of the method 1 technique for the measurement of ∆DB
where the target spectrum is normalised to match the model spectrum between 4000–
4600 A˚ is shown. The top pannel shows the target spectra (black), a KC-model of
the corresponding spectral type (red), and the result (grey), all normalised to 4000 A˚.
Continuum areas are selected in each spectrum (shown in blue) between 4000–4600 A˚.
The bottom panel shows the ratios of these continuum points (green); they are fitted
by a reddening law and extrapolated to 3600 A˚. This level of reddening correction is
then applied to the original spectra (the result is plotted in grey in the top panel).
The SED of the model and the corrected spectra are now exactly the same between
4000-4600 A˚, allowing measurement of the Balmer Excess to be performed around the
3600 A˚ region.
the correct, observed SED shape. This allows both the target and model spectra
to be normalised to 4000 A˚, while preserving their SED. Next, a correction for
reddening present in the observed spectra is performed. To do this, the difference
between the measured continuum of the target and the model between 4000–
4600 A˚ is fitted by a reddening law (the reddening law of Cardelli et al. (1989)
is used here). This also provides a best-fit AV value. Extinction correction is
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applied to the whole spectrum, while keeping the 4000 A˚ point as a pivot; since
the spectrum was normalised to this point. The result of this method is that the
SED of the target is adjusted in such a way that the slope between the intrinsic
model and the target spectrum now match between 4000–4600 A˚. The success
of this normalisation is not dependent upon the amount of extinction towards
the star (Muzerolle et al. 2004; Donehew & Brittain 2011). Fig 3.1 shows the
application of this SED slope matching technique along with an example output.
To perform the measurement of ∆DB attention must be drawn back to Equa-
tion 3.1, where the magnitudes are now converted into a flux:
∆DB = −2.5 log
(
F photU
F photB
)
+ 2.5log
(
F deredU
F deredB
)
(3.2)
where F is the flux, with subscripts denoting the corresponding wavelength re-
gion, and the superscripts are: the intrinsic flux, denoted as ‘phot’; and the dered-
dened flux, denoted as ‘dered’. Now, consider the fact that the observed, dered-
dened flux includes an accretion contribution; such that F deredU = F
phot
U + F
acc
U ,
which allows the above equation to be written as:
∆DB = 2.5 log
(
F photU + F
acc
U
F photB + F
acc
B
×
F photB
F photU
)
(3.3)
This equation can be reduced through the use of a normalisation factor αnorm,
such that (F photB + F
acc
B ) × α
norm = F phot,normB . This normalisation across the
B-band is performed automatically by matching the SED of the target to the
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intrinsic SED. This gives us the final form of the ∆DB equation:
∆DB = 2.5 log
(
F phot,normU + F
acc,norm
U
F photU
)
(3.4)
By these definitions, the F phot,normU + F
acc,norm
U is just the flux observed from the
target spectra and F photU is taken from a KC-model of the same spectral type.
Since the spectrum obtained is of medium resolution we adopt a narrower range
than a typical broadband filter to represent the U -band magnitude. This also
gives us better precision in measurements. The wavelength region of measurement
is 3500–3680 A˚. This is chosen as it is beyond the Balmer recombination limit.
However, two of the echelle orders of X-Shooter overlap in this region, and the
SNR in an echelle order decreases as wavelength decreases. Therefore, to minimise
errors the 3500–3600 A˚ region from echelle order 21 and the 3600–3680 A˚ region
from echelle order 20 are measured and combined to give the most accurate result.
3.2.2 Method 2 – B-Band Normalised, Multi-point Mea-
surements
An alternate method of measuring ∆DB is given by Mendigut´ıa et al. (2013),
which also does not require the reddening towards a star to be known. An ex-
ample of this method is shown in Figure 3.2, where it is seen to cover a larger
wavelength range than method 1; as this method requires measurements of both
the U -band and V -band points. These two points are measured from the ob-
served spectra and a KC-model of the same spectral type (the same model as
in method 1), after normalisation to the B-band. Rather than correcting for
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Figure 3.2: An example of the method 2 measurement of ∆DB is shown here. A
model atmosphere for a star where Teff = 10000K, log(g)=4.14, M⋆ = 2.0M⊙, and
R⋆ = 2.0R⊙is shown in grey. The UV-excess is displayed as the blue dashed line;
calculated using M˙acc= 10
−6.5M⊙ yr
−1 . The expected observation, the model plus
the excess, is shown in blue. Also shown is an example of a more realistic case in
which reddening in involved, here AV = 3.0 is applied. All of the spectra have been
normalised to 4400 A˚, as this is required for measurements to be made; this is marked
by a black dot. The remaining black dots mark the points at which the Balmer excess
will be measured.
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AV , as in the previous method, reddening independence is achieved by expanding
Equation 3.1 and substituting in an expression for each reddening component:
Aλ = AV (kλ/kV ), where Aλ and AV are the extinction at any given wavelength
and in the V -band, respectively. Similarly, kλ and kV are the opacities for any
given wavelength and the V -band, respectively. Applying the expression for AV
to Equation 3.1 gives:
∆DB = (U −B)
int − (U − B)obs + AV
(
kU
kV
−
kB
kV
)
(3.5)
The superscript ‘int’ refers to the intrinsic magnitudes (from a KC-model in this
case) while the superscript ‘obs’ refers to the observed magnitudes (from the
observed spectra). The values of the opacities are determined by the reddening
law adopted; the reddening law of Cardelli et al. (1989) is used here with a
standard total-to-selective extinction factor of RV=3.1. This gives kU/kV = 1.57
and kB/kV = 1.33. To remove the AV term the relationship between AV and
colour excess needs to be used: AV = RVE(B − V ). At this point it should be
noted that the method is now reddening independent, since AV has been removed,
but remains dependent on the reddening law adopted, as this determines the
opacity ratios. This new form for the Balmer Excess is:
∆DB = (U − B)
int − (U −B)obs+
RV
(
kU
kV
−
kB
kV
)
[(B − V )obs − (B − V )int] (3.6)
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which can be expressed in terms of flux, instead of magnitudes, as follows:
∆DB = 2.5 log
(
F obsU α
normF photB
F obsB α
normF photU
)
+
2.5 RV
(
kU
kV
−
kB
kV
)
log
(
F obsV α
normF photB
F obsB α
normF photV
)
(3.7)
where αnorm is a normalising factor for the B-band, as seen in method 1, but the
normalisation is instead performed such that the spectra will be unity at 4400 A˚.
This allows the equation to reduce to its final form:
∆DB = 2.5 log
(
F obs,normU
F photU
)
+ 2.5 RV
(
kU
kV
−
kB
kV
)
log
(
F obs,normV
F photV
)
(3.8)
in this form it can be seen that only four points need measuring to obtain ∆DB,
as demonstrated in Figure 3.2; two from the target spectra, two from the model.
3.2.3 Comparisons and Checks
The two methods used are similar but have some subtle differences. One, is that
the central wavelength for the B-band normalisation is different between the two;
it is centred at 4000 A˚ for method 1, and is centred at 4400 A˚ for method 2. The
next difference is that method one performs a reddening correction using a section
of the observed spectrum and relies on matching this to a stellar model. On the
other-hand, method 2 makes an automatic reddening correction by incorporating
the adopted reddening law into the equation for ∆DB, which corrects it within
the equation based on the law chosen. Method two also applies this over a much
larger spectral region to method 1. Both approaches have also been adapted from
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Figure 3.3: This shows a comparison of a pseudo-AV , extracted from the method
1 measurement of ∆DB based on how much the SED was adjusted, against the AV
determined from the photometry fitting in Section 2.3.2. The solid black line is the 1:1
ratio line, while the dashed lines are 1σ deviations from this, of 0.60 mag. Only 8% of
the targets are outside 2σ; these ones often have the largest AV values (these will be
discussed in the text). Errors in the photometric AV are typically 0.05–0.15 (about the
size of the points), they are detailed in Table 2.4.
a definition which was originally based on broadband photometry too. Therefore,
some checks need to be made to see whether both approaches are comparable to
each other.
The first check is between how the AV values determined in Section 2.3, com-
pare with the AV values extracted from method 1; as the fitting between 4000–
4600 A˚ can be used to infer an AV value. Figure 3.3 displays this comparison. In
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the figure the standard deviation between the two is found to be 0.60 mag, and is
represented by the dashed black lines. Within this 1σ interval 79% of the sample
are included. This helps to highlight that the majority of the sample are tightly
correlated, while the outliers are more extreme and actually skew the standard
deviation. There are 7 stars showing differences greater than 2σ from the mean.
One of these is VY Mon, which has the lowest SNR of the objects in the blue
because it is very extinct. This makes the SED adjustment more difficult and less
accurate. The other outliers often have large AV and/or large ∆DB values. This
is not entirely unexpected as a significant excess can affect the SED shape of the
spectra, which would complicate both photometry fitting and the SED adjust-
ments performed. For HAeBes in general this is less likely, as they are already
very hot and the UV-excesses need to be very strong to significantly affect the
SED. One source of discrepancy may be due to the BV RI points being coarse
and measuring the flux over a large region, while the spectral method covers a
narrow wavelength range of 4000 – 4600 A˚, with a greater accuracy in that region.
The photometry used is also not simultaneous with the spectra; variability could
therefore also play a role in the differences. Ultimately, this scatter is quite low
with very few outliers; this is acceptable considering the above factors and the
standard reddening law adopted in both cases.
The next check is to see how ∆DB varies between the two methods of mea-
surement; Figure 3.4 shows the comparison. The standard deviation between the
two methods is 0.04 mag. Since the original ∆DB equation, Equation 3.1, can
be seen to contain a dereddened term, the differences can be partly attributed
to how the reddening corrections are made in each case. Another source of dis-
crepancy is that the measurement and normalisation regions used are different.
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Figure 3.4: A comparison is made between the two different methods of measuring
∆DB (detailed in Section 3.2.1 & 3.2.2). A line of expected 1:1 correlation is shown
(solid black), along with deviations of 0.04 mag from the correlation (dashed lines).
A few outliers can be seen, often they are ones with higher levels of extinction; these
are discussed in the text. For clarity individual error bars are not plotted due to the
tightness of the points. Instead, a typical error bar of 0.04 mag is plotted in the bottom
right corner. The actual errors range between 0.04–0.10 mag, and are provided in Table
3.1.
Emission lines in any of these regions could change the result.
The first approach in method 1 covers a small wavelength range of 3600 –
4600 A˚, of which only the 4000 – 4600 A˚ region is used for the reddening correc-
tion. This means that the first approach is not particularly sensitive to a given
reddening law due to the small wavelength range it covers, and can be deemed
reddening independent for low levels of extinction, AV < 10, provided that the
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SED is not significantly affected by accretion between 4000 – 4600 A˚. On the
other hand, the second method relies more upon the adopted reddening law than
method 1 because it covers a larger wavelength region of 3600 – 5500 A˚. Depend-
ing on the RV selected the resulting opacity ratios, seen in Equation 3.6, can
change substantially, which in turn alters the measured ∆DB. Changing RV in
method 1 does not noticeably affect ∆DB as it is always the SED profiles which
are being matched. Through this matching, the AV used will change to retain
the SED shape; this keeps ∆DB approximately the same, for low AV values, as
the wavelength region analysed is small. Returning to the figure, a few outliers
can be seen between the two methods; the majority of these are objects with
high extinction, or which were identified as having a discrepant AV between the
photometric method and the spectral method in which they were determined.
Overall, consistency is shown between the methods employed here. Most of the
values obtained lie within the errors of each other (see Table 3.1) or they are
deviant by an amount which can be attributed to statistical scatter. Based on
the above analysis, we deem the methods equivalent. Therefore, in each case an
average of the two will be taken for the final result; unless one method has a lower
measurement error, which can occur depending on emission lines in both the mea-
surement and normalisation regions, then that method will be favoured over the
other. The ∆DB value for each star along with the errors and method(s) used
to obtain it, are detailed in Table 3.1. It should be noted that clear excesses are
visible in the spectra (in all cases which are not upper limits), but measurement
of the detected excess is complicated by absorption and emission throughout.
The errors assigned to ∆DB also appear large when compared with the value of
∆DB itself. The enhanced errors are mostly due to taking the logarithm of a
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Figure 3.5: A comparison is drawn here between the final ∆DB measured in this work
versus the ∆DB measured by other authors in the literature (Donehew & Brittain 2011;
Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a; Pogodin et al. 2012). The difference in temperature between
the two sources is calculated as a percentage of the total stellar temperature (cooler
temperatures than the literature are red, while hotter ones are blue). The size of
each symbol reflects the difference in log(g) measured. Overall the largest deviations in
∆DB are for the objects with the greatest differences in stellar parameters. Photometric
variability may also have an effect.
ratio (see Equation 3.4); where an error of 1% in the continuum detection can
then translate to more than a 30% error in ∆DB, as it is the difference between
the observed and intrinsic being measured.
As a consistency check, a comparison of the ∆DB values determined in this
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work versus previous values published in the literature is shown in Figure 3.5.
The majority of the measurements are clustered at values < 0.4 mag, with past
literature values showing a slightly larger spread in ∆DB than our sample. The
main source of deviation between this work and the literature is due to the Teff
and log(g) parameters used for each star; as these differ so will the intrinsic
spectra against which ∆DB is measured. The figures shows this clearly with a
number of objects having deviant ∆DB and stellar parameters, where the largest
variations in ∆DB are indeed the stars with the largest deviations in Teff and
log(g). Another source which may add to the discrepancies is genuine variability
of the star and its accretion rate. Overall, the majority of sources share common
values, within the errors, and the majority of discrepancies can be explained by
the adoption of different stellar parameters.
3.3 Accretion Rates
Accretion rates are an important parameter of pre-main sequence stars. They
provide an insight into how the stars are evolving, along with the impact this will
have on disc-star interactions, and which may even have repercussions on planet
formation. In this section the measured ∆DB is used to calculate M˙acc using
accretion shock-modelling within the context of magnetospheric accretion.
3.3.1 Magnetospheric Modelling
The context of MA is adopted in order to test its applicability to a wide sample of
HAeBes. The main assumption here is that the excess flux visible over the Balmer
Jump region is produced by shocked emission from an in-falling accretion column.
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Table 3.1: Table of Accretion Rates. Column 1 gives the target name. Columns 2-4
give the measured Balmer Excess, filling factor and derived accretion rate; ∆DB errors
are rounded to the closest 0.01 and include all systematic errors. Column 5 details
by which method the values were obtained. Column 6 gives the accretion luminosity.
Finally, column 7 notes which stars can be modelled by MA.
Name ∆DB f log(M˙acc) Method(s) log(Lacc) Achievable
(mag) (%) [M⊙/yr] Used [L⊙] by MA
UX Ori ≤ 0.04 ≤ 0.7 ≤ -7.26 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.13 y
PDS 174 ≤ 0.02 ≤ 2.8 ≤ -6.76 Method 2 ≤ 0.92 y
V1012 Ori 0.19+0.05−0.05 4.4
+1.0
−0.9 -7.20
+0.21
−0.28 Method 1 & 2 0.35
+0.26
−0.32 y
HD 34282 0.06+0.05−0.05 1.7
+0.9
−0.8 -7.69
+0.28
−0.59 Method 1 -0.06
+0.32
−0.61 y
HD 287823 0.15+0.05−0.05 3.0
+0.7
−0.7 -7.13
+0.18
−0.23 Method 1 & 2 0.37
+0.20
−0.24 y
HD 287841 ≤ 0.05 ≤ 0.8 ≤ -7.82 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.32 y
HD 290409 ≤ 0.07 ≤ 2.1 ≤ -7.31 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.25 y
HD 35929 0.10+0.05−0.05 1.0
+0.4
−0.3 -6.37
+0.18
−0.26 Method 1 & 2 0.87
+0.20
−0.28 y
HD 290500 0.21+0.05−0.05 6.1
+1.7
−1.5 -6.11
+0.17
−0.17 Method 1 & 2 1.29
+0.35
−0.21 y
HD 244314 0.12+0.05−0.05 2.4
+0.7
−0.7 -7.12
+0.20
−0.25 Method 1 & 2 0.35
+0.21
−0.26 y
HK Ori 0.66+0.05−0.05 27.7
+6.0
−3.8 -6.17
+0.17
−0.16 Method 1 & 2 1.33
+0.19
−0.18 y
HD 244604 0.05+0.05−0.05 1.1
+0.7
−0.1 -7.22
+0.26
−0.32 Method 1 0.22
+0.28
−0.34 y
UY Ori ≤ 0.02 ≤ 0.6 ≤ -7.92 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.35 y
HD 245185 ≤ 0.07 ≤ 2.3 ≤ -7.29 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.29 y
T Ori ≤ 0.05 ≤ 1.0 ≤ -6.54 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.79 y
V380 Ori 0.87+0.05−0.05 80.3
+19.7
−21.9 -5.34
+0.10
−0.15 Method 1 & 2 2.12
+0.31
−0.16 y
HD 37258 0.14+0.05−0.05 4.5
+1.5
−1.3 -6.98
+0.14
−0.17 Method 1 & 2 0.58
+0.15
−0.18 y
HD 290770 0.15+0.05−0.05 6.2
+1.6
−1.5 -6.74
+0.12
−0.14 Method 1 & 2 0.82
+0.16
−0.17 y
BF Ori 0.15+0.05−0.05 3.6
+0.9
−0.9 -6.65
+0.17
−0.25 Method 2 0.77
+0.19
−0.27 y
HD 37357 0.30+0.05−0.05 10.1
+1.7
−1.5 -6.42
+0.09
−0.06 Method 1 & 2 1.08
+0.09
−0.06 y
HD 290764 0.21+0.05−0.05 3.5
+0.8
−0.7 -6.56
+0.17
−0.22 Method 1 & 2 0.80
+0.21
−0.24 y
HD 37411 0.15+0.05−0.05 4.9
+1.3
−1.2 -7.13
+0.24
−0.34 Method 1 & 2 0.47
+0.29
−0.38 y
V599 Ori ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.1 ≤ -7.67 Method 2 ≤ -0.33 y
V350 Ori 0.15+0.05−0.05 3.7
+1.0
−0.9 -6.95
+0.18
−0.23 Method 1 & 2 0.55
+0.19
−0.24 y
HD 250550 0.30+0.05−0.05 17.1
+4.3
−3.1 -5.63
+0.14
−0.11 Method 1 & 2 1.82
+0.32
−0.17 y
V791 Mon 0.19+0.05−0.05 27.5
+10.2
−8.0 -6.16
+0.28
−0.35 Method 1 & 2 1.55
+0.32
−0.39 y
PDS 124 0.11+0.05−0.05 4.1
+1.3
−1.2 -7.11
+0.13
−0.19 Method 2 0.50
+0.14
−0.20 y
LkHa 339 0.13+0.05−0.05 5.3
+1.5
−2.1 -6.81
+0.12
−0.22 Method 2 0.75
+0.13
−0.22 y
VY Mon 0.23+0.14−0.14 17.5
+22.7
−13.0 -5.50
+0.42
−0.64 Method 1 & 2 1.96
+0.60
−0.66 y
R Mon 0.86+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
V590 Mon - - - - - -
PDS 24 ≤ 0.05 ≤ 1.9 ≤ -7.25 Method 2 ≤ 0.31 y
Continued on the next page
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Name ∆DB f log(M˙acc) Method(s) log(Lacc) Achievable
(mag) (%) [M⊙/yr] Used [L⊙] by MA
PDS 130 0.16+0.05−0.05 6.6
+1.6
−1.5 -6.23
+0.12
−0.13 Method 1 & 2 1.22
+0.17
−0.15 y
PDS 229N 0.09+0.05−0.05 6.4
+2.4
−3.6 -6.67
+0.14
−0.36 Method 2 0.96
+0.14
−0.36 y
GU CMa 0.14+0.05−0.05 60.3
+33.4
−18.5 -5.00
+0.23
−0.13 Method 1 & 2 2.72
+0.41
−0.36 y
HT CMa 0.11+0.05−0.05 4.3
+1.5
−1.4 -6.61
+0.16
−0.19 Method 1 & 2 0.89
+0.20
−0.19 y
Z CMa 1.08+0.05−0.05 48.0
+17.0
−9.4 -3.01
+0.20
−0.19 Method 1 & 2 4.05
+0.22
−0.22 y
HU CMa 0.14+0.05−0.05 12.2
+3.4
−4.9 -6.35
+0.11
−0.22 Method 1 & 2 1.27
+0.11
−0.22 y
HD 53367 0.10+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
PDS 241 0.05+0.05−0.05 21.6
+20.3
−1.3 -5.56
+0.29
−0.06 Method 1 & 2 2.25
+0.37
−0.23 y
NX Pup 0.08+0.05−0.05 0.9
+0.4
−0.3 -6.96
+0.21
−0.33 Method 2 0.34
+0.23
−0.34 y
PDS 27 0.15+0.06−0.06 46.7
+33.1
−21.2 -4.07
+0.34
−0.45 Method 1 & 2 3.43
+0.41
−0.49 y
PDS 133 1.26+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
HD 59319 0.05+0.05−0.05 3.4
+2.3
−0.4 -5.76
+0.22
−0.11 Method 1 & 2 1.65
+0.26
−0.15 y
PDS 134 ≤ 0.03 ≤ 3.0 ≤ -5.60 Method 2 ≤ 1.82 y
HD 68695 0.05+0.05−0.05 1.3
+0.8
−0.1 -7.78
+0.30
−0.38 Method 2 -0.17
+0.34
−0.41 y
HD 72106 0.31+0.05−0.05 7.7
+1.4
−1.3 -6.21
+0.15
−0.18 Method 1 & 2 1.20
+0.18
−0.20 y
TYC 8581-2002-1 0.15+0.05−0.05 4.6
+1.2
−1.0 -6.58
+0.10
−0.13 Method 1 & 2 0.88
+0.11
−0.13 y
PDS 33 ≤ 0.04 ≤ 1.2 ≤ -7.84 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.21 y
HD 76534 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 1.7 ≤ -6.95 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.77 y
PDS 281 - - - - - -
PDS 286 0.07+0.05−0.05 64.6
+35.4
−39.6 -5.41
+0.20
−0.69 Method 1 & 2 2.55
+0.62
−0.71 y
PDS 297 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.4 ≤ -7.60 Method 2 ≤ -0.12 y
HD 85567 0.55+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
HD 87403 0.05+0.05−0.05 1.5
+0.9
−0.2 -5.82
+0.20
−0.07 Method 2 1.48
+0.21
−0.09 y
PDS 37 0.09+0.16−0.08 24.3
+73.3
−15.1 -4.00
+0.61
−0.81 Method 1 3.46
+0.64
−0.83 y
HD 305298 0.06+0.05−0.05 - - Method 2 - n
HD 94509 - - - - - -
HD 95881 ≤ 0.05 ≤ 1.5 ≤ -5.65 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 1.63 y
HD 96042 0.12+0.05−0.05 94.4
+5.6
−38.5 -4.57
+0.03
−0.28 Method 1 & 2 3.18
+0.32
−0.30 y
HD 97048 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.4 -≤ -8.16 Method 2 ≤ -0.55 y
HD 98922 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.4 ≤ -6.97 Method 2 ≤ 0.41 y
HD 100453 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.1 ≤ -8.31 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.92 y
HD 100546 0.18+0.05−0.05 6.1
+1.6
−1.5 -7.04
+0.13
−0.15 Method 1 & 2 0.56
+0.14
−0.15 y
HD 101412 ≤ 0.04 ≤ 1.2 ≤ -7.61 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.04 y
PDS 344 ≤ 0.03 ≤ 3.5 ≤ -7.02 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 0.68 y
HD 104237 0.17+0.05−0.05 2.8
+0.7
−0.6 -6.68
+0.15
−0.20 Method 1 & 2 0.70
+0.18
−0.22 y
V1028 Cen 0.10+0.05−0.05 10.6
+3.7
−3.3 -5.76
+0.16
−0.22 Method 1 1.76
+0.26
−0.24 y
Continued on the next page
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Name ∆DB f log(M˙acc) Method(s) log(Lacc) Achievable
(mag) (%) [M⊙/yr] Used [L⊙] by MA
PDS 361S 0.12+0.05−0.05 26.2
+9.9
−7.7 -5.26
+0.17
−0.20 Method 1 & 2 2.35
+0.27
−0.23 y
HD 114981 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 8.1 ≤ -5.48 Method 1 & 2 ≤ 2.03 y
PDS 364 0.28+0.05−0.05 26.8
+8.4
−6.4 -6.05
+0.13
−0.12 Method 1 & 2 1.58
+0.13
−0.12 y
PDS 69 0.31+0.05−0.05 62.8
+29.8
−20.8 -5.32
+0.21
−0.21 Method 1 & 2 2.28
+0.30
−0.27 y
DG Cir 0.79+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
HD 132947 0.06+0.05−0.05 2.1
+1.0
−1.0 -6.71
+0.17
−0.42 Method 1 & 2 0.73
+0.18
−0.42 y
HD 135344B 0.07+0.05−0.05 0.7
+0.3
−0.3 -7.37
+0.24
−0.41 Method 1 & 2 -0.04
+0.26
−0.42 y
HD 139614 0.09+0.05−0.05 1.5
+0.6
−0.5 -7.63
+0.20
−0.30 Method 1 -0.10
+0.21
−0.31 y
PDS 144S ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.1 ≤ -8.35 Method 1 ≤ -0.90 y
HD 141569 0.05+0.05−0.05 1.5
+0.9
−0.1 -7.65
+0.33
−0.47 Method 1 -0.05
+0.37
−0.50 y
HD 141926 0.20+0.05−0.05 - - Method 1 & 2 - n
HD 142666 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.1 ≤ -8.38 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.93 y
HD 142527 0.06+0.05−0.05 0.6
+0.3
−0.3 -7.45
+0.19
−0.48 Method 1 -0.09
+0.19
−0.48 y
HD 144432 0.07+0.05−0.05 1.0
+0.5
−0.4 -7.38
+0.22
−0.40 Method 1 & 2 0.02
+0.24
−0.41 y
HD 144668 0.20+0.05−0.05 3.9
+0.9
−0.8 -6.25
+0.16
−0.19 Method 1 & 2 1.10
+0.19
−0.22 y
HD 145718 ≤ 0.01 ≤ 0.2 ≤ -8.51 Method 1 ≤ -1.01 y
PDS 415N ≤ 0.04 ≤ 0.5 ≤ -8.45 Method 1 & 2 ≤ -0.91 y
HD 150193 0.07+0.05−0.05 1.6
+0.8
−0.7 -7.45
+0.25
−0.43 Method 2 0.10
+0.26
−0.44 y
AK Sco ≤ 0.04 ≤ 0.4 ≤ -7.90 Method 1 ≤ -0.52 y
PDS 431 0.11+0.05−0.05 4.3
+1.5
−1.4 -6.06
+0.16
−0.22 Method 1 & 2 1.34
+0.21
−0.24 y
KK Oph ≤ 0.05 ≤ 1.0 ≤ -7.84 Method 2 ≤ -0.29 y
HD 163296 0.07+0.05−0.05 1.8
+0.8
−0.8 -7.49
+0.14
−0.30 Method 2 0.08
+0.14
−0.30 y
MWC 297 0.11+0.08−0.08 56.3
+43.7
−26.5 -5.16
+0.25
−0.43 Method 1 & 2 2.62
+0.40
−0.48 y
A detailed description of the magnetospherically driven accretion column and
shock-modelling is given by Calvet & Gullbring (1998, hereafter CG98), while a
description of its application to HAeBe stars is given in Muzerolle et al. (2004) and
Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a). Here, the key points of those papers are summarised
and details of how MA can work in regards this sample:
Firstly, the magnetic field lines of the star interact with the disc and truncate
it at Ri, the truncation radius. It is generally accepted that the truncation radius
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is close to, or inside, the co-rotation radius, Rcor, (Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994,
CG98). At the truncation radius material is funnelled by the field lines and
falls at speeds close to free-fall towards the stellar surface; where it shocks the
photosphere upon impact. The velocity of the infalling material, vs, is given as:
vs =
(
2GM⋆
R⋆
)1/2(
1−
R⋆
Ri
)1/2
(3.9)
The velocity can be related to the accretion rate via the density. This can be
done by considering a slice though an accretion column, where M˙acc is a measure
of rate at which material passes through it; therefore, there is a dependency on
time and quantity of the matter i.e a relationship to velocity and density. As
mentioned, the accretion column will cover a given area of the star. Therefore,
the density can be expressed as:
ρ =
M˙acc
Avs
(3.10)
where A is the area of the star covered by the accretion column, defined as
A = f4πR2⋆, and f is a filling factor such that f = 0.1 would be 10% surface
coverage. The filling factor is required as we consider the accretion to be funnelled
though a column, rather than being evenly distributed over the entire stellar
surface. Putting this in terms of energy, the total inward flux of energy of the
accretion column is:
F = (1/2)ρv3s (3.11)
this can be substituted into Equations 3.9 and 3.10, as this energy is carried into
the column and must be re-emitted back out of the star (see CG98 for details on
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this energy balance). This means the total luminosity from the accretion column,
as given in CG98, can be written as:
Lcol = (F + F∗)A = ζ
(
GM˙accM⋆
R⋆
)
+ F⋆A = ζLacc + F⋆A (3.12)
where F⋆ is the intrinsic flux of the stellar photosphere, Lacc is the accretion
luminosity, and ζ = 1 − (R⋆/Ri). The accretion luminosity is defined as Lacc =
GM˙accM⋆/R⋆. For this work Ri is chosen to be 2.5 R⋆, as this has been shown
to be an appropriate value which is often less than Rcor (Muzerolle et al. 2004;
Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a). Rcor can be smaller than the adopted 2.5 R⋆, as can
be the case for fast rotators, but this will not affect the derived accretion rate
significantly e.g. for a very small Ri=1.5R⊙ the resulting accretion rate would
be less than a factor of two different from one where Ri =2.5R⊙.
As shown in Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), the column luminosity is Lcol = FcolA,
where Fcol is the flux produced by the accretion column. This total amount of flux
can be expressed as a blackbody function, where Fcol = σT
4
col. Similarly the same
can be done for the photosphere, F∗ = σT
4
∗ . This results in σT
4
col = F + σT
4
⋆ .
At this point the unknowns are f , F , Tcol, and M˙acc. Tcol has just been shown
to be governed by the amount of energy flowing onto the photosphere, F , and
by the temperature of the photosphere itself, T⋆. For each star Tcol is determined
using the temperatures derived in chapter 2. F is fixed to 1012 erg cm−2 A˚−1,
as this has been shown to provide appropriate filling factors of ≤ 0.15 in the
majority of cases in HAeBes studied so far (Muzerolle et al. 2004; Mendigut´ıa
et al. 2011a). Values less than this can be ruled out as they will not provide
strong enough heating for the hotspot to be visible in a HAeBe star (Calvet &
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Gullbring 1998; Muzerolle et al. 2004). This leaves only f and M˙acc remaining.
M˙acc can be determined from ∆DB by making use of the equations above; for
which there is a unique ∆DB vs. M˙acc combination for each star due to its
stellar parameters. To obtain this curve, M˙acc values are tested between 10
−3–
10−10M⊙yr
−1. With F fixed, and all the other stellar parameters known, the
filling factor corresponding to each M˙acc value is found through the following
equation (which is a rearrangement of the 2nd and 3rd terms in Equation 3.12):
f = ζ
(
GM˙accM⋆
R⋆
)
1
4πR2⋆F
(3.13)
From this equation it is apparent how f , F , and M˙acc are linking to each other.
Therefore, a larger value than 1012 erg cm−2 A˚−1 adopted for F would result in a
lower filling factor, while the accretion rate would remain the same. This means
that any change in F will not affect the accretion rate calculations, but it will
instead influence the filling factors calculated. For this reason the filling factors
obtained should be treated cautiously throughout. A greater F value has not
been tested in previous theoretical models, and some of the assumptions made
thus far may no longer hold and cannot be fully tested in this approach. The
Tcol determined previously is used to make a black-body, which represents the
accretion hotspot, and multiplying this by f gives the excess flux. The excess
flux is then combined with a KC-model, determined using the relevant stellar
parameters. From this ∆DB can be measured. This is repeated for all M˙acc and
f combinations. The result provides a unique ∆DB vs. M˙acc curve, which the
accretion rate can be read off of.
Figure 3.6 gives the ∆DB vs. M˙acc curves for a series of different tempera-
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Figure 3.6: Shown here are the relationships between ∆DB and M˙acc for a series
different temperature stars (labelled in the legend). It is apparent from the plot that
the same ∆DB value would result in a higher accretion rate when measured in a hot
star than in a cool star. The filled circles display the point at which f =0.1, where the
accretion column covers 10% of the surface. Similarly, the filled diamonds are where
f =1.0 (full coverage).
ture stars (for simplicity in the figure their other parameters are taken from the
ZAMS). The figure demonstrates that the same ∆DB, measured in two different
temperature stars, can refer to differing accretion rates. Also, the T=10000K
curve is seen to reach the highest ∆DB value, as the size of the Balmer Jump
peaks at around this temperature.
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Figure 3.7: Shows KC-model atmospheres (black) for a 10000K star, on the left, and
a 20000K star, on the right. In both cases F=1012 erg cm−2 A˚−1 and log(M˙acc)=-6.5.
These allow the accretion flux (blue, dashed) to be calculated. Adding this flux to
the intrinsic photosphere provides the observed spectra (blue, solid). Also shown is the
result normalised to 4000 A˚ (red, dashed), in order to measure ∆DB via method 1. The
resulting ∆DB values are given in the plot, demonstrating how they vary depending
on the temperature of the star.
Figure 3.7 demonstrates the same concept, of ∆DB vs. M˙acc changing as a
function of temperature, as shown by the curves in Figure 3.6; except, this figure
also highlights how the excess flux impacts the appearance of the spectra too.
There are two cases in the figure, one for a star of 10000 K, and the other for
a star of 20000 K. It can be seen for M˙acc = 10
−6.5M⊙ yr
−1 that the resulting
∆DB changes from 0.41 for the 10000 K star, to only 0.17 for the 20000 K star.
This is why the calculation of separate ∆DB vs. M˙acc curves, for each star, are
crucial. It also demonstrates that the SED shape is not significantly affected by
the excess longwards of 4000 A˚, which means that the approach of methods 1 and
2 remain valid. Table 3.1 contains the M˙acc values calculated using an individual
curve for each star.
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Figure 3.8: M˙acc versus Teff is shown for each object, along with literature values for
a comparison. In general it can be seen that M˙acc increases with temperature, with a
scatter of 2-3 orders of magnitude in M˙acc throughout.
3.3.2 Literature Comparisons
Comparisons of M˙acc derived in this work are made against previous detections
in HAeBes and CTTs. In the first comparison, Figure 3.8 places this sample
against other stars from the literature in which M˙acc has also been determined
directly using ∆DB. For the HAes, ∼10000 K and lower, the range in this work
appears similar to past works with M˙acc spanning from anywhere between 10
−8–
10−5 M⊙yr
−1, with the exception of one star at ∼ 10−3 M⊙yr
−1 (Z CMa, which
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is likely a young HBe star based on its mass of 11M⊙). The HBes closest to the
HAes show a similar range in magnitude of 10−7–10−4 M⊙yr
−1. The range then
decreases once the temperature has increased beyond 20000 K, where M˙acc spans
10−6–10−4 M⊙yr
−1. This narrower range can be partially attributed to a detection
effect since, as the temperature of the star increases the observable ∆DB will
decrease. Therefore, if the temperature of the star is very high then low accretion
rates will be undetectable via the Balmer Excess method, as supported by the
∆DB vs. log(M˙acc) curves in Figure 3.6. Returning to Figure 3.8, comparisons
are also drawn against previously published accretion rates. The Mendigut´ıa
et al. (2011a) sample has a scatter mostly comparable to this work except, there
are some stars in their sample which have accretion rates about an order of
magnitude higher than our findings. The exact reason for the discrepancies is
unknown, but it is likely to be a combination of the two different types of dataset,
spectra and photometry, and the different methods of measurement used because
of this i.e. the photometric method requires dereddening to be performed prior
to measurement of ∆DB. Variability also plays a role.
Comparing our results with the work of Donehew & Brittain (2011) we find a
systematically higher accretion rate for objects greater than 10000 K, the HBes,
of around 1–2 orders of magnitude. This can be attributed to their calculation of
M˙acc from a single ∆DB vs. M˙acc relationship for all of their objects. Whereas in
this work, the relationship between the two has been calculated on an individual
basis for each star, based on its stellar parameters (see Figure 3.6). Therefore,
they are not directly comparable.
A comparison is also made against the literature of M˙acc vs. M⋆ in Figure
3.9. This comparison also looks at how the results compare to the HAeBes from
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Figure 3.9: M˙acc versus M⋆ is shown for each star, where detected, along with ad-
ditional HAeBe sources from Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), and CTTs from Natta et al.
(2006). A red solid line fit to all of the points, excluding upper limits, is shown of
M⋆ ∝ M˙
2.47±0.07
acc .
Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), along with a look at lower luminosity CTTs from Natta
et al. (2006). A trend is seen of increasing accretion rate with increasing stellar
mass; the fit shown in the figure gives M˙acc ∝ M
2.47±0.07
⋆ . The values for the
HAeBes obtained in this work show agreement with the values obtained from
Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a).
Figure 3.10 shows a similar relationship of how Lacc changes as a function of
L⋆. Again, comparisons are made against HAeBes and CTTs from the literature.
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Figure 3.10: Lacc versus L⋆ is shown for each star in this work, along with additional
HAeBe sources from Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), and CTTs from Natta et al. (2006).
A best fit is obtained of Lacc ∝ ×L
1.13±0.03
⋆ , which is plotted as a solid red line and
excludes the upper limits.
A positive correlation between the two is also seen here of Lacc ∝ L
1.13±0.03
⋆ .
This trend in the data shows a peak-to-peak variation of around 2 dex in Lacc
throughout the luminosity range covered; this scatter is comparable to the scatter
in M˙acc shown in Figure 3.8. These results will be discussed in detail in the
following section.
In total, accretion rates, and therefore accretion luminosities, have been cal-
culated for 81 stars in the sample. Their values are seen to agree with previous
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Figure 3.11: The sample is shown in both log(g) vs.log(Teff , and log(L⋆) vs. log(Teff
space. In both panels the colour of the points reflect the strength of the accretion rate
determined in each star; blue symbols are the strongest accretors while red ones are the
weakest accretors. The squares denote objects where M˙acc is an upper limit. The PMS
evolutionary mass tracks of Bressan et al. (2012) and Bernasconi & Maeder (1996) are
also plotted as solid black lines and labelled according to mass.
literature estimates of accretion in HAeBes. The accretion rates obtained in-
crease with both temperature and luminosity; a trend also seen in the literature
for CTTs and HAeBes alike. A discussion of these results will now be presented.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Overall Results
∆DB is clearly detected in 63 of the stars, while a further 25 stars have upper
limits placed on them. The remaining 3 stars are seen to have a negative or zero
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∆DB, the possible reasons for this in each star are now discussed. V590 Mon
is found to have ∆DB = 0 within the errors, which is acceptable. PDS 281 has
been listed previously as a possible evolved star (Vieira et al. 2003), as such it
may not have any excess. HD 94509 has very narrow and deep absorption lines
in its spectrum, which suggest it is a super-giant star. The KC-models used for
determining log(g) is this work only go down to log(g)=2.5 for the temperature
of this star, as such the stellar parameters derived earlier will not reflect the
star being a possible super-giant. This super-giant nature is supported by past
observations (Stephenson & Sanduleak 1971).
There are 7 objects for which the measured ∆DB value cannot be reproduced
though magnetospheric accretion shock-modelling, using the method we adopt.
This is because the appropriate ∆DB vs. M˙acc curve calculated for each of the
stars, based on its stellar parameters, cannot reach the observed ∆DB before a
100% filling factor is achieved (see Figure 3.6 for the points at which a 100%
filling factor is seen for different temperatures). Within this subset, 3 stars have
a very large ∆DB of > 0.85 (PDS 133, R Mon, and DG Cir), 3 have temperatures
exceeding 20000 K (HD 141926, HD 53367, and HD 305298), while the final one,
(HD 85567), lies in between these two scenarios having a strong ∆DB value and
has a mid-B spectral type. These stars are all HBes. In addition, there are 12
stars whose measured ∆DB are modelled by filling factors of greater than 25%
of the stellar surface. This is allowed, but it is an unusual occurrence under MA
(Valenti et al. 1993; Long et al. 2011). This amounts to 9% of ∆DB detections
being non-reproducible though the adopted MA shock-modelling, with a further
15% having unusually high filling factors. This is a possible indication that MA
may not be applicable in all HAeBes; particularly for stars with a large ∆DB, or
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which have high temperatures i.e. the HBes. The remaining 76% can be fitted
within the context of MA.
With accretion rates determined, the HR-diagram from Chapter 2 can be
updated to show them, as is the case in Figure 3.11. The figure displays the
stronger accretion rates in blue, while the weaker accretion rates are shown in
red. Generally, it can be seen that the accretion rate is greater for the more
massive stars. In addition, it also looks like the accretion rate decreases as the
stars move closer to the main sequence for a given mass, which suggests that the
accretion rate may decline with age. This shall now be explored further.
3.4.2 Age
Generally, for PMS stars, the higher the mass of the observed stars, the hotter and
younger it will be (Teff is roughly proportional toM⋆ for MS stars, and stars close
to the ZAMS). As shown in chapter 2 there is an inverse relationship between
the age and the temperature in a star; where increasing temperature results in
younger ages.
The next step is to now look at age as a function of accretion rate, to see if
M˙acc diminishes as the star grows older. Figure 3.12 shows how M˙acc changes with
the age of a star. As the age increases the accretion rate diminishes, much like
what has been seen for the temperature. A fit to the data provides a relationship
of M˙acc ∝ t
−η, were t is the age in Myrs, and η = 1.92 ± 0.09. The figure also
shows the star split into separate mass bins too. A fit to just the HBes, where
M⋆ > 3 M⊙, obtains η = 2.02± 0.22, which is similar to the result for all of the
HAeBes. However, for the HAes alone in this work a much steeper relationship
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Figure 3.12: Plotted here are the derived accretion rates, from Table 3.1, against
the age of the star, in a log-log plot. Various masses of stars have been colour coded
and fitted in the figure. All of the HAes are shown in red (< 3 M⊙), along with a fit to
them of M˙acc ∝ t
−4.06±0.53; the HBes are all fitted with a blue line of M˙acc ∝ t
−2.02±0.22,
while their colours correspond to the different mass bins they belong to. An overall fit
to all of the HAeBes is shown in black of M˙acc ∝ t
−1.92±0.09.
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is obtained of η = 4.06 ± 0.53. The HAeBes as a whole here, and the separate
HBe case, agree with the work of Mendigut´ıa et al. (2012), where the authors
obtain η = 1.8 for their HAeBe sample. For CTTs the relationship has been
observed to cover a large range where η = 1.5–2.8 (Hartmann et al. 1998). This
range encompasses the case for the HAeBes as a whole, and the HBes. However,
more recent studies suggest that the relationship for CTTs is actually shallower
than this of M˙acc ∝ t
2 (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2010; Caratti o Garatti et al. 2012),
which suggests that there is a difference in the M˙acc ∝ t
−η relationship between
the CTTs and the HAeBes.
Overall, these relationships indicate that M˙acc could be an evolutionary prop-
erty of HAeBes, which decreases as the star evolves; possibly accreting all of
its disc material or dispersing its disc with time. Modelling of disc dispersion
through photoevaporation suggests that the disc lifetimes are indeed shorter for
more massive stars (Gorti & Hollenbach 2009). This offers an explanation for
the steep exponent observed in the HAes, in which we could be observing the
transition stage of disc dispersion as they approach the main sequence, resulting
in a diminished accretion rate. The HBes, on the other hand, are younger and
may not be dispersing their disc yet, which allows them to retain a more shallow
relationship between M˙acc and age.
3.4.3 Accretion Rate vs. Stellar Parameters
Moving on from the age, the next natural questions are: how is M˙acc related
to the stellar parameters of the star?; are they influenced by it or vice-versa?
In Figure 3.13 a comparison is made between M˙acc and Teff . The scatter in
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Figure 3.13: M˙acc is shown versus Teff in a log-log plot here, where M˙acc appears
to be increasing steadily with increasing temperature. The red squares denote upper
limits. The outlier at log(M˙acc) = −3.0 and log(Teff ) = 3.95 is Z CMa.
M˙acc remains constant at about 2 orders of a magnitude. There is one object,
Z CMa, which can be seen as an outlier from the general scatter. This star is
cool, 8500 K, very massive, M⋆ = 11 M⊙, and has a very large Balmer Excess,
∆DB = 1.05. Its placement on the HR-diagram and PMS tracks puts it at
a very early stage of evolution, in which it appears to be able to accrete at
great rates of ≈ 10−3M⊙ yr
−1 . The overall trend is that M˙acc increases steadily
with temperature; the temperature of a star is generally proportional to its mass
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Figure 3.14: M˙acc versus M⋆ is plotted here, for all stars in which M˙acc could be
determined. The stars are split into HAes (as triangles, where M⋆ < 3 M⊙) and HBes
(as squares where M⋆ > 3 M⊙). Upper limits are denoted as the points in red with
downward arrows from them. Separate fits are made to the HAes, HBes, and the group
as a whole of the form M˙acc ∝M
a
⋆ , where a is found to be 8.33± 1.34, 2.67± 0.34, and
3.48 ± 0.24, respectively . A discussion of the fits is provided in the text.
leading to the next relationship.
Figure 3.14 compares the log(M˙acc) vs. log(M⋆) relationship, along with a
series of fits to the data. In the figure the stars are split into two groups, the
HAes and the HBes, which comprise 60% and 40% respectively of the total sam-
ple (the split between the two regimes is made at 3 M⊙). A best fit to the
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HAes is made of M˙acc ∝ M
8.42±1.37
⋆ , while for the HBes a shallower relation-
ship of M˙acc ∝ M
2.82±0.39
⋆ is seen. An overall fit to the HAeBes is obtained of
M˙acc ∝ M
3.62±0.26
⋆ , which lies between the HAe and HBe regime, and favours
the HBe case, which covers a greater mass distribution. When considering the
HAeBes as a whole, the relationship found between M˙acc and M⋆ has a larger
exponent, ∼1.5 greater, than in low mass PMS stars, where M˙acc ∝ M
2.0±0.2
⋆
(Muzerolle et al. 2005; Natta et al. 2006). The trend we observe of a steeper
relationship between accretion rate and stellar mass, over CTTs, agrees with
the past findings of Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), who obtained a relationship of
M˙acc ∝ M
4.6−5.2
⋆ . Although, our findings for the HAeBes as a whole are about
an order of magnitude shallower than Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), this could be
attributed to our sample containing more Herbig Be stars. Overall, it is apparent
that HAeBes have higher accretion rates and a steeper relationship to M⋆ than
CTTs. This could be due to HAeBes being younger stars, which are in earlier
stages of accretion. The different relationships observed between HAes and HBes,
could be due to the HAes crossing into a transitional disc phase, in which accre-
tion rates may be lower (see the discussion above in Section 3.4.2). This is also
possible due to the HAes having a longer stage of evolution compared to HBes.
Alternatively, luminosities can be compared against each other instead of
masses; Figure 3.15 shows the luminosity plot of log(Lacc/L⊙) vs. log(L⋆/L⊙). A
best fit to all the HAeBes is found of Lacc ∝ L
1.07±0.06
⋆ . This fit is in agreement
with the work of Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), where these authors also found a
shallower relationship for HAeBes of Lacc ∝ L
1.2
⋆ . As in the previous comparisons
presented, when looking at the masses, the HAes and HBes are divided into two
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Figure 3.15: Lacc versus L⋆ is plotted here, for all stars in which M˙acc could be
determined. The stars are split into HAes (as triangles, where M⋆ < 3 M⊙) and HBes
(as squares where M⋆ > 3 M⊙). Upper limits are denoted as the points in red with
downward arrows from them. Separate fits are made to the HAes, HBes, and the group
as a whole of the form Lacc ∝ L
a
⋆, where a is found to be 1.53 ± 0.14, 0.81 ± 0.12, and
1.07 ± 0.06, respectively . A discussion of the fits is provided in the text.
groups in the figure. A best fit to the HAes is obtained of Lacc ∝ L
1.53±0.14
⋆ , which
agrees with the trends seen in CTTs of Lacc ∝ L
1.5
⋆ (Natta et al. 2006; Tilling
et al. 2008). The HBes, on the other hand, show a much shallower relationship of
Lacc ∝ L
0.84±0.13
⋆ , this is turn shifts the weighting when looking at the HAeBes as
a whole. The data is suggestive of Lacc being tightly correlated with L⋆, but the
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exact relationship changes in exponent as the stars cross into the HBe regime.
3.5 Conclusions
To conclude this chapter, work is presented of the largest spectroscopic survey
into accretion rates in HAeBes to date, where the following results were found:
• A UV-excess is clearly detected in 63 stars of the sample, with upper limits
placed on a further 25 stars. M˙acc is determined for these stars through
modelling within the context of magnetospheric accretion. However, 7 of
the ∆DB detections cannot be reproduced in the context of magnetospheric
accretion. These 7 stars are all HBe stars, often with very large ∆DB values
of > 0.85, or high temperatures exceeding 20000 K. This suggests a possible
breakdown in the disc-accretion regime in HBes, particularly for early-type
HBes.
• A clear trend is observed of M˙acc increasing as a function of stellar mass.
The relationship obtained is a power law of the form: M˙acc ∝ M
3.62±0.26
⋆ .
This is a steeper law than previously observed in CTTs, which is onlyM⋆ ∝
M˙2acc. We interpret this increased exponent, in the relationship between
M˙acc and M⋆, for HAeBes as a possible combination of them being younger
and therefore more active in formation than older CTTs. Deviations are
seen between the HAes, where M˙acc ∝ M
8.42±1.37
⋆ , and the HBes, where
M˙acc ∝ M
2.82±0.39
⋆ . An explanation could be that some of the HAes are
crossing into a transitional disc phase, in which accretion rates may be
lower for some of the stars.
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• There is also a trend between the accretion luminosity and the stellar lumi-
nosity, which is found to be Lacc ∝ L
1.07±0.06
⋆ for the sample. This is lower
than found in CTTs where Lacc ∝ L
1.5
⋆ (Natta et al. 2006; Tilling et al.
2008). However, for a subset of the HAes, the relationship is much closer
to the CTTs case, we observe Lacc ∝ L
1.53±0.14
⋆ . In contrast a shallower
relation of Lacc ∝ L
0.84±0.13
⋆ is seen in the HBes. This demonstrates that
the stellar luminosity of a star appears to be a good indicator of the accre-
tion luminosity for a huge range of stellar luminosities, upto the HAe mass
range, but there may be deviations in the HBe mass range.
• A final trend is seen in HAeBes between the age of the star and M˙acc, where
the accretion rate decreases with increasing age of the form M˙acc ∝ t
−η,
with η = 1.92±0.09. This implies that the accretion rate decreases as stars
approach the main sequence. The result is affected by the most massive
stars, with the higher accretion rates, only being observable at young ages
due to their quicker evolution. Similarly, the less massive stars have a longer
PMS lifetime which could allow their accretion rate to diminish within this
time; this could explain the change in the relationship for the HAes where
η = 4.06± 0.53. This suggests that M˙acc decreases quicker for older HAeBe
stars, perhaps as a consequence of disc dissipation. Overall, the younger
objects are indeed accreting at a faster rate, while the rate diminishes with
the age of the star.
The above points have led to three main findings. Firstly, the HAeBes dis-
play relationships in accretion which are similar but different to CTTs. M˙acc is
observed to have a steeper relationship with M⋆ than seen in CTTs, while Lacc
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shows a shallower relationship with L⋆ than the CTTs case. Secondly, there are
also notable differences within the HAeBe group; when separating the HAes and
HBes. Most notably, the HAes display a much steeper relationship in M˙acc when
related to both age and M⋆. In both cases the steepness of the relationship is
approximately double that seen in HBes. Although, the HAes also display a Lacc
relationship to L⋆ which is comparable to CTTs. The third, and final, finding
is that multiple early-type HBes, and stars with an observable ∆DB of > 0.85,
cannot be modelled successfully though magnetospheric accretion. This suggests
that there is a possible change in accretion mechanisms in these stars which re-
quires further investigation. To further these findings, the next steps are to look
at emission lines which are known tracers of accretion in CTTs and test their
applicability in HAeBes. This will be presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Emission Lines as Accretion
Diagnostics in Herbig Ae/Be
Stars
4.1 Introduction
By their very nature, the Herbig Ae/Be stars are Pre-Main Sequence (PMS) and
contain emission lines. Many of these lines are seen to be in common with those
seen in Classical T Tauri stars (CTTs), which could mean that the origin of these
lines is shared between the two classes of stars. It is not just the presence of
common lines which is of interest, but specifically their luminosities and their
profiles.
CTTs are thought to accrete via magnetospheric accretion (MA). In this sce-
nario the disc is truncated by magnetic field lines, which also funnel the disc
material onto the star via an accretion column. It has been shown that the accre-
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tion luminosity, derived from a UV-excess or line veiling, is correlated with the
luminosities of the emission lines; this appears true for a large number of lines,
such as Brγ, Hα, [O I]λ6300, and the Ca II IR-triplet (Muzerolle et al. 1998c; Calvet
et al. 2004; Dahm 2008; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008; Rigliaco et al. 2012).
The various profiles of the spectral lines can also reveal details about the mo-
tions of the gas and the geometries of the emitting regions. One of the more
simple profiles is that which contains the double peaked lines in emission, which
are often signs of a rotating disc (e.g. Acke et al. 2005; Acke & van den Ancker
2006; Bagnoli et al. 2010). More complex lines like P-Cygni profiles have also
been observed in CTTs and HAeBes, which are indicative of material outflowing
from the star, such as in stellar winds (Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984), disc winds
(Hartigan et al. 1995; Rigliaco et al. 2013), or even jets (Ellerbroek et al. 2011).
The opposite of this is the inverse P-Cygni profile which represents infalling ma-
terial (Hartmann et al. 1994) i.e. from material in an accretion column accreting
onto the star (Calvet & Gullbring 1998; Muzerolle et al. 1998a). These in-fall
signatures have been observed in CTTs and are consistent with their origin being
from an accretion column, under the influence of MA (Muzerolle et al. 1998a;
Edwards et al. 2006; Kurosawa et al. 2011)
To date, a few of the luminosity relationships for CTTs have been shown to
also hold for HAeBes, with minor changes in coefficients (Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a).
However, some authors suggest that the relationships may be breaking down
towards the Herbig Be regime (see the Brγ relationship of Donehew & Brittain
(2011)). Indeed, other works using spectropolarimetric observations also suggest
that changes in the accretion mechanism may be taking place towards the early-
Be stars (Vink et al. 2002, 2005). Therefore, it is critical to test a large number
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of known, and potential, accretion diagnostic lines for a large sample of HAeBe
stars. These relationships allow the determination of accretion rates in stars
where direct methods of measuring M˙acc cannot be used. In particular it is more
difficult to obtain UV measurements than emission line measurements; emission
lines can be measured at a variety of different wavelengths too. Therefore, these
relationships open up possibilities for determining accretion rates with a limited
set of data at a variety of wavelengths.
I present in this chapter the measurement of numerous emission lines across
the entire sample of 91 HAeBes. The profiles and strengths of the lines are investi-
gated, along with a determination of line luminosities using the stellar parameters
determined in Chapter 2. These are then compared against the accretion rates
determined in Chapter 3 in order to provide a critical assessment of the accretion
luminosity versus line luminosity relationships in regards to HAeBes.
This Chapter is broken down as follows. Section 4.2 provides details on the
sample and reduction of the data relevant to emission line measurements. Section
4.3 provides the methodology of measuring the lines and how determinations of
line luminosities are made. Section 4.4 presents the data on the lines which have
well established relationships between Lacc and Lline in CTTS; this section is
broken down into subsections discussing each line. Section 4.5 analyses the less
well established accretion tracing lines, along with some lines which are proposed
as new diagnostics of accretion. Section 4.6 provides the discussion of the results.
Section 4.7 provides the concluding remarks.
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4.2 Observations and Data Reduction
Details on the sample selection and basic data reduction is contained in Section
2.2 of Chapter 2. Following on from that chapter knowledge has been gained
of the stellar parameters. The sample contains 91 stars in total, out of these,
37 stars have a mass greater than 3M⊙; the Herbig Be stars. The remaining
stars are all HAes, with perhaps a few intermediate mass CTTs which straddle
the mass boundary. This study provides the largest spectroscopic investigation
into accretion of HAeBes to date. In additional, the spectral wavelength range
covered in there stars is vastly superior to any other HAeBe investigation. The
combination of these two allows the most robust statistical investigation into the
emission lines in HAeBes to be performed to date, with numerous emission lines
analysed contemporaneously against a direct tracer of accretion.
The range of accretion rates calculated in the previous chapter spans about 5
orders of magnitude from M˙acc= 10
−8 − 10−3M⊙ yr
−1 . This provides a range in
accretion luminosities which spans a magnitude range of Lacc= 10
−1.0−10−4.0 L⊙.
Such large ranges create good coverage in correlation studies involving Lacc, which
is the main intention of this work. This will be done using the line luminosities,
Lline.
One detail of data reduction which has not been mentioned in previous chap-
ters is the removal of telluric line features. Telluric absorption features are present
around the majority of the observable emission lines in the NIR, and also for a few
cases in the VIS arm. Their removal is required in these regions in order to obtain
accurate measurements of the line strengths. Normally a telluric standard star is
used for correction, but these stars contain their own spectral features, which need
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Figure 4.1: The top panel shows a portion of spectra for two data sets and the two
methods of correcting, via either molecfit or the telluric standard. The bottom panel
displays a comparison between the two methods of reduction. In this case it appear
molecfit provides the better reduction.
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to be accounted for. Therefore, correction is performed using the ESO Molecfit1
telluric removal tool. This software provides an atmosphere transmission spec-
trum of the sky based upon the observatory conditions and the spectra observed.
Tests are performed to see if this method of reduction is an improvement over
using a telluric standard in Figure 4.1. In this figure two sets of data are shown.
One set is from the initially observed spectra, which have been used in the previ-
ous chapters. The other is the “phase 3” data product, which is the same spectra
but it has been reduced using a more recent version of the X-Shooter pipeline,
and this has been done automatically by ESO. Comparisons between the two data
sets shown that the phase 3 data has a slightly better SNR in the NIR arm, so
it shall be used instead of the previous data where possible (a handful of objects
are not available in the phase 3 data). The other two spectra plotted in the fig-
ure are the molecfit transmission and the telluric standard star spectrum, which
are used with the phase 3 data and the original data respectively. The bottom
panel shows the results of the correction; molecfit provides the better reduction.
It should be noted that in the majority of cases the results are of comparable
quality. Molecfit provides a better correction if the telluric SNR is low, and also
when the target spectrum has a low SNR. Overall, the differences are minor and
both approaches are suitable for equivalent width measurements. Since Molecfit
shows a slight improvement over a standard telluric correction, it is performed on
all spectral orders in each arm that contains telluric line features, and the results
are used throughout the remainder of this chapter.
1http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/skytools/molecfit
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4.3 Line Measurements
The observed strength of each emission line is recorded through the measurement
of the equivalent width:
EWobs =
∫ b
a
Ic − Iλ
Ic
dλ (4.1)
Where a and b are the respective blue and red wavelength points which are
summed over, Iλ is the intensity of the line at a particular wavelength, and Ic
is the continuum intensity. In this work the choice is made to normalise the
line such that the continuum level is at unity. This procedure is performed by
selecting two continuum regions, one either side of the line. A best-fit is made to
these regions using a straight line fit. The fit is applied to the observed spectra by
dividing the spectra though by it; this results in the normalised spectra, where
the continuum regions are now at unity as desired. EWobs is then calculated
using Equation 4.1, with a and b chosen depending upon the width of the line.
An emission line will produce a negative EWobs, as it is above the continuum,
while an absorption line will produce a positive EWobs.
For the majority of the observable emission lines there will be a contribution
to the observed spectrum from the underlying intrinsic absorption of the line,
which is due to the star’s photosphere. Figure 4.2 provides some example EWint
values for some of the lines that will be measured as a function of temperature.
It is apparent from the figure that EWint will be different for each star. EWobs is
a combination of this intrinsic absorption from and true circumstellar emission,
hence the true emission is actually stronger than EWcor would imply. A correction
must be made for the intrinsic absorption. To obtain the corrected equivalent
width, EWcor, the intrinsic equivalent width, EWint, must be subtracted from
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Figure 4.2: This figures displays the expected EWint as a function of temperature.
The top panel displays five different hydrogen lines, which can be seen to peak in
absorption at ∼ 10000K. The bottom panel shows three other lines which have much
weaker EWint values. The plot demonstrates that He I requires greater temperatures
than the hydrogen lines to be excited, as its absorption peaks at ∼ 20000K.
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the observed:
EWcor = EWobs − EWint (4.2)
The intrinsic strength of the line depends upon the temperature, surface gravity,
and metallicity of the star in question (in all cases solar metallicity is adopted).
The temperature and surface gravity of each star, which were determined in
Chapter 2, are used to select an appropriate spectral model atmosphere. In this
work the Munari set of Kurucz-Castelli models, KC-models, are used for lines
with λ < 10050 A˚, due to their 1 A˚ sampling (Munari et al. 2005). For longer
wavelengths additional models are required; the older KC-models are used here
(Kurucz 1993; Castelli & Kurucz 2004). For consistency, the same region of
measurement used for EWobs is used for measuring EWint. There are some lines
in which no intrinsic absorption is present i.e. forbidden line transitions, and very
high excitation lines. For these particular lines EWcor is simply equal to EWobs.
These corrections are suitable for all lines which have a central wavelength of
less than one micron. For wavelengths greater than this an additional correction
needs to be made for the IR-excess of the star (if present). This is because the IR-
excess is seen on top of the intrinsic absorption line and its continuum, modifying
the continuum level, and effectively veiling the intrinsic absorption. This means
that the subtraction of EWint is no longer as straight-forward as in Equation 4.2.
Instead, the following modification must be made:
EWcor = EWobs × 10
−0.4∆mλEWint (4.3)
where ∆mλ is the magnitude difference at a given wavelength between the ob-
served, dereddened IR-magnitude and the intrinsic magnitude of a star of the
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same spectral type (the wavelength will be the wavelength of the line in ques-
tion). The intrinsic magnitude is obtained by scaling a KC-model of the same
stellar parameters to match the dereddened visible photometry of the star (scal-
ing by distance to the star also works), and measuring the flux from the model at
the wavelength in question. This is then converted into a magnitude. However,
caution must be taken here as the models also have absorption lines present (after
all, these were used to obtain EWint). So, to avoid making an underestimation
in the flux, an interpolation of the continuum regions either side of the line is
used to obtain the flux at the required wavelength. This is then converted into
a magnitude to give the expected intrinsic magnitude. However, the observed
magnitude at the wavelength in question is also required. This is obtained using
photometry as the spectra is not flux calibrated, and contains many emission and
absorption features at these wavelengths. The JHK photometry from 2MASS is
used for this (Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006). The photometry is dered-
dened and converted into a flux by using the AV values determined in Chapter
2. An interpolation is then made between the two photometric bands either side
of the line centre to get the exact flux at the desired wavelength point. This is
then converted into a magnitude to give the observed magnitude at the chosen
wavelength. With both the observed and expected intrinsic magnitudes obtained,
∆mλ is found via the difference, meaning that EWcor can now be calculated.
A consideration of errors needs to be made in all the above steps. The largest
contribution to the errors is from the SNR of the spectra, as this affects the
detection of the line and judgement of the continuum placement when measuring
i.e. the fitting of the continuum regions. Since EW is a numerical calculation
over a wavelength region, the error will be the extent of this region divided by the
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SNR summed over: σEWobs = ∆λ/SNR, where ∆λ is the wavelength region over
which EWobs is measured (i.e. a to b in Equation 4.1). However, the error on
EWint is also complicated by stellar parameters, metallicity, and the adopted set
of models. For this reason a generous error of 10% is adopted for all EWint which
are calculated from the Munari set of KC-Models; an error of 20% is adopted for
the NIR lines which are calculated from the lower resolution models. Errors in
∆mλ are low, due to the quality of the JHK photometry, and the relatively low
errors in the stellar parameters (see Chapter 2). For this reason only the EWobs
and EWint errors are considered in EWcor. With EWcor established, a line flux,
Fline, can now be calculated by Fline = EWcor×Fλ, where Fλ is the continuum
flux corresponding to the central wavelength of the line. For all lines with line
centres < 1µm, Fλ is calculated from a KC-model in the same way the intrinsic
magnitude was calculated earlier (except without the final magnitude conversion).
For the lines with line centres > 1µm, an interpolation of the dereddened JHK
photometry is performed in the same manner as was done for obtaining the IR-
excess magnitude earlier, except a further step is required of converting this into
a flux.
Expanding upon this, a line luminosity, Lline, can also be calculated through
use of the distance to the star: Lline= 4πD
2 Fline. The distance values adopted
here are taken from Chapter 2. The Lline value takes into account both the
error on the distance and the errors in the stellar parameters used to calculate
Fline. In total, EWobs, EWint, and EWcor are calculated for a selected set of 32
different lines in the spectra. The lines were selected based on a combination of
being observed previously in the literature, or the line has a high detection rate
throughout the sample (preferably both).
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4.4 Analysis of Established Accretion Tracers
Emission lines contain a wealth of information about a star and its environment.
The line profiles alone can help disentangle in-falling and out-flowing material,
and possibly the presence of a disc. In addition, the strengths of the line can
provide information on how much energy is imparted due to processes such as
accretion or heating.
To date many different lines have been used as proxies for measuring the
accretion rate. Some of the most frequently used lines in the literature are: Hα,
Paβ, Brγ, and [O I]λ6300. This is because the luminosity of these lines has been
shown to correlate with the accretion luminosity,Lacc (Muzerolle et al. 1998c;
Calvet et al. 2004; Dahm 2008; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008; Mendigut´ıa et al.
2011a; Rigliaco et al. 2012). These relationships take the form of a power law
where:
log
(
Lacc
L⊙
)
= A +B × log
(
Lline
L⊙
)
(4.4)
Such a relationship provides a useful tool for easily determining accretion lumi-
nosities in stars where it cannot normally be measured i.e. hot stars in which
low accretion rates cannot be easily detected by a UV-excess. With knowledge
of the stellar parameters, Lacc can then be converted into an accretion rate. The
Lacc adopted and used throughout the rest of this chapter are obtained from the
UV-excess measurements in Chapter 3.
Due to their frequent use and demonstrated relationship to accretion in CTTs,
the lines in the literature, as mentioned above, shall be investigated first. The line
profiles will also be investigated, as will the strengths of the lines as a function
of temperature i.e. differences between HAes and HBes will be explored. Where
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possible, comparisons will be made with existing data on CTTs.
4.4.1 Hydrogen Lines – Hα, Paβ, and Brγ
Hydrogen is the most abundant element in stars, and as such is easily detected
in their photosphere and circumstellar environments. Many transitions of the
hydrogen recombination series are covered by X-shooter, specifically the Balmer,
Paschen, and Brackett series. The strongest detectable line from each series is
presented and analysed here.
4.4.1.1 H Alpha
The Hα line forms the lowest transition of the Balmer series, from n=3-2. Being
such a low excitation line allows it to be seen as the strongest emission line in
optical spectra of HAeBes. Indeed, its presence was used for the initial iden-
tification and classification of HAeBes (Herbig 1960), and has proved useful in
detecting many more since then (Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984; The´ et al. 1994;
Vieira et al. 2003). One of the largest works into analysing the Hα line in HAeBes
was presented by Finkenzeller & Mundt (1984), where the authors found an ap-
proximate 2:1:1 ratio in the different line profiles seen in their sample between
double peaked lines, single peaked lines, and P-Cygni lines respectively.
Figure 4.3 provides information on the Hα line profiles, the Lacc vs. LHα
relationship, and a plot of EWcor vs. Teff . The line profiles shown in the left
panel are of 15 HAe stars and 15 HBe stars, in separate columns. The objects in
the plot were selected randomly, and are in ascending temperature from bottom
to top. The figure immediately highlights that this is a strong line, where the
peak of the line reaches ∼ 8 times the continuum level in many cases, particularly
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Figure 4.3: The left hand panel displays the line profiles of the HAes on the left,
and the HBes on the right, with each column ascending in temperature from bottom
to top. The top-right panel shows how the accretion luminosity is related to the line
luminosity. The points are colour coded by temperature with red being cool, and blue
being hot. A best fit to the data is shown as a solid black line. Where applicable, data
on CTTs from (Alcala´ et al. 2014) are shown along with their best fit. The bottom
right panel shows the corrected equivalent width against the temperature of the star,
where negative values are in emission. MWC 297 is omitted from this final plot for
clarity as its strength is ∼ 600 A˚.
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for the HBes shown. The strengths of the lines are presented in the bottom right
panel against the temperature of the star. EWcor is seen to be greater than 25 A˚
in over a third of the sample, 35/91, with 18 of these displaying Hα line strengths
greater than 50 A˚. In general, the strength of Hα increases with temperature to
a peak and then decreases again; the maximum occurs at ∼ 14000K.
The line profiles themselves show a range of complexities across all tempera-
tures; single peaked, double peaked, and both regular and inverse P-Cygni pro-
files. Only two clear inverse P-Cygni profiles are present, with both of them
belonging to HAes. This suggests material is infalling towards these stars, pos-
sibly from an accretion column. Meanwhile, classic P-Cygni profiles are seen
predominately in the HBes stars (8 out of the 10 detections). Classic P-Cygni
profiles are associated with outflowing material, such as a wind. Both of these
line profiles are rare in the sample, with the majority of stars instead displaying
either single or double peaked emission. The occurrence of these two profiles
appears to be evenly distributed throughout the temperature range covered, with
no obvious preference towards HAes or HBes.
The detection rate of Hα is very high, with it being present in 89 of the 91
stars, while the remaining 2 could have low levels of emission within the error
margin. This quantity of detections allows a robust comparison between Lline,
determined in this chapter, against Lacc, determined in the previous chapter.
This comparison is shown in the top-right panel of Figure 4.3. A best fit to the
data yields a power-law relationship of Lacc ∝ L
1.12±0.03
line . This is in agreement
with the CTTs plotted in the figure, and observed by Alcala´ et al. (2014), who
obtain a best-fit exponent of 1.12±0.07. There is also further agreement with the
CTTs studied by Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2008), where they obtain an exponent
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of 1.20± 0.11. However, the sample of CTTs observed by Rigliaco et al. (2012)
does not agree with the results here, as the authors observe a higher exponent of
1.49± 0.05.
Hα is one of the few lines in HAeBes to already have a luminosity relationship
previously determined. Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a) obtained a best-fit exponent
for the case of 38 HAeBes to be 1.09± 0.16; a strong agreement is seen between
this value and the one obtained in this work. Due to the high detection rate in
this sample, and agreement of the Lacc vs. Lline relationship with the majority
of previous works, Hα remains a good tracer of accretion, and accretion rate, for
HAeBes; this shall be investigated further in Section 4.6.
4.4.1.2 Paschen Beta
Paschen β is the second lowest transition of the Paschen series. The lowest
transition, Paα, lies in a wavelength region in which telluric line interference is
extremely strong; the continuum is completely absorbed in some places, making
corrections impossible. In a similar manner to Hα, line profiles of Paβ are shown
in Figure 4.4, along with a Lline vs. Lacc comparison, and a line strength vs.
temperature comparison too. The same trend of increasing line strength with
temperature is seen for Paβ as was seen for Hα; in this case it peaks at ∼ 16000K.
However, despite the two lines arising from the same elemental species, many
differences are observed in their line profiles. For Paβ only 6 clear double peaked
profiles can be seen, with the majority occurring in HBes. The incidence of
classical P-Cygni profiles is seen to be less than observed in Hα, while the number
of inverse P-Cygni profiles has increased to 4 objects. The majority of lines are
single peaked.
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Figure 4.4: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the Paβ line.
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The number of lines detected is 79, which is sufficient to provide a statistically
sound comparison between Lacc and Lline. This plot is provided in the top-right
of Figure 4.4, in which a best fitting relationship of Lacc ∝ L
1.21±0.05
line is obtained.
As can be seen in the figure, this relationship is steeper than found previously
in the sample of CTTs studied by Alcala´ et al. (2014), where the exponent is
1.04± 0.08, but it remains close. However, their value is lower than most other
studies of this line in CTTs, where the exponents have been observed to range
from 1.14–1.49 (Muzerolle et al. 1998b; Gatti et al. 2008; Rigliaco et al. 2012).
The relationship obtained in this work agrees with the lower bounds of the CTTs
relationships, but there remains a large amount of scatter in the values for CTTs
so far. This may be in part due to a selection effect in some of these works, as
many studies concerning CTTs often focus on a particular star forming region
(since CTTs are numerous in comparison to high mass stars). Therefore, an
evolutionary factor may play a a larger role in the relationships obtained in those
studies.
4.4.1.3 Brackett Gamma
The Brackett γ line exists at a longer wavelength than Paβ, and has been exam-
ined in many studies of CTTs (Muzerolle et al. 1998b; Calvet et al. 2004), and also
in some HAeBes (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a). Recently, it
has been observed that the strength of this line in HAeBes appears to be related
to the nearby CO bandhead emission (Ilee et al. 2014). The CO bandhead traces
regions close to the star, and its detection suggests that the stars are still actively
accreting, due to its correlation with Brγ. Interferometric observations of this
line have provided information about where the line originates from (Kraus et al.
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Figure 4.5: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the Brγ line.
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2008), which is thought to be interior to the dust sublimation radius. However,
the observations suggest that the Brγ in the majority of stars is more likely to be
associated with a disc wind than an accretion column. Further interferometric
investigations support this case by finding that Brγ also originates outside of the
co-rotation radius in the HAe star HD 100546, and therefore cannot form from
within an accretion column (Mendigutia et al., submitted). This could be the
case for all HAeBes, so the question is: would a relationship between Lacc and
Lline still hold for a large set of HAeBes?
Figure 4.5 displays a series of line profiles and relations for Brγ which are
analogous to Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The trends visible in the line profiles, the line
luminosities, and EWcor display similarities to the two previous lines analysed;
the line profiles in particular bear the most resemblance to the Paβ lines than
the Hα lines. Detections are also fewer for Brγ, with only 69 emission lines
detected, while the detection rate was 79 for Paβ and 89 for Hα. This decrease
in detection from Hα to Paβ to Brγ is likely caused by two factors. Firstly,
case-B recombination theory predicts that Brγ will be weaker than Paβ, which in
turn is weaker than Hα (Osterbrock 1989); this explains the observed strengths.
Secondly, a detection effect is also present due to the IR-excess. As the IR-
excess strength increases, a line in the NIR will become more difficult to measure,
because of the decreasing contrast between the IR-excess and the emission line.
However, this second point is not particularly likely unless the emission line is
quite weak. There is also the possibility that the lines originate from different
regions.
The number of double peaked lines for Brγ remains around the same as seen
in Paβ, while only one classical P-Cygni profile can be seen, and no inverse P-
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Cygni profiles are present. The remainder of line profiles are are all single peaked
emission lines (or in absorption).
Since the number of lines detected is still high, 69 in total, a robust comparison
of Lacc vs. Lline can be made, and it is displayed in the top right panel of Figure
4.5. A best fit to the data is obtained of Lacc ∝ L
1.31±0.06
line . This relationship is
steeper than the two relationships obtained so far for Hα and Paβ; although the
Paβ relationship lies within the errors of this one. Previously, exponents of the
relationship have been observed to range from 0.9–1.26 in CTTs (Muzerolle et al.
1998b; Calvet et al. 2004), while in HAeBes is has been observed to be 0.91±0.27
by Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a) and 0.90±0.20 by Donehew & Brittain (2011). The
errors allow the determination here to agree with the upper end of values found
for CTTs, but it falls outside the error bounds for the previous determinations
in HAeBes. In regards to the past works on HAeBes, the data set presented here
includes ∼ 3 times more HAeBes, including many more early HBe type stars.
This may help to explain the observed differences between the samples as the
most luminous and highly accreting stars in the sample are seen to be far into
the top right corner.
The final section of Figure 4.5, in the bottom right hand panel, shows EWcor
versus the temperature of the star. A large range in strengths can be seen, but
the greatest absolute line strengths of EWcor= 40 − 70 A˚ are observed only at
around ∼ 16000− 17000K. However, weaker line strengths of EWcor< 15 A˚ can
be seen at most temperatures. This behaviour is in agreement with the other two
hydrogen lines analysed so far.
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4.4.2 Oxygen – 7773, 8446 and forbidden 6300 A˚
Measurements are made here of three different oxygen lines: one forbidden, and
two which are not forbidden. Attention is first paid to the forbidden line at
6300 A˚. This line has been observed in both CTTs and HAeBes alike (Cabrit
et al. 1990; Boehm & Catala 1994). In the work by Boehm & Catala (1994) the
authors observed this line in emission for 17 HAeBes and found the line to be
symmetric and centred around the star’s radial velocity in most cases. This was
later confirmed for more HAeBes by Acke et al. (2005). These authors showed
that the majority of the emission from this line is single peaked and centred
on the stellar radial velocity, with most lines showing a FWHM < 100 km s−1 ,
and that double peaked line profiles are also seen with small separations. Their
interpretation for group I HAeBes is that it originates from the surface of the
rotating, flared, circumstellar disc, while the origin in group II HAeBes is less
clear but may be from the inner gaseous disc. This scenario was extended to
two more HAeBe stars by van der Plas et al. (2008), but the authors could not
explain the observed emission profile for HD 135344B in either context, as the
line suggests additional components other than sole emission from a disc. In Z
CMa van den Ancker et al. (2004) observed this emission line to be composed of
both a low velocity central line component and a high velocity line component
on the blue side of the line; these two components are also both present in our
spectrum of Z CMa.
Low velocity and high velocity components of [O I]λ6300 have been observed
by Natta et al. (2014) in multiple CTTs too. These authors observed a detection
rate of 86%, 38 out of 44 stars, of which 12 were observed to also feature the
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Figure 4.6: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the [O I] line at 6300A˚.
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Figure 4.7: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the O I line at 7773A˚.
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the O I line at 8446A˚.
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high velocity component. Conversely, in HAeBes the detection rate of [O I]λ6300
is lower, at only 52% (17 out of 33 stars Boehm & Catala 1994). This lower
detection rate is confirmed by this work, where 44 out of the 91 stars see this line
in emission – a detection rate of 48%. The high velocity component is thought
to be arising from a jet, while the low velocity component has been theorised to
come from a slow, neutral wind in CTTs (Rigliaco et al. 2013; Natta et al. 2014).
High-resolution spectroscopic observations of two HAeBes by Acke & van den
Ancker (2006) suggest that the origin of the low velocity component is from the
dust disc, as the emission appear to coincide with the location of the dust disc.
The medium resolution of our data is not sufficient to rule in favour of either
scenario, although both possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
Dahm (2008) finds that [O I]λ6300 is only present in CTTs which are actively
accreting. In many of the studies of [O I]λ6300, a relationship between Lacc and
Lline has been observed. The top right panel of Figure 4.6 displays the Lacc vs.
Lline plot for this line, where a best-fit is found of Lacc ∝ L
1.06±0.04
line . This is
in agreement with the HAeBes analysed by Mendigut´ıa et al. (2011a), who find
the exponent of the relationship to be 1.13 ± 0.14, and they note that the line
luminosity appears to be decoupled with accretion variability; the line’s origin
is not closely linking to the accretion mechanism. However, for CTTs there is a
large scatter in the relationship between different authors, with the exponent of
the relationship having been listed as low as 0.96 (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008)
and as high as 1.92 (Rigliaco et al. 2013). These differences may hint at the
origin of the line not being uniform between samples. The effects of orientation
may also play a role if its origin is from either inside the disc or from material
outflowing from the disc.
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The bottom right panel of Figure 4.6 displays the line strength as a function
of stellar temperature. The line strength is quite weak in the majority of cases,
where the absolute equivalent width is < 1.0 A˚ for 80% of the detections. No
correlation is seen between the line strength and the temperature of the star.
The other two oxygen lines, at 7773 and 8446 A˚, were selected as they have
been observed in both CTTs and HAeBes to occasionally display line profiles
typical of infalling material (Felenbok et al. 1988; Hamann & Persson 1992a,b;
Muzerolle et al. 1998c). Detections of the 7773 A˚ line are fairly low with only 30
lines seen in emission, while there are 57 emission detections of the 8446 A˚ line.
For the latter line, detections are weighted towards the hotter stars, of which 36
out of the 57 detections, 63%, are HBes (Teff > 10000K). The observed strength
of this line is fairly low, as can be seen in the bottom right hand panel of Figure
4.8. Only 9 of the 57 stars have an absolute strength of EWcor> 5 A˚, while only
2 stars have EWcor> 10 A˚. The strongest lines are seen between 9500–18000K.
The stars with the stronger lines are generally seen to be HBe stars. A similar
distribution in line strengths, with regards to temperature, is seen in the 7773 A˚
line. For this line, the line strengths are even weaker with only 2 stars having an
absolute line strength of EWcor> 5 A˚.
In general, there is a mix of line profiles present in both cases, as evidenced
by the left hand panels in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Many single peaked emission
and absorption lines are present, while the number of stars with double peaked
profiles are much less frequent. The majority of cases with absorption in both
lines also appear to be fairly broad FWHM> 50 km s−1 . In some of these the line
profile is observed to be different between the two lines for the same star e.g. HU
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CMa is seen to display an inverse P-Cygni profile for the 7773 A˚ line, while the
8446 A˚ is seen as single peaked emission. Therefore, an in-depth analysis of line
profiles would be natural extension to this work in the future.
It has been noted previously in CTTs that when the 7773 A˚ line is seen in
absorption, its absorption strength is often greater than the expected intrinsic
strength of the line for the given temperature of the star (Hamann & Persson
1992a). For the 7773 A˚ line there are 39 clear absorption detections, with 22 of
these displaying absorption greater than the intrinsic strength. A greater level
of absorption than expected can be explained by an extended atmosphere or
additional material between the star and our line of sight, likely circumstellar
material. Conversely, the 8446 A˚ line is only seen in absorption in 12 cases, with
just 2 of these being greater than the intrinsic absorption expected.
The cases for which the lines are seen in emission are converted to a luminosity
and plotted against Lacc in the top right panels of Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The Lacc
vs. Lline plot for the 7773 A˚ line can be best fit with a power law of the form
Lacc ∝ L
1.07±0.07
line . This is very similar to the case for the [O I]λ6300 line, and some
of the other lines analysed so far. The 8446 A˚ line, on the other hand, is best fit
by Lacc ∝ L
0.73±0.03
line , which has a much lower exponent than any of the other lines
analysed so far. A shallower gradient indicates the line luminosity is increasing at
a greater rate than Lacc. Since the strongest emission was associated with HBes,
the relationship suggests that they are more efficient producers of the 8446 A˚ line;
this is a likely a consequence of the 8446 A˚ line being excited at higher energy
levels (Hibbert et al. 1991).
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4.4.3 Helium – 5876 and 10829 A˚
Helium is often associated with O and B stars, as it requires high temperatures to
be seen in either absorption or emission. In particular, He I peaks in absorption at
around 20000K. Despite this high temperature threshold, He I has been observed
to be present in the much cooler CTTs, where it is often seen to display a variety
of line profiles (Muzerolle et al. 1998c). This makes it an interesting line, and one
which requires an additional source of energy to be seen in such cool stars. For
CTTs it can be seen due to helium present in the accretion column, which is close
to the star and can be excited by the UV-excess. In particular, the He I 5876 A˚
line has been seen as an inverse P-Cygni profile, suggestive of in-falling material in
a hot region i.e. an accretion column (Muzerolle et al. 1998c). One key question
is based on HAeBes being intrinsically hotter than CTTs, so will they display
similar line profiles? The left hand panel of Figure 4.9 displays a selection of line
profiles for the He I 5876 A˚ line. The majority of the line profiles displayed show
some kind of absorption component; this is also true for the sample as a whole.
Clear inverse P Cygni profiles can be seen in 14 of the HAes analysed, while only
5 can be seen in the HBes, 3 of which are borderline (between 10000–10500K).
On the other hand, only a few classical P-Cygni profiles can be seen for this
line. Therefore, based on the large occurrence of inverse P-Cygni profiles, this
suggests that the line’s origin is from in-falling material, which could very well
be an accretion column, particularly in the less massive stars.
Another helium line of interest lies in the NIR arm at 10829 A˚. This line
has been observed readily in CTTs, with many lines present in emission and
absorption (Dupree et al. 2005; Edwards et al. 2006; Kwan et al. 2007). These
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the He I line at 5876A˚.
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.3, but for the He I line at 10829A˚.
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profiles have been seen both in red shifted absorption, indicative of in-falling
material, and in blue-shifted absorption, suggesting stellar winds as the origin, or
even disc winds for the narrow absorption cases (Kurosawa & Romanova 2012).
The orientation of the star plays a large role in the observations too, i.e. looking
pole on, it is likely only the wind component will be seen, while the infall can only
be seen at specific inclination angles (Edwards et al. 2006; Kurosawa & Romanova
2012).
Recently, observations by Cauley & Johns-Krull (2014) looked at this line in a
large number of HAeBe stars and drew comparisons against CTTs. The authors
found that the line profiles seen in HAes suggest that magnetospheric accretion
is acting here, akin to CTTs, while for HBes it is not. This conclusion was based
on the number of red shifted and blue shifted profiles seen in each mass category.
They also did not see evidence for a disc-wind, narrow blue-shifted absorption, in
the profiles they analysed. This is confirmed by the observations presented here,
where there are 3 cases, out of 91 stars, which may be from a disc wind. One of
these cases is HBe PDS 241, whose profile is displayed in the left hand panel of
Figure 4.10. In this line there is also accompanying narrow redshifted emission,
which can be seen in other line profiles of PDS 241, suggesting that its origin is
likely from nebulosity around the star1. For the line profiles of the other two stars,
PDS 133 and PDS 124, the narrow absorption is potentially still broad enough to
be a stellar wind component. Inverse P-Cygni profiles are predominately observed
in the HAes, and when present, they are often accompanied by the He I 5876 A˚
line also displaying an inverse P-Cygni profile. Generally, when they are seen
together, the redshifted emission is stronger for the 10829 A˚ line e.g. see the
1This is supported by optical imaging of the star; see SIMBAD for an optical image
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cases of V350 Ori, UX Ori, and HD 95881 in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
Overall, the mix of line profiles observed for the two transitions suggests that
they originate in a complex circumstellar region. To disentangle the exact origin of
these lines, additional information about the possible system geometry is required,
along with detailed modelling of winds and infall. Such an endeavour is beyond
the scope of this chapter, as they goal here is to look at the statistics of the lines.
The Lacc vs. Lline comparisons are made for these two helium lines in the
same manner as the other lines discussed so far. The first comparison is of the
5876 A˚ line and is shown in the top right hand panel of Figure 4.9. The best
fit to the data is Lacc ∝ L
1.36±0.09
line . This is similar to relationships obtained so
far in CTTs, where the exponent in them has been calculated as 1.10 ± 0.23,
1.42±0.08, and 1.46±0.12 (Dahm 2008; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008; Fang et al.
2009). However, disagreement is seen with the value calculated by Rigliaco et al.
(2012), which has a slightly larger exponent of 1.51± 0.03, placing it just outside
of the uncertainty range. Disagreement is also seen between the fit presented
here and the fit to CTTs by Alcala´ et al. (2014), who, in contrast to the previous
authors just mentioned, obtain a shallower exponent of 1.13±0.06. Despite these
disagreements, it can be seen in the Lacc vs. Lline plot of Figure 4.9 that the two
most luminous lines of He I 5876 A˚ in this sample actually agree with the best fit
of Alcala´ et al. (2014). The best fit obtained to the HAeBes has a slope which
lies between all previous relationships for CTTs, and agrees within the errors of
the majority too.
The Lacc vs. Lline relationship, and best fit for the 10829 A˚ line, is shown in
the top right panel of Figure 4.10, where the best fit to the data is found to be
Lacc ∝ L
1.72±0.12
line . This is much steeper than the exponent found for the 5876 A˚
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line. At first it could be thought that the differing strengths of EWcor between
the lines may play a factor. The emission peak in the 10829 A˚ line is often higher
than the 5876 A˚ line. However, conversion to a flux/luminosity depends upon the
SED of the star, which for A and B type stars is always weaker around 10000 A˚
as opposed to 5000 A˚, although the flux around 10000 A˚ can be slightly enhanced
by an IR-excess. Therefore, despite the EWcor of the 10829 A˚ line being stronger
than the 5876 A˚ line in the majority of cases (two-thirds), its luminosity is weaker
in half of the cases due to the laws of blackbody radiation. This allows the case
of the steeper gradient observed for the 10829 A˚ line.
There is no overall trend seen between the line strength and the temperature
of the star for either of the lines, as demonstrated in the bottom right panels of
Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The distribution of strengths is seen to be scattered for
CTTs and HAeBes alike – a probable consequence of the complex line profiles
observed.
4.4.4 Calcium NIR Triplet
The calcium triplet consists of the lines at 8498, 8542, and 8662 A˚, which are
emitted from singly ionised calcium (Ca II). The lines have been observed in both
CTTs and HAeBes, where they often display ratios between each other of 1:1:1
(Hamann & Persson 1992a,b; Boehm & Catala 1995; Rigliaco et al. 2012). Figure
4.11 provides a region of the NIR spectra which spans 8480–8720 A˚, encompassing
the entirety of the triplet and also the Paschen (14-3) transition. The cases
in which the triplet is present in emission can be seen to display the typical
1:1:1 ratio previously observed in HAeBes and CTTs, meaning that it is likely
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Figure 4.11: This figure displays a series of spectra spanning 8480–8720 A˚. The
region contains all three lines of the calcium II triplet (8498, 8542 and 8598 A˚), along
with four of the Paschen series hydrogen lines (three coincide with the Ca II triplet
while the other is at 8598 A˚). The triplet and the unblended Paschen line are labelled
at the top. The spectra displayed are of the same stars displayed in Figures 4.3 to
4.10, with the HAes on the left and HBes on the right. Each column is ascending in
temperature from bottom to top.
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emitted from an optically thick region. The central wavelengths of the triplet
are blended with the Paschen series. Therefore, to measure the strength of the
line, corrections need to be made for the underlying absorption of the hydrogen
line, which can be very broad and strong. For example, in Figure 4.11 the star
HD 95881 demonstrates the broad wings of the Paschen lines in absorption with
double peaked emission from the Ca II triplet superimposed on top of them. In
this example the Pa(14-3) line is seen entirely in absorption. This line can serve
as a useful indicator for the presence of the Ca II triplet e.g. for the cases of
PDS 69 and HD 85567 there are four emission lines present, and it can be seen
that the Pa (14-3) line is ∼ 2− 3 times weaker than the lines at the location of
the Ca II triplet. This suggests that the triplet lines are a combination of both
Ca II emission, and hydrogen emission. Meanwhile, for the cases of HD 53367
and PDS 361S, there are four emission lines present which are all of comparable
strength, suggesting that they all belong to the Paschen series, and that there is
no Ca II triplet emission.
Again, many different line profiles can been seen in the figure, such as inverse
P-Cygni and double peaked lines, though the majority of lines are seen to be
single peaked emission. This diversity in line profiles, much like the other lines
discussed so far, suggests that the geometries and environments regarding the
emission and absorption of this line are also complex. It is suspected that the
emission from these lines occurs further out in the disc due to the low excitation
energy of Ca II, where further out in the disc would be cooler. Emission also
appears stronger in the HBes of the sample.
The triplet lines have also been used as accretion indicators in CTTs (Muze-
rolle et al. 1998c; Mohanty et al. 2005; Rigliaco et al. 2012; Costigan et al. 2012).
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One of the latest studies by Costigan et al. (2012) showed that the triplet is
variable, with accretion rates calculated from the line seen to change on average
by ∼ 0.83 dex over a time period of 15 months. Their work also suggests that
accretion variability occurs on timescales of less than 25 days, providing an upper
limit to the variability. In addition, further investigation by (Costigan et al. 2014)
demonstrated than the variability does not occur significantly on a timescale of
minutes or hours, but on days i.e. the variability appears to coincide with the
rotation period.
The relationship between Lacc and Lline is presented for all 3 lines in Figure
4.12. The best fit for each of the lines is found to be: Lacc ∝ L
0.82±0.04
line for
the 8498 A˚ line; Lacc ∝ L
1.07±0.06
line for the 8542 A˚ line; and Lacc ∝ L
1.20±0.05
line for the
8662 A˚ line. Interestingly, the exponent appears to be increasing with wavelength,
with a total change of ∼ 0.4 across the lines. This differs from the CTTs’ case,
where Alcala´ et al. (2014) obtain the same exponent of 0.95 for all three lines.
A possible cause for this change is the blending of the lines with the Paschen
13, 15, and 16 lines. Removal of the emission component of these lines has not
been attempted, so if any emission is present it will contribute to the triplet,
increasing their measured strengths, and hence luminosities. The strength of the
lines in the Paschen series are seen to decrease towards the lower level transitions
i.e. the strengths increase with wavelength. This means the contribution to the
8498 A˚ line from the Paschen series will be less than the contribution to the
8662 A˚ line. However, the trend of the exponent in the relationship increasing
with wavelength actually suggests the opposite, as a higher exponent means that
the correct accretion rate can be achieved with a lower line luminosity. Therefore,
the exact cause of this increase remains unknown. The Ca II triplet may be a
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unique case, as it appears that the HAeBes are offset from the Ca II relationship
seen for the CTTs. This will be investigated in the next section.
4.5 Additional Accretion Diagnostic Lines
Accretion tracers provide a method of inferring accretion rates for stars where
direct methods of measurement M˙acc are difficult or impossible. i.e where it is
much more difficult to obtain a UV-excess and model it to obtain an accretion
rate. Emission lines are readily available at a variety of different wavelengths,
and are easier to measure. Therefore, by establishing correlations between the
accretion luminosity and line luminosity for a large series of lines, it opens up
possibilities for researchers to infer accretion rates when using data sets with a
limited wavelength range.
The advantage of the large wavelength range covered by X-Shooter is that it
encompasses a huge range of emission lines, allowing many accretion diagnostic
lines to be found. It also covers all these lines simultaneously to each other and
the Balmer excess, which was used earlier for the accretion determinations. The
simultaneity of the observations allows the lines to be safely compared against
each other as there will be no variability effects between lines. A set of 24 emission
lines have been chosen based on their frequency of detection in the sample, and
they are presented in Figure 4.12. The figure shows the plots of Lacc vs. Lline
for each of the 24 lines, along with a best fit to each one. Where possible, the
data on CTTs from Alcala´ et al. (2014) for the same lines are also included
for comparison, along with their best fit. Overall, the plots appear to show a
qualitative agreement in trends between the HAeBes and the CTTs, where Lacc
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is increasing proportionally to Lline. However, the exact fits to the samples mostly
show disagreement between the two on a quantitative level. In particular the Ca
II triplet is fairly deviant as each of the best fitting lines for the HAeBes appears
to be offset from the CTTs’ case. As discussed in the previous section, these
particular lines may be affected by the Paschen series. Most other disagreements
are seen in the slope of the relationship, rather than the offset. The CTTs and
HAeBes often agree in the transition region between them in the plots, and then
grow more divergent towards the more luminous lines (i.e. the HBes). Exceptions
to this correlation are the Ca II triplet, as mentioned, and a few of the higher
order Paschen lines.
Table 4.1 provides the exact best fits for all of the Lacc vs. Lline relationships
for easy reference; it also includes the fits from the previous section (bringing the
total number of lines analysed to 32), and the best-fit cases for the CTTs analysed
by Alcala´ et al. (2014) for comparison. These relationships are compared visually
in Figure 4.13, where each of the A and B values are plotted against their relevant
line number (which happens to be in ascending wavelength order too). From the
table and figure it can now be seen quantitatively that the relationships for CTTs
do not agree with those with HAeBes on an individual line by line basis. In total,
80% of comparable lines do not agree with each other (16/20 lines). Additionally,
the slope of the Lacc vs. Lline relationship, the B value, is found to have an
average of B¯ = 1.26± 0.22 in the HAeBes. This is steeper than the average seen
in CTTs, which is B¯ = 1.08± 0.08. Agreement is seen between the two, within
the errors.
Further analysis of how B changes between lines and wavelengths can provide
some further insight into the relationship between accretion and the emission
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Figure 4.12: This figure shows the accretion luminosity, as calculated directly from
the UV-excess in Chapter 3, against the line luminosities measured in this chapter. The
first panel provides the legend for the points, and upper limits are marked with black
arrows. The HAeBes are coloured according to their temperature (blue is hot; red is
cold). A best-fit to the data is shown as a black line. Where applicable, the CTTs data
from Alcala´ et al. (2014) is also plotted for comparison, along with their best-fit in red.
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Figure 4.12: continued.
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Figure 4.12: continued.
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Figure 4.12: continued.
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Table 4.1: This table0 displays all of the luminosity relationships plotted in Figures
4.3 to 4.12. The best-fit slope and intercept are provided in columns 6 and 7, while
the numbers of emission lines used in their calculation are provided in column 4. For
comparison the best-fit parameters for CTTs by Alcala´ et al. (2014) are provided in
the last two columns.
Line λ Line No. No. This work Alcala´ et al. (2014)
No. (A˚) Detections Limits A± σA B ±σB A ±σA B ± σB
1 3797 H(10-2) 59 31 3.13 ± 0.12 1.29 ± 0.07 2.58 ± 0.27 1.00 ± 0.05
2 3835 H(9-2) 36 48 3.00 ± 0.12 1.19 ± 0.07 2.53 ± 0.27 1.01 ± 0.05
3 3889 H(8-2) 22 60 3.12 ± 0.15 1.25 ± 0.08 2.55 ± 0.29 1.04 ± 0.06
4 4102 Hδ 25 66 2.75 ± 0.11 1.23 ± 0.07 2.50 ± 0.28 1.06 ± 0.06
5 4340 Hγ 39 52 2.62 ± 0.09 1.16 ± 0.06 2.50 ± 0.25 1.09 ± 0.05
6 4861 Hβ 81 10 2.53 ± 0.08 1.36 ± 0.06 2.31 ± 0.23 1.11 ± 0.05
7 5876 He I 36 26 4.84 ± 0.27 1.36 ± 0.09 3.51 ± 0.30 1.13 ± 0.06
8 6300 [O I] 44 32 4.09 ± 0.13 1.06 ± 0.04 - -
9 6563 Hα 89 2 1.88 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.03 1.50 ± 0.26 1.12 ± 0.07
10 7773 O I 30 20 3.78 ± 0.20 1.07 ± 0.07 3.91 ± 0.51 1.16 ± 0.09
11 8446 O I 57 20 2.90 ± 0.08 0.73 ± 0.03 - -
12 8498 Ca II 41 12 3.07 ± 0.10 0.82 ± 0.04 2.18 ± 0.38 0.95 ± 0.07
13 8542 Ca II 34 10 3.54 ± 0.14 1.07 ± 0.06 2.13 ± 0.42 0.95 ± 0.08
14 8598 Pa(14-3) 74 15 3.89 ± 0.12 1.22 ± 0.05 - -
15 8662 Ca II 79 11 3.48 ± 0.11 1.20 ± 0.05 2.20 ± 0.43 0.95 ± 0.09
16 8750 Pa(12-3) 90 1 3.88 ± 0.11 1.56 ± 0.05 - -
17 8863 Pa(11-3) 78 13 3.96 ± 0.13 1.44 ± 0.06 - -
18 9015 Pa(10-3) 87 4 4.07 ± 0.13 1.69 ± 0.06 2.99 ± 0.49 1.03 ± 0.09
19 9229 Pa(9-3) 73 17 3.79 ± 0.13 1.44 ± 0.06 3.40 ± 0.47 1.13 ± 0.09
20 9546 Paǫ 86 5 3.86 ± 0.12 1.57 ± 0.06 3.19 ± 0.58 1.11 ± 0.12
21 10049 Paδ 66 17 4.09 ± 0.14 1.35 ± 0.06 3.33 ± 0.47 1.18 ± 0.10
22 10829 He I 41 27 5.67 ± 0.34 1.72 ± 0.12 2.62 ± 0.57 1.11 ± 0.12
23 10938 Paγ 75 16 3.77 ± 0.13 1.37 ± 0.06 3.17 ± 0.31 1.18 ± 0.06
24 12818 Paβ 79 8 3.12 ± 0.10 1.21 ± 0.05 2.45 ± 0.39 1.04 ± 0.08
25 15439 Br(17-4) 28 59 4.18 ± 0.15 1.01 ± 0.04 - -
26 15556 Br(16-4) 33 55 4.20 ± 0.16 1.09 ± 0.05 - -
27 15701 Br(15-4) 37 51 4.35 ± 0.17 1.16 ± 0.06 - -
28 15880 Br(14-4) 33 56 4.42 ± 0.18 1.23 ± 0.06 - -
29 16109 Br(13-4) 52 38 4.50 ± 0.18 1.29 ± 0.07 - -
30 16407 Br(12-4) 44 46 4.34 ± 0.19 1.29 ± 0.07 - -
31 16806 Br(11-4) 61 29 4.67 ± 0.19 1.41 ± 0.07 - -
32 21661 Brγ 69 18 4.23 ± 0.16 1.31 ± 0.06 3.60 ± 0.38 1.16 ± 0.07
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lines. In particular the Balmer and Brackett series lines show an increasing B
value as the energy level transitions get lower i.e. B is increasing with wavelength.
This trend is also evident in the Balmer series for the CTTs; no CTTs data is
present for a Brackett series comparison. This could be an optical depth effect.
However, the Paschen series does not follow such a trend. The scatter of the
points are higher for this series too, in both HAeBes and CTTs. This gives the
appearance of B looking roughly constant, although in this work there appears
to be a decline around Paγ and Paβ.
Overall, it appears that the relationship between Lacc and Lline, for all lines,
is well correlated in HAeBes, although the slope is slightly enhanced over the set
of CTTs analysed by Alcala´ et al. (2014). Caution should be noted in the use of
the Ca II triplet, due to Paschen blending. Caution is also advised in the use of
the He I and O I lines, as their complex line profiles suggest various origins, some
of which may not be associated with accretion. More importantly, the actual line
profiles themselves can lead to incorrect luminosities due to multiple components.
4.6 Discussion
Since all of the emission lines appear to be correlated with the accretion luminosity
it is worth discussing which lines serve as the “best” tracers of accretion i.e. most
reliably detected and likely associated directly with accretion. That way the best
lines can be prioritised in future observations.
In Table 4.2 all 32 lines are presented along with details of the number of
emission line detections. The other columns of the table are split into different
categories based upon emission detection and UV-excess detection. The total
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Figure 4.13: The slope and intercept values describing the best-fits to the Lacc vs.
Lline relationships for each line, which are recorded in 4.12, are plotted above in black.
The slopes are in the top panel and the intercepts are in the bottom panel. A solid
black line denotes the mean values, which are B¯ = 1.26 ± 0.22 and A¯ = 3.74 ± 0.78.
The values for CTTs obtained by Alcala´ et al. (2014) are also plotted here in red; their
mean values are B¯ = 1.08 ± 0.08 and A¯ = 2.76± 0.60.
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Table 4.2: This table details all of the measured emission lines, along with their
respective number of detections. The final four columns denote the four categories
into which each star of the sample can belong to for a given line; their descriptions are
provided in the text. ‘Emis’ denotes emission, and ∆DB denotes a UV-excess detection.
Line λ Line Emission No. of stars which match the criteria
Number (A˚) Lines Emis - Y Emis - N Emis - Y Emis - N
Detected ∆DB - Y ∆DB - N ∆DB - Y ∆DB - N
1 3797 H(10-2) 59 46 17 13 15
2 3835 H(9-2) 36 33 30 3 25
3 3889 H(8-2) 22 22 41 0 28
4 4102 Hδ 25 21 42 4 24
5 4340 Hγ 39 30 33 9 19
6 4861 Hβ 81 58 5 23 5
7 5876 He I 36 30 33 6 22
8 6300 [O I] 44 31 32 13 15
9 6563 Hα 89 61 2 28 0
10 7773 O I 30 26 37 4 24
11 8446 O I 57 43 20 14 14
12 8498 Ca II 41 35 28 6 22
13 8542 Ca II 34 32 31 2 26
14 8598 Pa(14-3) 74 56 7 18 10
15 8662 Ca II 79 58 5 21 7
16 8750 Pa(12-3) 90 62 1 28 0
17 8863 Pa(11-3) 78 57 6 21 7
18 9015 Pa(10-3) 87 61 2 26 2
19 9229 Pa(9-3) 73 52 11 21 7
20 9546 Paǫ 86 61 2 25 3
21 10049 Paδ 66 49 14 17 11
22 10829 He I 41 34 29 7 21
23 10938 Paγ 75 55 8 20 8
24 12818 Paβ 79 57 6 22 6
25 15439 Br(17-4) 28 23 40 5 23
26 15556 Br(16-4) 33 28 35 5 23
27 15701 Br(15-4) 37 31 32 6 22
28 15880 Br(14-4) 33 28 35 5 23
29 16109 Br(13-4) 52 44 19 8 20
30 16407 Br(12-4) 44 36 27 8 20
31 16806 Br(11-4) 61 50 13 11 17
32 21661 Brγ 69 50 13 19 9
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accretion rate detection is defined as all of the HAeBes for which a UV-excess,
referred to as a Balmer excess ∆DB, was clearly measured in the previous chapter.
There are 63 stars which match this criteria. This includes the 7 stars in which an
accretion rate could not be determined within the context of MA. Their inclusion
is due to the measured ∆DB likely being associated with accretion, although the
exact method and rate of accretion has not been established.
The two categories, of emission and accretion, can be divided into two out-
comes for each case, a yes and a no. This gives a total of four categories in which
a star can lie e.g. a star may have a particular line in emission, but no ∆DB was
detected in the star. Upper limits on both the Balmer excess detection and the
accretion rates are grouped into their respective no detection categories.
Table 4.2 is presented visually in Figure 4.14. The figure shows each line
broken down into percentages for the four separate categories, with the total
being 100% i.e the whole sample. In the figure there is clear division at 31% due
to the detection of the Balmer excess occupying the upper 69% of the figure. This
division is due to the detection of ∆DB remaining constant for a star across all
lines, as it is independent of the line measurement. The detection of the emission
lines does change for the same star on a line to line basis, resulting in the various
divisions in the plot. The four different categories provide a lot of information
about each line.
1. The first category is where both emission and excess are detected, and is
represented by the green segments in the diagram. This category measures
if the line is a good one to one tracer of accretion i.e. excess is present and
so is the emission line - good tracer. Examples of good tracers are Hα, Brγ,
and Paβ as their emission detections fall predominately in this category.
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Figure 4.14: This figure presents for each line in turn, the whole HAeBe sample
divided up into different categories based on whether an emission line was, or was not
detected, and on whether ∆DB could, or could not, be measured in Chapter 3. Details
on the meanings of each category are provided in the text.
2. The second category measures how poor a tracer the line is. This category
is shown in red and is where there has been a clear excess detected, and
therefore accretion rate, but there is no corresponding emission line detec-
tion. An example of this is the oxygen 7773 A˚ line, in which the majority
of ∆DB detections have no corresponding emission line detection.
3. The third category denotes the objects in which emission is detected, but
no excess is visible (shown in yellow in the figure). Interpretation of this
category can be as either a good or poor tracer for two different reasons.
Arguments as a poor tracer follow a “Red-Herring” approach, where the
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emission present is considered to not actually be associated with accretion,
since no excess is detected. This can then lead to false identifications of
accretion through the Lacc vs. Lline relationship. However, arguments
for this category being a good tracer assume that the emission present is
sensitive to accretion, and therefore more readily detectable than an excess.
This allows the Lacc vs. Lline relationship to be used to infer an accretion
luminosity. The data in the table, and the percentages shown in the figure
appear to favour the later argument. This is because as the green percentage
increases, which is said to be a good accretion tracer, so does this category.
4. The fourth and final category is shown in orange and is generally a re-
dundant category, stating that there is no emission and no excess detected
i.e. the stars are not accreting and therefore no signatures of accretion are
present. The category may reflect situations in which both the excess and
emission lines lie below the detection limits of the methods used here. Due
to there being no detection, anything in this category cannot be used as a
tracer of accretion.
The findings in the table and figure highlight that the already established
accretion tracing relationships are good ones. Namely, Hα, Brγ, and Paβ are all
predominately in the green. They also have large percentages of detection in the
yellow category; yes to emission, no to ∆DB. This suggests that the emission
lines may be tracing accretion which is below the detection limits of the Balmer
excess method.
To test this, Hα is analysed. To do this, Lline is converted into Lacc using the
relationship for Hα obtained in this work. This is performed only on the stars in
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Figure 4.15: This figure shows the expected Balmer excess based on the strength
of Hα against the stars in which only an upper limit could be placed on their UV-
excess in chapter 3. The green points are stars which show agreement between the
line strength and actual Balmer excess given the errors. Details of how the theoretical
∆DB is calculated are given in the text.
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which an upper limit could be placed on the strength of the Balmer excess (25
stars, see Chapter 3). The Hα calculated Lacc is then converted into M˙acc using
the stellar parameters determined in Chapter 2. This, in turn, can be used to
infer ∆DB values which should theoretically be detected for the corresponding
line strengths observed. The theoretical excess is calculated via the ∆DB vs.
M˙acc curves seen in Figure 3.6 of Chapter 3. The results of this are shown in
Figure 4.15. In the figure the points which lie below the solid black line are ones
where the upper limits of the measured ∆DB from the UV-excess are greater
than the ∆DB values theorised by the Hα lines i.e. the accretion rate inferred
by the line agrees with the upper limits. However, the points above the line
shown the opposite situation; here the Hα line states that the accretion rate is
higher than the upper limits would suggest, and that they should be detectable
though UV-excess measurements. It is important to note that the errors on the
excesses derived from Hα are largely due to the multiple conversions involved in
going from the relationships to an actual excess, along with added uncertainties
from various stellar parameters. These allow many of the theoretical excess to
lie below the upper limits; and can therefore be deemed acceptable. All of the
points where the Hα line predicts an excess which falls below the upper limits,
within the errors, are marked as green points in the figure; they comprise 84%
of the upper limits. There remain four points in which the predicted excesses
are definitely greater than the observed upper limits on the excess. The upper
limits on these particular stars are placed at only 0.02 mag, which may actually
be an underestimate. Two of the stars were low temperature and required a
distance to be adopted for calculation of stellar parameters; this could lead to
incorrect surface gravities and hence excess measurements. However, these stars
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may actually have no accretion associated with them and the Hα emission could
be due to another source e.g. it could be emission from a regular Be star disc
if the star was misclassified. Overall, the figure demonstrates that the “yes in
emission, no in excess” criteria serves as a good tracer indicator, meaning that
Hα appears to be a good accretion tracer. The line luminosity can be safely used
to determine the accretion rate.
Returning to Figure 4.14 there are also lines which appear to be poor tracers of
accretion. In particular the Brackett series appears to get worse as an accretion
tracer towards the higher order transitions, although Brγ itself appears to be
a good tracer. Such a decline is likely because of the decreasing strength in
emission towards the shorter wavelengths; which is supported by the green/red
ratio changing between successive orders (with a slight hiccup around Br 12-4).
Inversely, the Balmer series begins to improve again towards higher transition
lines after Hδ. A possible explanation for this is because of the UV-excess veiling
the lines. In veiling, the lines are filled in slightly by excess emission, which
decreases their observed absorption profiles and gives then an EWobs closer to 0.
Then, after correction for the intrinsic absorption, which will be now be bigger
than the observed line, an EWcor is obtained in emission. This explanation is
plausible, as towards higher orders the UV-excess gets stronger and EWint gets
weaker.
As for lines which are weighted more towards being poor tracers, like the O I
7773 A˚ and the He I 5876 A˚ lines, one possible explanation for their poor nature
is that the definition of a line being in emission used in this work is an absolute
one i.e. the strength is computed though summation over the whole line. This
means that complex profiles where there is both absorption and emission present
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may not be classed as in emission by this definition, as the opposing profile
contributions can cancel each other out in extreme situation (or at least the net
emission/absorption will be drastically altered). In such cases some stars may
be found to have no emission detection despite the clear presence of an inverse
P-Cygni profile. Therefore, when considering accretion in HAeBes analysis of
line profiles, line strengths, and UV-excesses where possible, should all be used
together to reach a consensus.
A final point is made here on the emission lines which are detected less fre-
quently, and take up a large fraction of the “no emission detected, UV-excess
detected” part of Figure 4.14. Despite them being technically poor tracers from
a detection point of view, when they are detected they are nearly entirely seen to
be correlated with a UV-excess. This, along with all of the relationships tested
and fitted, suggests that all lines are correlated to the accretion luminosity. Since
Lacc is strongly correlated to L⋆ too, it is possible that the relationships seen
here are in fact just a consequence of the star’s own stellar luminosity (Boehm
& Catala 1995) which shall be explored and discussed in detail in an up-coming
paper by Mendigut´ıa et al. (2015, in prep).
4.7 Conclusion
This Chapter has focussed on expanding our understanding of relationships be-
tween Lacc and Lline in HAeBes, and how these relate to CTTs. The following
key points are found:
• Relationships are obtained between Lacc and Lline for 32 different emission
lines. In all cases a best fit is made to these lines, with the average corre-
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lation being Lacc ∝ L
1.26±0.22
line . This is found to be in agreement with the
CTTs observed by (Alcala´ et al. 2014) where the average is Lacc ∝ L
1.08±0.08
line .
Overall, the relationship is measured to be steeper in HAeBes than in CTTs,
and could therefore be even steeper in MYSOs.
• On an individual line basis, variations are seen in the Lacc ∝ Lline relation-
ship between CTTs and HAeBes. 80% of the lines in common between the
two samples are found to not agree with each other within their error mar-
gins. Therefore, this suggests that there are differences in the production of
emission lines between the two. However, a large level of scatter has been
observed in the line relationships of CTTs, suggesting that these differences
may also be related to the actual sample compared against.
• An assessment of the reliability of each line as an accretion tracer has been
performed though a comparison between the rates of emission line detection
and UV-excess detection. Confirmation is found that the accretion tracers
for CTTs, like Hβ, Hα, Paβ and Brγ, are also reliable tracers of accretion in
HAeBe stars. Additionally, a few other lines are found to be possibly poor
tracers based on their low levels of emission line detection e.g. [O I]λ6300
and He I 5876 A˚. However, when these lines are detected they are nearly
always associated with a UV-excess
• The sheer number of objects and emission lines analysed here provide ro-
bust relationships between accretion luminosity and line luminosity for an
exceptional wavelength coverage, which opens up new diagnostics of accre-
tion in the J-band. These relationships provide a useful tool for future work
of accretion in both HAeBes and CTTs alike.
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As a final remark, it appears that whenever emission lines are detected in
HAeBes, that their luminosities are always correlated with the accretion lumi-
nosity of the star.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
This thesis has focused upon providing a statistical and investigation into the
spectroscopic properties of Herbig Ae/Be stars. In particular, derivations of the
stellar properties and accretion rates were the two key objectives in this research.
This chapter provides a summary of the findings within this thesis, along with a
look at the future challenges which await in this field of research.
5.1 Summary
The Herbig Ae/Be stars act as a bridge between the numerous and reasonably well
understood low-mass CTTs, to the rare and deeply embedded MYSOs. HAeBes
are optically visible stars, which makes them ideal objects for studying up to the
MYSO mass range. This is the main reason these stars were selected for this
study.
Knowledge is first required about the stellar parameters of the HAeBes in
order to determine accretion rates and emission line luminosities. They are also
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required if any general comparisons are to be made between CTTs and MYSOs.
In this study the properties of 91 HAeBes are assessed using medium resolution
spectra covering a wavelength rage from ∼ 3000 − 25000 A˚. This is one of the
largest spectroscopic studies to date, covering a huge wavelength range.
Chapter 1 provided a method of determining the temperature, surface gravity,
reddening, luminosity, mass, radius, age, and distance to the majority of HAeBes
in a consistent and homogeneous fashion (distances were adopted
This was done through spectral typing using medium resolution X-Shooter
spectra. Specifically, the temperature, Teff , and surface gravity, log(g), of each
star was calculated by comparing the broad absorption wings of the hydrogen
Balmer series to model spectra. The absorption wings are sensitive to both Teff
and log(g), making them ideal for determining accurate spectral types. The
remaining stellar parameters were determined through a combination of optical
photometry and placing the stars on PMS tracks. There were a few exceptions
to this method: the first were stars with Teff < 9000K, below which there is a
degeneracy in determining log(g) from model atmospheres, so a distance had to
be adopted to these stars; the others are stars with such strong emission lines
that that even the broad wings used for analysis can no longer be seen. All
remaining stellar parameters were calculated by placing the stars on a log(g) vs.
Teff plot, or an HR-diagram, and then properties were extracted from the PMS
tracks plotted along side. Some of the previously adopted distances were revised,
as they produced unfeasible results which yielded unlikely placements on the HR-
diagram i.e. some of the adopted distances caused the calculated radii for these
stars to be less than solar for stars much hotter than the Sun, which suggests
that the distance adopted was underestimated.
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By using the same instrument, and the same method throughout, the parame-
ters are obtained in a homogeneous fashion for the majority of the stars. There are
exceptions for low temperature stars, and stars with exceptionally strong emis-
sion lines. In general, the approach makes comparison within the sample more
accurate than the case of adopting parameters from various literature sources.
Comparisons against previous values in the literature are in agreement, which
supports the methodology used here.
Chapter 3 focused on the calculation of accretion rates, ( M˙acc) – a crucial
piece of information in understanding how HAeBes evolve. M˙acc was obtained
by first making measurements of the UV-excess across the Balmer jump region.
This was done by measuring the amount of excess flux that is seen on top of the
underlying photosphere, referred to as the Balmer excess, ∆DB. Such an excess is
thought to be produced due to magnetospheric accretion taking place, at least in
CTTs. Within the context of MA the truncated disc material is accreted though
a column onto the star via the magnetic field lines. The material falls at speeds
close to free-fall and shocks the photosphere upon impact. This shock produces
X-rays which thermalise the surroundings, and in turn are visible as a hotspot
on the surface, giving rise to a UV-excess. This excess was clearly detected in
63 stars of the sample, with an upper limit placeable on a further 25 stars; M˙acc
was then derived for these stars within the context of magnetospheric accretion.
However, 7 of the ∆DB detections were not reproducible in this context. These
7 stars are all HBe stars, often with very large ∆DB values of > 0.85, or high
temperatures exceeding 20000 K. This suggests a possible breakdown in the disc-
accretion regime in HBes, particularly for early-type HBes.
The HAeBes for which M˙acc was successfully determined were investigated
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further, to see how M˙acc changes as a function of mass and luminosity. Inter-
estingly the HAes and HBes behaved differently from each other. In the mass
comparisons, a relationship for the HAes was obtained of M˙acc ∝M
8.42±1.37
⋆ , while
in the HBes it was found to be much less steep, M˙acc ∝M
2.82±0.39
⋆ . In CTTs this
relationship is shallower again, being M⋆ ∝ M˙
2.0
acc (Muzerolle et al. 2005; Natta
et al. 2006). However, when comparing the accretion luminosity to the stellar lu-
minosity it was found that the HAes and CTTs are in agreement with each other
- their respective relationships are Lacc ∝ L
1.53±0.14
⋆ and Lacc ∝ L
1.5
⋆ (Natta et al.
2006; Tilling et al. 2008), while the HBes showed a much shallower relationship
Lacc ∝ L
0.84±0.13
⋆ .
In order to better understand these various relationships, the ages of the
HAeBes were examined too. It was found that the relationship between M˙acc
and age varies between the HAe and HBe regime, with the relationship being
of the form M˙acc ∝ t
−η. The exponent here for the HBes is η = 2.02 ± 0.09,
while for HAes it is steeper, with η = 4.06± 0.53. This result is expected to be
influenced by the most massive stars, which have the higher accretion rates, and
are only observable at small ages due to their quicker evolution. Similarly, the less
massive stars have a longer PMS lifetime which could allow their accretion rate to
diminish with this time; this could perhaps explain the change in the relationship.
In general, this result may indicate that M˙acc decreases quicker for older HAeBe
stars. However, in CTTs it has been observed that η ∼ 2 (Sicilia-Aguilar et al.
2010; Caratti o Garatti et al. 2012). This suggests that there is a change taking
place between the CTTs to HAes mass boundary, and also between the HAes and
HBes.
Overall, these relationships indicate that M˙acc is an evolutionary property of
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HAeBes, which decreases as the star evolves, possibly accreting all of its disc
material or dispersing it with time. Modelling of disc dispersion through photo-
evaporation suggests that the disc lifetimes are indeed shorter for more massive
stars (Gorti & Hollenbach 2009). This offers an explanation for the steep expo-
nent observed in the HAes, in which we could be observing the transition stage
of disc dispersion as they approach the main sequence, resulting in a decreased
accretion rate. The HBes, on the other hand, are always younger and may not
have existed long enough for disc dispersal so really get going, which allows them
to retain a more shallow relationship between M˙acc and age, making them appear
similar to CTTs.
An unanswered question remains here, which is why does Lacc show similarites
between CTTs and HAes, but not between CTTs and HBes? This was investi-
gated in Chapter 4 by analysing Lacc with respect to the line luminosities, Lline.
It has been established in CTTs that Lacc is correlated with Lline for various lines
(Muzerolle et al. 1998c; Calvet et al. 2004; Dahm 2008; Herczeg & Hillenbrand
2008; Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a; Rigliaco et al. 2012). This has also been shown
to be true for a few lines in HAeBes too (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006; Mendigut´ıa
et al. 2011a). So, comparisons were made here of Lacc as a function of Lline for
32 different emission lines in total. It was found that the already established ac-
cretion tracers in CTTs also work well in HAeBes. For the HAeBes a mean slope
of 1.26± 0.22 is obtained for the Lacc vs. Lline relationship, while for CTTs an
exponent of 1.08±0.08 is seen. They are in agreement. However, on a line to line
basis, the exponent of this relationship is observed to disagree in 80% of the 24
lines in common. The CTTs and HAeBes are seen to agree with each around the
boundary between them, but as Lline increases, the corresponding Lacc becomes
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more deviant i.e. Lacc increases at a faster rate, resulting in a steeper exponent
to the slope, which occurs towards the HBe mass regime. Overall, it has been
observed that all lines appear to be correlated with the accretion luminosity .
This is a similar behaviour to the Lacc vs. L⋆ situation observed in Chapter 3.
In a sense, this means that all lines are good tracers. Considering this universal
agreement and the trend with L⋆, it appears that the underlying relationship
between Lline and Lacc is perhaps solely due to the stellar photosphere.
In summary the chapters within this thesis have found:
• Stellar parameter determinations for the entire sample, the majority follow-
ing the same methodology.
• Accretion rates are measured directly from a UV-excess within the con-
text of magnetospheric accretion, although some Herbig Be stars cannot be
modeled with this context.
• Relationships with various stellar parameters and accretion rates appear to
deviate between the CTTs, HAe, and HBe groups.
• The accretion rate is observed to diminish with age, suggesting that the
decrease is an evolutionary effect. The relationship is observed to be steeper
in HAes than HBes.
• Accretion luminosity versus line luminosity relationships are established for
32 different emission lines. Many of these are new diagnostics both for
HAeBes, and for CTTs. Deviations are observed from the CTTs towards
the early-type HBes.
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5.2 Future Work
There have been many exciting developments in the the field of PMS stars lately,
particularly in regards to the Herbig Ae/Be stars. Despite this, there remain
many questions about their circumstellar environments, how they accrete, and
their relation to CTTs and MYSOs. This thesis has provided information which
helps towards a better understanding of these relations, but more work is required.
This section will provide information on the topics that still need to be addressed
in this field, along with future extensions to the work presented in this thesis.
Applicability of Magnetospheric Accretion
Magnetospheric accretion has been convincingly demonstrated as a viable form
of accretion in CTTs (Calvet & Gullbring 1998; Muzerolle et al. 1998a; Gullbring
et al. 2000; Muzerolle et al. 2001; Kurosawa et al. 2011; Ingleby et al. 2013). It has
also been shown to be applicable in some HAeBes too (Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a;
Donehew & Brittain 2011; Pogodin et al. 2012). However, their applicability has
been brought into question by one or two stars which could not be modelled in this
context (Mendigut´ıa et al. 2011a). This thesis has demonstrated that MA does
hold in the majority of HAeBes, so their formation, accretion rates, and evolution
may be similar to CTTs. However, there were 7 stars in the sample where clear
UV-excess detection could not be modelled within the context of MA. All of these
were HBe objects with either a high temperature, a large excess, or both. There
were also numerous HAeBes which required accretion columns to take up more
than 25% of the total stellar surface, in order to reproduce the observed UV-
excesses. These above points suggest that there is perhaps a breakdown of MA
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in HAeBes, particularly at high masses. Therefore, efforts should be made to try
and either prove or rule-out MA in HAeBes. This means probing as close to the
star as possible through interferometry or polarisation techniques in order to try
to resolve the effects of an accretion column, or even the column itself.
Thoughts should also be taken into consideration about an alternative method
of accretion in HAeBes. One method could be a boundary-layer model, which
has been shown to be applicable in a sample of HAeBes (Blondel & Djie 2006).
The boundary-layer model involves the disc extending right down to the stellar
surface, where kinetic energy is lost through small, oblique shocks. This energy
is radiated away in a boundary layer around the star, of a given thickness, giving
rise to a UV-excess (Bertout et al. 1988). For this theory to be tested, detailed
UV observations are required.
Herbig Ae/Be circumstellar geometry
HAeBes are known to have circumstellar discs around them, as this has been
inferred from polarisation measurements (Vink et al. 2002, 2005) and direct ob-
servations (McCaughrean & O’dell 1996; Grady et al. 2001). In recent years there
have been observations of CO in the discs of HAeBes which are well explained
by gaps in the discs (van der Plas et al. 2009, 2015; Maaskant et al. 2013; Ilee
et al. 2014). This is one example of our understanding about the geometry of the
circumstellar material around HAeBes improving. Further knowledge has been
obtained on where the Brγ line originates from too, which is thought to be inte-
rior to the dust sublimation radius (Kraus et al. 2008). Further interferometric
investigations confirm this, and also find that it can originate outside of the co-
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rotation radius, in the case of the HAe star HD 100546, which suggests that it is
not formed from within an accretion column (Mendigutia et al., submitted).
Another example of improved understanding, as of late, is that observations
were made of the outflow material produced by the HAeBe star HD 163296 (Eller-
broek et al. 2014). The authors noted that the visible clumps are perpendicular
to the disc and can provide information about the outflow history, where the ve-
locities and collimation observed support outflow production though a magneto-
centrifugal jet. Furthermore, no dust is detected in the outflows suggesting that
the launching occurs within the dust sublimation radius. It would be ideal in
future observations to probe closer in to confirm the jet launching mechanism,
while observations of more HAeBe systems showing outflows would be greatly
welcome.
Line profiles can provide an insight into the geometry too, but the profiles can
be complicated by many components (see the discussion of the O I and He I lines
in Chapter 4). Variability also plays a factor in such observations, which makes
multi-epoch observations necessary to assess how the line profile is changing (if
at all). Observations of line profiles would serve as a helpful tool alongside other
observational techniques to help confirm findings. Additionally, more dedicated
modelling of the complex line profiles would help in understanding their origins
(e.g. Muzerolle et al. 1998a; Kurosawa et al. 2011; Kurosawa & Romanova 2012)
Overall, a greater understanding of the geometries in HAeBes are required in
order to disentangle potential disc winds, accretion columns, and outflows.
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Extreme Emission Line Objects
As presented in this work there are a number of HAeBes which have a large
amount of strong emission lines in their spectra, and no photospheric absorption
features. It was not possible to obtain spectral types of these objects from the
spectra in this work, so their stellar parameters remain less certain as a result.
These particular stars are fascinating ones, as they may represent some of the
earliest stages of evolution in these stars. They often have large UV-excess and
high line luminosities, both of which are indicative of high accretion rates; high
accretion rates are typically attributed to the stars being massive and young.
Some of these stars may indeed be bordering the MYSO mass range and can
provide a better insight into PMS stars as a function of mass. In order to obtain
a better understanding of these stars, more observations are required at different
wavelengths. This will allow us to see if line profiles remain the same throughout,
or if there are perhaps some indicators at other wavelengths of outflows, winds,
and even accretion.
Line Luminosity Relationship
This work has helped to confirm that the many established Lline relationships
to Lacc in CTTs are also present in HAeBes. However, the exact relationships
differ from each other more than expected than if they share similar line origin.
This ties back to the geometry, that greater knowledge of where the emitting
regions are within the circumstellar environment are needed. This will also help
in solving why Lline remains correlated with Lacc over many orders of magnitude.
Recently, two NIR lines at 11.32µm and 12.37µm have been presented as
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potential accretion tracers in CTTs, as the luminosities of the lines correlate with
the accretion luminosity (Rigliaco et al. 2015). It may be the case that these lines
will also trace accretion in HAeBes, but more importantly they may provide a
way of investigating accretion in more deeply embedded stars, specifically the
MYSOs.
5.3 Final Remarks
To conclude, this thesis presents the culmination of one of the largest dedicated
spectroscopic surveys into Herbig Ae/Be stars to date, with the results providing
robust stellar parameters, mass accretion rates, and many line luminosity rela-
tionships for the sample. It is found that the HAeBes display many properties
similar to CTTs, however there are also breaks in these general trends between
them; it appears that CTTs, HAes, and HBes all behave differently from each
other to some degree. In particular, evidence has been presented that magneto-
spheric accretion may be breaking down in the Herbig Be mass range.
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